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CONTINENTAL EXPERIENCE WITH
THE GROWTH OF SUGAR-BEET

BY J. M. VAN BOMMEL VAN VLOTEN

Expert to 1/2: Netberland Sugar Industry

WHEN I received by intermediary of the Dutch Department of

Agriculture your invitation to speak before this conference about
some questions concerning sugar-beet culture, I at first hesitated to

accept it. In the first place, I wish to state that it is very difficult
for me to speak in a language which is not familiar to me, and in
the second place, the circumstances in England are so different from
those in Holland that I can hardly be expected to be an expert for

your country.
However, the consideration that sugar-beet culture is rather a

new one in England, and the fact that I greatly appreciated the honour
conferred upon me by asking me to speak before this conference,
made me decide to accept your invitation.

In a paper read by Mr Alfred Wood, Secretary to the British

Sugar Society, to a meeting of the Farmers' Club, in March 1925,
he explained how sugar-beet culture and sugar industry are dependent
on each other. He has called the ten years during which the subsidy
is given to the British sugar industry, an educational period for the
farmers. It seems to me that he is quite right, and that during these
ten years not only your practical farmers and your labourers must

gain the experience by which the best results will be obtained, but
that also your British agricultural scientists must prepare, by several

researches, for the time when your sugar industry will have to face
the competition of the production of other countries.

It is about these researches that I should like to speak to you.
In your country you have the advantage that from the very

beginning you can profit by the experience of the Continent. Now
the question is whether this

"

Continental" experience will be of
value to you or not. The varieties of seed used on the Continent—
are they suitable for your circumstances ? Would the distance between
the drill rows, which has proved to be efficient on the Continent,
prove also to be appropriate for England? And then there is finally
the important question of manuring, which depends so much on local
Circumstances.

First of all I will treat the question, which variety of seed is to be
chosen.

The choice of the variety of seed is, as far as I know, not yet a

problem which is very much discussed b the English farmers. The
seed is provided by the factory and the grmer does not influence the
choice. Yet it IS of great Importance to him that a variety is chosen
which will suit him best.

A2 5
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SUGAR-BEET 7

On the Continent, yearly, a great number of experiments are made

by which different varieties are tested on yield and sugar content, for

the choice of the variety can be made only if the results of careful and

scientific experiments are known.

Therefore I will begin to tell you briefly how the experiments are

made in Holland. A field is chosen in which the soil can be con-

sidered to be homogeneous. The number of varieties to be compared
is about six. The field then is divided into 36 plots in the way as shown

in Scheme I.
Those 36 plots are marked out on the field, each consisting of

five rows of 100 beets. They must be rather small, otherwise the

total of the experimental field will be too large, and the danger of

the soil not being homogeneous will be greater. This is also the reason

why no larger number of varieties can be compared.
The seed is sown by hand, the little hand-drills not being so

suitable for this work.

By sowing the varieties of seed in this way they will all be

distributed nicely over the field, and the influence of the soil is

eliminated as much as possible. After sowing is done the most

careful attention must be given to the crop to prevent sugar-
beet being missing. Each missing root influences the results of the

experiments.
In October the yield of each plot is weighed and the middle row

is transported to a factory where the tare and sugar content are

determined.
Of each variety about 600 beets are tested on sugar content. It

is of great importance that the transport to the factory and the deter-

mination of the sugar content is done as quickly as possible, to avoid

alterations on account of drying out or other causes.

The average weight and sugar content of the six plots of each

variety is calculated, and conclusions drawn in the modern scientific

way. If there is no good conformity between the results of the six

plots of each variety it is advisable to consider the experiment to have

been a failure.
It cannot be sufficiently emphasized that the experiments on

sugar-beet culture must be made very carefully, for otherwise there

is a great risk that wrong conclusions will be drawn.

The experimental commission of the Netherland sugar industry
each year has, besides making experiments, about eight of these ex-

perimental fields in various parts of the country, all surveyed by two

agricultural specialists who are solely in their service.

The results of the experiments have always shown that there is

a great difference in quality between the various varieties of beet seed

which can be bought. Several Continental producers of seed select

their varieties in three directions, and by doing so they enable the

factories to choose those varieties which are esteemed to be the most
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eflicient for the special circumstances under which their farmers are

livin .

These three types of varieties are frequently indicated by the
letters E, N and Z.

E is a type giving a great yield with a low sugar content, whereas
the Z type contains more sugar but yields a smaller weight. The

type N (normal) stands, concerning sugar content as well as yield,
between the types E and Z.

The question, which of these types is to be preferred, is much
discussed. The answer depends not only on circumstances of soil
and climate but also on the opinion of the farmers and the manu-

facturers. The opinion of the farmer and the manufacturer is often
divided about this subject. The way in which the sugar-beets are

paid for is closely connected with this problem. I shall deal with this

question afterwards, when I shall be speaking about the subject: how
in general the results of experiments must be judged.

An important matter which also can be solved by these experi-
mental fields is the inclination of the different varieties to run to seed.
The forming of bolters not only depends on conditions of growth
but without a doubt is a hereditary property of the variety.

In Holland, for each variet the percentage of the roots which
run to seed is determined, and lydare say that every year always the
same varieties show the largest number of bolters.

It is my deliberate opinion that the producers of seed must be
able to reduce the forming of bolters to a minimum.

Out of the circumstances which influence the choice of the

variety I shall only mention the soil. It is a matter of common know-

ledge that there are some soils which give a greater yield and a lower

sugar content than others—I think the Fen district is a part of your
country where such soils are found. I would advise not to choose for
these soils the varieties of type E, because the beets, in all likelihood,
would not be of high quality.

'

I shall now pass on to the second problem which I mentioned—
the distance between the drill rows. Perhaps this problem is of peculiar
importance for the English farmers, because I have the impression
that drilling is too wide in England.

Wide drilling gives the advantage that horse-hoeing can be done

easily and as long as possible. The number of rows is smaller ; bunch-

ing, singling and also the lifting and topping of the beets will require
less labour ; on the other hand, however, the wider the drilling is done
the lower the yield and the sugar content, and the larger the roots will
be. But the increase of the weight of each root does not counterbalance
the decrease of the number of beets.

In Holland we have drills covering about 6 ft. and fitted with
five or six coulters, which means a distance between the rows of about
16in. and 13 in.
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SCHEME III

WEIGHT OF BEET PER ACRE.
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The distance of 16 in. is considered rather wide in Holland, but

perhaps it is the most suitable one for your country. This must be

ascertained by careful experiments.
I have no knowledge of experiments on this subject during the

last years in Holland, but the Institute of the Czecho-Slovakian

Sugar Industry published the results of many experiments in that

country, which I suppose will interest you.
The experiments were made with the object of comparing the

results to be obtained with a distance between the rows of 14., 16, 18,
20 and 22 in., and a distance between the plants in the rows of about

12 In.

The field was marked as shown in Scheme II. Beginning at A,
at first seven rows, distanced 14 in., are marked out; then six rows

follow, distanced 16 in., then, again, six rows with a distance of
18 in., and so on. This method of marking is repeated three times.

. After lifting, the five inner rows of each plot are weighed. By
doing so the same number of roots of each plot is weighed, at least

in theory. The yield per acre of each plot can be determined by
conversron.

The average result of twenty-four of these experiments is shown

in Table I and Scheme III.

 

 
  

  
TABLE 1

.

Distance l Weight ofBeet: Sugar Content l'IVeig/zt qf Sugar
__,.___, -_|_ . _.~.-,___

. 1 1 I
, 1 ,

14 111. . . 100 g 19 10 per cent.
'

100

16 ,,
. . 100 i 2902 ,, ; 100

l
18

"
. . i 98 i 1897 n i 97

' 20 n
' ' 97

i 18.8.5 n . 96
22 ,.

. - j 95
l

18'83 ,, i 94

  

The following conclusions can be drawn.

There is no great difference in the results of drilling at a distance
of 14. or 16 in. As soon as the distance is larger, the weight of beets,
the sugar content and the weight of sugar per acre are decreasing.

It is evident that the differences are not very large. The principal
reason why I advised to keep small distances is that sugar-beet culture

always gives the best results if an even stand or plant is obtained.
There are many reasons why the roots will grow thin and gappy :

an uneven germination, a bad preparation of the soil, the wireworm

and other pests are all dangers which always must be feared. The
0 s o

'

g .'
1 The weight of beets and the weight of sugar per areal unit, when the distance

between the rows is 14. in., is supposed to be 100.
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consequences of these dangers are so much the worse if the distance
between the drill rows is wide.

The third question which I mentioned was the manuring of

sugar-beet. As I already have said, the solution of this problem
depends very much on local circumstances ', and because Mr Page and
Mr Heigham will speak about this question it seems to me prefer-
able, now, to pass on to the problem of how the results of experiments
in general must be judged.

The results of experiments are of consequence to the farmers as

well as to the manufacturers. Both parties, however, look upon this
matter in a different way. At first I shall explain how the farmer must

judge the results of experiments, and then I shall speak about the

standpoint of the manufacturer.
I take it that the price of I ton of roots, containing 15-}.2- per

cent. of sugar, delivered to the factory sidings, is 54.5., and that for
each per cent. of sugar (or a fraction thereof) over I 5%- per cent. is
added 25. 6d. (or a fraction thereof).

The cost of production by the farmer, haulage and transport to

the factory are supposed to be :

Cost of production per acre . . £20 0 0

Cost of haulage per ton . . O 4. 0

Cost of transport per ton . . o 5 O

I take it, further,'that the results of the experiments are as follows :

Case I. I 1 tons per acre, sugar content 1 8 per cent.

Case II. I I tons IO cwts. per acre, sugar content I 7%,- per cent.

Case III. 12 tons per acre, sugar content I 7 per cent.

The profit obtained by the farmer in each of these cases is shown
in Table II.

   

     

  

   

TABLE II

1
'"

'

,

l
V

I II III
Per Here 1 I tom 18% it tans IQC'UJL my}, 12 tom 17%

l
.

l .

fitons cwt. qr. lb. tons cwt. qr. lb. was cwt. qr. lb.

:Weight ofl .

sugar
l

I 19 2 11 2 o o 22
_

2 o 2 34

[I ,6 s. (1 ,5 s d. )5 s d
'

Gross price .

'

33 2 9 33 18 6 34. 13 0

j Cost of Pro-
duction .

|
24 19 o 25 3 6 25 8 0

Profit . l 8 3 9 8 15 o 9 5 o  
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It is clear that the farmer obtains the largest profit in the third case.

The yield per acre does not interest the manufacturer. He only
takes into account the value of I ton of roots. In order to calculate

the value of I ton of roots I take it that :

( I) The net return of sugar per cwt. is 4.23.—inclusive subsidy and

exclusive excise duty and all costs of selling and delivery ;

(2) The return of the by-products (molasses, pulp, etc.) is I 53. per
ton of roots ;

(3) The waste of sugar (that is, the diflierence between the

quantit of sugar in the beets and the quantity of refined

sugar 0 tained in the factory) is 3:},- per cent. 3

(4) The working expenses of the factory amount to £1 per ton.

The value of 1 ton of roots, then, can be calculated as shown in

the following Table :

 

  
 

 

 

   
TABLE III

I II III

Per Tan 18% I 17}°/o 17%
I __ ...... _-

cwt. qr lb.
,

cwt. qr. lb. cwt. qr. lb.

Weight of sugar . . 2 3 17 t 2 3 6 2 2 22
r

,6 s. (1'. fl 3. d. 1; .r. d. l
Return ofsugar . . 6 I 10 5 17 7 5 13 5 3
Return of by-products . o 15 o 0 15 o 0 15 o I

*

. l

Returns per ton . . 6 16 IO 6 12 7 6 8 5 t

Working expenses and 3
purchase price of beets. 4 o 3 3 19 o 3 17 9 i

Net return 2 I6 7
z

2 I3 7 2 IO 8  
First of all I must emphasize that this calculation is not absolutely

right. The figures which I mention are based upon the suppositions
which I made, and although I think that they don't deviate very much

from the reality I must warn you not to consider them to be exact.

I mentioned these figures only to be able to give an instance.

Moreover, the supposition that the waste of sugar and the work-

ing expenses are equal in all three" cases is not right. They depend on

the quality of the beets, which again depends on their purity. The

prevalent opinion is that the sugar content and the purity of the juice
which is to be obtained are proportional. Therefore it may be ex-

pected that the less sugar the beets contain the higher the working
expenses and the waste of sugar per ton will be. Mr Fowler will be

more able to treat of this question than I.

A3



14 SUGAR-BERT

Anyhow we may say that for the manufacturer there is a difference
in value between the beets of 18 per cent. and 17 per cent. of at least

55. I Id. per ton in the circumstances which I mentioned; so the manu-

facturer will prefer Case 1., whereas the farmer obtains the largest
profit in Case III.

In looking upon this matter neither from the standpoint of the
farmer nor from that of the manufacturer, but in a general way,
obviously the results of experiments can be judged only by combining
both calculations which I made. By doing so we consider sugar-beet
culture and sugar industry as one process ofproduction, and I thinh that
this is the only way in which the most eflicient method of sugar production
can he found.

It would carry us too far to make these calculations, and, for the

present, they are not of much importance for the English farmers,
because neither the farmers nor the manufacturers combine sugar-
beet culture and sugar industry in this way : they both look only for
their own interests. In Holland, where the greater part of all sugar-
beets are delivered to co-operative factories, the combined calculation
is of more importance.

So the farmers in England, in judging the results of experiments,
have to make the calculation which I showed you in Table II., and
it is clear that it pays them best to grow beets giving a larger yield,
with a smaller sugar content. It is a matter of fact that it is easier for
the farmer to increase the weight of sugar per acre by growing these
beets than by growing beets which contain more sugar.

For instance, by augmenting the quantity of nitrogenous manures

the farmer is able to increase his crop. By doing so, however, the

sugar content and the purity of the beets decrease, which is against
the interest of the manufacturer. If the manufacturer wants the
farmers to grow beets of high quality, with a good sugar content and

purity, he must enable them to do so by paying for it.
When studying your sugar-beet contract it struck me that the

farmer is not sufficiently paid for rich beets in proportion to beets of
lower sugar content. For the first 1531.,- per cent. of sugar 54s. is paid
—that is, 35. 5d. for each percentage—whereas for the percentages over

15-12 only 25. 6d. is paid, notwithstanding that these percentages are of

greater value to the manufacturer. It may be possible that the calcu-
lation of Table III. is not entirely right—the working expenses may
be higher or lower, or there may be other reasons—but in any case

this will not influence the difl'rence which exists between the value
of the various types of beets.

This calculation proves that the difference between the value of
beets of I 7 per cent. and I 8 per cent. must be at least 85. 5d.—of which
the farmer receives only 25. 6d.

It may seem that by making these remarks I have wandered from

my subject, but I considered it worth while to make them because
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I am convinced that only by a good method of payment of the sugar-
beets can be brought together the divergent interests of the farmer and
the manufacturer. Only if there is no large contrast between these
interests can be found the most economical method of sugar production.

The last problem on which I should like to fix your attention is
the question of the ripening of the beets.

Unripe beets contain less sugar, and their purity is low. The

property of early and late ripening of the beets not only depends on

conditions of growth, but also seems to be a hereditary property of the

variety. At least, the producers of seed assert that the varieties of

type E are late-ripening and that the Z types ripen early. I have no

knowledge of experiments proving that this is right.
As to the conditions of growth, I will remark that large dressings

of nitrogenous manures—and especially late top dressings—cause late

ripening of the beets. It seems to me of interest to the farmers as well
as to the manufacturers that, for the first deliveries to the factories of
each campaign, beets are chosen of Z varieties, and that in any case

no beets are chosen to which late top-dressings of nitrogenous manures

have been applied.
I think that I ought now to finish, for the time which is reserved

for my paper is over. I hope that what I have told you about experi-
ments on sugar-beet culture and how to judge beets has interested

you, and that it will contribute to the development of your sugar
production.

I have still to make a request. If there are gentlemen who would
like to ask me some questions I shall gladly try to answer them. But

please speak as distinctly and slowly as possible, because it will be
difficult for me to understand.

WHAT THE FACTORY WANTS AND

HOW THE FARMER CAN SUPPLY IT

BY T. G. FOWLER

Cant/(y Beet-Sugar Factory

THE title of this paper was given to me by Sir John Russell, but I
should have preferred to have designated it under a broader title.

You will readily apprehend that this subject can be discussed
from two chief points of view. Firstly, the ideal mechanical and
chemical aspect from the purely selfish manufacturing point of view
of the manager of a sugar-beet factory ; and secondly, from the com-

mercial standpoint as it influences the purchasing, transporting and

manufacturing of the sugar-beet into sugar, pulp and molasses, and
the marketing of these finished products.
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I do not propose to touch upon the first point, as I fear to frighten
farmers away from producing sugar-beet altogether, and to deprive
a large body of men from earning an honest livelihood who at present
use their brains and labour in producing machinery, both mechanical
and chemical, for combating the various difficulties which are to be met

with in the farm and in the factory in the production of beet-sugar.
I shall endeavour to explain the commercial side of the English

sugar-beet industry on a broad basis gleaned from the comparatively
short experience I have gained at Cantley since 1920, and quite
realize I am probably laying myself open to severe criticism from
those who have enjoyed as many years experience in the industry as

I have ears of life.
.

Alt ough I realize that this conference is to—da chiefly concerned
with the production of sugar-beet on the farm, I think it will not be
out of place to touch briefly on the marketing of the sugar-beet, as

there are probably several farmers here to—da who have never grown
sugar-beet, and before they commence to 0 so would, I imagine,
naturally desire to know under what terms and conditions they can

sell their sugar-beet crop.
Up to the present—and I imagine it will always remain so—-sugar-

'

beet growing is not undertaken by a farmer until he has first made
a contract with a factory for a specified acreage for a period of one,
two or three years.

Unlike the production of barley, wheat, potatoes and fruit, etc.,
there are few markets for sugar-beet, so unless a farmer enters into
a contract with a factory before he drills his crop he has no market
for his crop other than as a medium for converting his stock into meat.

Similarly, a factory, in order that the necessary coal, limestone, bags,
etc., can be purchased, and the factory plant put into order for the

ensuing cutting season, must know, approximately at least, some six
months before the crop is ready to harvest the quantity of beet it will
have to deal with in a season.

Therefore the factory and the farmer frame a universal contract

covering one or a series of years, and the term and conditions under
which the beet will be delivered to and paid for by a certain factory.
Such contracts are either offered by the factory subject to acceptance
or rejection by the grower, or are arrived at after collective bargaining
by the factory with a representative body such as the headquarters of
the N.F.U.

I know only too well that the farmer all over the world enjoys a

day out at a market, and a deal, and for many years I honestly believe

many farmers did not grow sugar-beet, or as big an acreage as they
were able to do, purely because the selling of sugar-beet was so dull-—
a few strokes of the pen and your signature and it was all over, and

you were tied up for one or several years. A few adventurous farmers
have experimented in growing without a contract, with the prospect
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that they might find a factory willing to oEer them a higher price
during the cutting season, but I am afraid they have always met with

bitter disappointment, as this practice, if generally adopted, would soon

land the industry in difficulties.
The contract requires the farmer to grow a specified acreage of

sugar-beet from seed supplied by the factory, and deliver all the crop
from this acreage to the factory in a reasonably clean state and in a

perfectly sound, healthy condition. The factory reserves the un-

qualified right to supply the seed, though quite prepared to permit the

grower to choose one or any of the chosen varieties recommended and

purchased by the factory.
It is vitally important to the factory and to the grower that only

the best seed should be used, and if the choice of seed was left to the

inexperienced farmer the result would invariably be disastrous, for

many farmers would be induced by gullible and well-meaning salesmen

—who themselves are not in a position to prove and test that the seed

is good sugar-beet seed, but have to rely in all good faith on the source

of origin—to purchase seed purporting to produce sugar-beet of 20 to

24 per cent. sugar content, or even higher, whereas the ultimate result

may be far below the recognized standard.
The factory retails the seed to its growers at cost price, and usually

the price per pound is some 30 per cent. below the cost of mangold
and turnip seed. Some farmers believe that factories reserve the

right to supply the seed as it is a source of lucrative income, but I can

assure you that in my experience the result is often a loss on the total

transaction.

The price paid for the beet varies year by ear according to

different factors which govern the situation—such as the price of

sugar, excise duty payable on the sugar, or subsidy obtained by the

manufacturer.
From a commercial standpoint a factory firstly desires to purchase

its raw material as cheaply as possible; and secondly, it requires in

total the maximum tonnage it can deal with in the season delivered

regularly, in order to ensure economic working costs. The price a

factory can pay depends upon its manufacturing costs and the world's

price of sugar, which controls the selling price of its finished article.

Therefore it is to the advantage of the grower, as well as the factory,
to see that the beets are supplied regularly in accordance with the

contract, and that the factory has sufficient beets for a full campaign.
In order that the factory can obtain a full crop they must see that

the price they offer per ton is one that with an average yield will give
the farmer a fair profit. The factory is, therefore, always endeavouring
to make the crop profitable to the grower, and employs a large agricul-
tural staff of expert advisers who are at the beck and call of the growers,
free of charge.

I have just mentioned that regular deliveries are a great economic
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asset to a factory, and before passing on to other subjects I should
like to enlarge on this most important point, especially as this paper
is called "What the Factory wants."

The manufacturing period is approximately from Ist October
to I 5th January, but varies a few weeks on either side of these

opening and closing dates 5 and there is a certain period in each season

during which the sugar-beet reaches its maximum sugar content-—

deliveries before and after will show a lower sugar content.

The delivery clause of the contract is framed so that a grower
may deliver a part of his crop before it has attained its maximum sugar
content, another part during the highest period, and the balance during
the declining period.

The majority ofgrowers I have had to deal with, in spite of having
signed a contract agreeing to certain delivery conditions, make every
endeavour to deliver their crops when it has its highest sugar content ;

consequently a factory is starved of its necessary supplies at the com-

mencement and end of its season and is overwhelmed during the
middle period.

I know farming operations are largely controlled by climatic
conditions, but still there is a lot of room for improvement in this
branch of the industry. Farmers must look ahead and make careful
plans for regular delivery of their crops, and always have their lifting
operations ahead of their delivery programme, so that in the event

of unsuitable lifting conditions they can still continue to supply the

factory regularly. In other words, they must not live day by day but

preferably month by month.
Before I leave the delivery question there are three

"

factory don't
wants

"

closely connected with this subject.
Firstly, badly topped beets are a serious handicap, for if the beets

are placed in silos badly topped they quickly commence to grow again
at the eyes or leaf buds which have not been removed on the field, and
this growing sets up heating, and causes serious losses in sugar content

and weight. Beets found in the tare sample which are incorrectly
topped are properly topped and go to increase the tare ; but the

grower is paid nothing for these tops—though he has to pay carriage on

the weight of tops—whereas, if retained on the farm they are a valuable
stock food or manure.

Secondly, weeds, hedge trimmings, leaves and straw, etc., are a big
difliculty to contend with, and although elaborate mechanical devices
are to be found at most factories for dealing with these nuisances these
devices are not perfect when dealing with hundreds and thousands of
tons of beets per day.

These weeds, etc., quickly put the cutting mill knives out ofaction,
for the bind themselves round the knives and so prevent the knives
from slicing up the beets. Weeds do not offer a sufliciently firm
structure for the knives to cut up as the beets do.
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Sugar-beet has rightly been described as a magnificent cleaning
crop, and so it is if the correct cultivations are carried out at the correct

time, but unfortunately many farmers do not keep their land as clean

as they should do, and by using beet lifters and ball-pointed beet forks

they consign to the factory all their rubbish along with their beets,

quite overlooking the fact that the factory is not the receptacle for

their botanical collections.

Lastly, stones, harrow chains, and horseshoes, etc., cause frequent
havoc and devastation in a factory's slicing department, for in a single
season many tons ofsuch geological and mineral specimens are delivered

along with the beets. These three pests cause the loss of many precious
hours of capacity during a season.

I will now return to the land and the production of the crop itself,
and would again repeat that it is one of the factory's chief and foremost

thoughts in England to induce and educate its growers into producing
a greater yield per acre.

It may appear to you that no inducement should be necessary to

encourage a farmer to produce more beets per acre, and that only
education and teaching are required, but I assure you I know of many
farmers in East Anglia who strongly resent being pressed to increase

their production, contending that their present yield is quite satis-

factory, and that the more concentrated and careful manipulations and

manuring that we suggest are too much trouble to carry out.

As my own personal opinion I issue a solemn warning that unless

the yield per acre is not on the average increased by some 2 to 3 tons

per acre before the subsidy expires the industry as a national one is

doomed.
The average yield per acre as calculated on a factory's total crop

of, say, I 5,000 to 20,000 acres is absurdly low, it should be 10 to

12 tons per acre ; and this is not an impossible yield per acre, for each

year there is a sufficient percentage of growers who attain and even

exceed this yield.
I read recentl of a very intensive and thorough campaign that was

carried on in the tates on this same important point of increased yield
per acre, and I understand that in a single season the average yield was

raised nearly 2 tons per acre.

From my experience I have found that the average farmer thinks

far too much of the sugar content of the beet he is going to raise and

not nearly enough of the tonnage of the sugar-beet per acre he is going
to produce. A degree of sugar content under the existing contract is

worth 23. 6d. per ton over I 5.13 per cent., whereas a ton of beet at

I 5%,; is 543. On the average, the sugar content of the beets produced
in England is highly satisfactory, and compares very favourably with—

and in many cases exceeds—the sugar content of beets grown in Europe
and the States. You will therefore perceive that it is the yield per acre

which is the outstanding vital point in this promising new industry,
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and it is one that factory promoters and agricultural experimental
stations must co-operate together on, and leave no stone unturned to

improve.
Within reasonable limits it is the number of beets produced or

grown on a square yard or on an acre of land which governs the yield
per acre.

Continental praCtices reduced to our measurements lay down that,
theoretically, an acre of land should have a stand of 38,000 to 40,000
beets at harvest time—or 8 beets per square yard.

Eight beets per square yard necessitates either very close singling or

narrow drilling. As I mentioned before, this theory has its practical
limits, and from careful investigations it has been found that beets will
not flourish and mature if left closer than about 8 in. in the row, so

the limits of singling are restricted ; therefore the only economy left is
in the distance apart of the rows or drills.

Beets drilled in rows 18 in. apart and cut out and singled 9 in.
apart in the rows will give the grower 8 beets to the square yard—or
38,720 beets per acre—provided he has an absolutely full plant.

Now 8 beets to the square yard—or 38,720 beets to the acre—if
each beet has an average weight of only 16 02., will give a yield of
I 7 tons to the acre ; and similarly 6 and 4. beets per square yard will give
I 2 and 8% tons per acre respectively.

These figures are ideally theoretical, but they do, in my opinion,
open up the way to obtain an increased yield per acre over and above
that at present obtained. I have put the beets as weighing only 16 oz.

each, whereas the average weight of a beet produced in East Anglia
is about 20 oz. 5 therefore, with 8 beets to the square yard, and each
beet at harvest weighing 20 02., there would be a yield per acre of
over 21 tons.

Our trouble in East Anglia is that the farmers for generations
have been accustomed to growing the wasteful and unprofitable
mangold on 24. in. or even 27 in. balks, and singling them out from
12 to 15 in. apart, and if they were to endeavour to grow 8 sugar-
beet to the square yard on 24 or 27 in. balks they would have to

leave the beets about 6 to 6% in. apart—which is far too close and
would restrict the growth.

This wide mangold drilling has become so firmly set in the masters'
and labourers' minds that the suggestion they should drill on 16 to

18 flat work was received with horror and suspicion, and from the
commencement this advice was prejudicial to sugar-beet growing, but
I am glad to say that of recent years sugar-beet growers are gradually
placing their rows closer.

Again, the singling and leaving the beet regularly in the row has
presented many difficulties. I have seen many thousands of mangold
acreages but I can never recollect seeing a really full plant of mangolds,
the best has been about 70 per cent. Farmers take a pride in growing
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great bulky watery mangolds sooner than a number of smaller good-
quality roots.

During the summer I visit many of our growers, and I am afraid
I frequently cause disappointment when I am taken on to a field and
the owner with pride points out a big 4 or 6 lb. sugar-beet, sitting
in a big bare patch of land like an oasis in a desert, and asks if I do not

think he has a record crop of 12 to 15 tons and I have to disagree
with him, and put his yield down at 7 to 8 tons. Two or three beets,
weighing from I to Ii- lb. each, will very soon weigh far more than a

few bigger brothers.

Again, the average grower is very nervous at growing his beet on

the recommended 16 to 18 in. work, contending he cannot use his
horse-hoes at this distance, but I am confident he can do so if he will
use the right kind ofhorse driven by an intelligent team-man.

The ordinary root horse-hoe found on the average farm is a

clumsy and difficult implement to control, but modern sugar—beet
hoes will do splendid work on I 6 to I 8 in. work and will clean the land

admirably and at the same time leave the plant intact. To ensure

satisfactory horse-hoeing on 16 to 18 in. work, reat care must be
taken when drilling to see that the drills are carelgully and accurately
joined and that they are straight. I have in mind a concrete example
on a large scale supporting this narrow-drilling theory. For the past
two years endeavours have been made to establish beet-growing in the
West Country, and the crops that have been grown on land that is not

materially better than that used for beet in East Anglia have, as far as

I can ascertain, averaged several tons per acre more than they do in
Norfolk 3 and I am quite confident that this better yield is mainly due
to the fact that these West Country farmers are accustomed to drill
their ordinary mangolds on I 6 to I 8 in. flat work, therefore the factory's
advice to do their sugar-beet in the same way has presented no

difficulties.
I hope if I have not convinced the present company on this subject

that I have started a train of thought, and that the ultimate result will
be fruitful.

It is comparatively easy on paper to prove that it is the number of
beets on an acre that gives the yield, but it is a very diEerent matter to

get the desired number in practice on the farm. Let us first start with
the seed. The majority of mangold growers use 7 lb. per acre, or less,
which, in my opinion, accounts for their 70 per cent. stand 3 but ex-

perienced sugar-beet growers always use I 5 to 20 lb. per acre according
to the season, and not because sugar-beet seed erminates badly or that
the seed supplied is of poor germination. hey look upon a good
heavy seeding as the foundation of the crop, and unless the foundation
is good the building will not be a success. A few extra pounds of seed
at 6d. to 7d. per lb. is money well spent, and is as good as a life insurance

policy. If the grower does not get a good plant in the first case it is a

A4
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heartless, uphill battle throughout the growing season, ending with a

poor return.

I meet opposition and objections on all sides on this question, and

am quoted instances of good crops produced on 7 to 8 lb. of seed.

I quite admit, under favourable conditions of weather, 7 to 8 lb. of

good seed per acre will give a full plant, but it is the adverse con-

ditions you require to protect yourself against; the conditions may
be admirable at the time of drilling, but may be quickly followed in

our variable climate by many weeks of cold wet weather. Further,
if you commence with only a bare full plant you are going to lose a

lot of plants in hoeing, or by birds and pests before the crop is ready
to harvest.

Some farmers believe that as the factory purchases and supplies
the seed they are making money out of it, and therefore wish to en-

courage the liberal use ; or that the seed is poor and therefore a lot must

be used to produce the desired result. I have already mentioned that

the factory is most careful about the quality of its seed, and the grower
himself is protected by the Seeds Act of 1922. ,

Next to liberal seeding comes the correct preparation of the seed
bed. Like other root crops, sugar-beet requires a good firm fine seed bed
to produce the best results, and particular attention should be paid to

the rolling.
The poor stand of sugar-beet which is obtained by a great many

growers is due in many cases to insufficient rolling before and after

drilling. I have known growers who have been at great pains and

expense to prepare a beautiful mould and have not obtained a good
germination, and in my opinion it is due to the fact that the seed has

been buried too deep, which can be most easily done on a loose seed
bed 3 and also, the seed has not been firmly surrounded by soil and so

has germinated slowly. The seed must not be buried too deep, one

inch is ample—better be shallower than deeper than an inch; many
crops would produce better plants if seed were only just covered and
rolled in afterwards. I have investigated many cases of supposed bad

germination of the contended poor seed supplied by the factory, and in

almost all such cases a good plant can be discovered on the headlands and
on the sides of the furrows, with a few stragglers in the centre of the

field, which clearly proves that where the soil was firmer—such as on

the headlands-—the seed could not so easily be buried too deep, and the

surrounding soil was afterwards more firmly rolled; for the turning
of the harrows, drill and roller on the headland all tend to make this

part of the field harder than the centre.

Now we come to the drill itself and the manipulation of the drill—
a most important part of the culture of sugar-beet, and one that, I am

sorry to say, in England, is too frequently sadly neglected.
If I were a farmer I would make a point of being present and

would walk behind the drill myself while the seed was being drilled, and
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then if I did not get a plant I would have chiefly myself to blame.

I believe, though I am open to contradiction, that this most im-

portant work is left to the team-man and the foreman, and quite
frequently the latter is absent.

In the first case it is no good trying to put on 15 to 20 lb.

of seed when your drill is mechanically unable to pass this quantity
of seed. I am not very au fait with different types of drills, but

I am sure that with a little ingenuity and the assistance of the

local blacksmith the majority of flat-work drills can be made to put
on the desired quantity of seed, and so avoid the expense of pur-

chasing a special sugar-beet drill. However the proper drill should

always be purchased b a grower whose acreage exceeds two figures,
and smaller growers sfi'ould combine together and purchase the right
implement, for the outlay will, I am confident, bring in a good return

year by year.
It must not be imagined that even the best drill will solve the

difficulty and produce a good plant, for all drills must be carefully
attended and watched. The mind of a farm labourer drifting across

the field behind a drill on a beautiful spring day is apt to turn to

thoughts of love and the maiden he hopes to meet in the evening, or

the glass of beer he will find a home for later on, and while his thoughts
are thus straying the drill blocks up, or temporarily fails to deliver its

correct quota of seed. Therefore it is imperative that the owner of

the farm and the gentleman who has to meet his bank manager

occasionally should be present himself from beginning to end of the

drilling.
As far as I can discover, few farmers, except the smallholders, can

spare the time on what appears to be so trivial a task, and when such

important matters as markets and other similar social amenities have

to be attended.
The perfect farmer, having prepared the right seed bed, drilled

the full amount of seed correctly, and not spared the roller, has now

only to pray for some suitable weather, and in ten to twenty days,
according to the temperature and precipitation prevailing, he should

see the first indications of a good plant.
The getting of a good plant in England is not easy, and the re-

taining of it is still harder, especially if the acreage be over-large for

the farm, and the labour of indifferent quality.
The singling of the crop can make or spoil it even though a perfect

stand may have been ready for the hoe. I have frequently heard it

said that singling is a most dificult job to do properly, and cannot be

undertaken by unskilled men, but I think a few moments' careful

study of what really has to be done will demonstrate that patience
and care are the only two attributes really required, and if the

worker does not have these qualities they can be supplied by strict

supervrsnon.
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It is truly painful in the spring to see the many splendid crops in
the making mined by either late singling or careless singling, and in

many cases both. The average farm labourer is the best labourer
in the world, but the worst supervised : he is left too much on his own,
and consequently, like all human beings, is inclined at times to become
slack and careless.

I know of cases where gangs of unemplo ed have been practically,
as you might say, turned adrift into a sugar-beet field to single a crop
after a few brief hours', or even minutes', tuition, and then left for a

day or two alone, consequently with disastrous results. As in the case of
drilling, the farmer who wants to get a good 12 to 14 ton yield must

be present practically every hour of the day when singling is going on,
and, though his time may be valuable, he will ultimately receive a

good financial return for his trouble. Singling day in and day out must

be a monotonous job for the labourer, and I consider farmers would
be well advised to pay for this work at piecework rates, plus a bonus
per ton on the ultimate yield, instructing his men that the fill] plant
is going to produce the best bonus.

You have all no doubt heard of the German statistics on early
singling, but as I consider these so important I will take the libefly of
repeating :

Tam

per Acre
Beets singled at the correct time, having 3 to .1. leaves, yielded I 5

n v I week later
3: a) n 13%

,, ,, 2 weeks Tater . ,, ,, ,, Io

,, ,, 3 weeks .ater . ,, ,, ,, 7 
And if any of you desire confirmation you should communicate

with Mr Amos, of the Cambridge Universit Farm, who, I believe,
has carried out similar experiments with parallel results.

The last cultural job is to keep the horse- and hand-hoes going till
the leaves meet in the rows and so put a stop to such work.

I am afraid I have spent an unduly long time on the cultural side
of the sugar-beet crop, which may appear to you to be outside the title
of my paper, but, as I said earlier, the factory wants to live, and to

manufacture sugar at a profit, and to do this the farmers must increase
the present yield.

I honestly believe, and am bold enough to say at this conference,
that it is in the cultivating of the crop that the average farmer is making
mistakes, and not so much in the manuring ; and if large numbers of

growers were to carry out the correct manual operations at the correct

time, and use no manures, they would obtain an increased yield amount-

ing to I to 2 tons per acre ; but let me hasten to add that if they could
combine also the correct manuring as well, then they might hope for,
and even obtain, an increased yield of 4. to 6 tons per acre. I refer, of
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course, to crops which at present yield 3 to 4. tons per acre only, but in

higher yields the increase would not be so large. I hope you follow
what I mean—the best manure applied liberally will not give a good
crop if, in the first place, there is only a 40 to 60 per cent. stand.

MANURIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH

SUGAR-BERT AT ROTHAMSTED

AND WOBURN

BY C. HEIGHAM, M.A., AND H. J. PAGE, 3.86., A.I.C.
Rot/Jamrted Experimental Station

THE sugar-beet is comparatively new to British husbandry, and there
is very little information in our agricultural literature about its re-

sponses to manuring. Sir John Lawes grew it at Rothamsted as long
ago as 187 1-75, and a certain Mr Duncan had a factory at Lavenham
in Suffolk from 1869-1 375. The beets at that time apparently yielded
well, for Lawes got up to 24 tons per acre on his beet plots, but the

sugar percentages were very low—9 to 1 2 per cent.l
'

In 1898 a large series of experiments was carried out in England,
Wales and Scotland, and reports from some forty-seven of these are

available. This series was controlled by a special committee of the
Central Chamber of Agriculture, and the results, which were extremely
interesting, do not seem to have received the attention which they
deserve. The mam yield of topped beet at all the centres was as

high as 163 tons, and the average percentage of sugar was 14,48 per
cent.2

In 191 I the Board of Agriculture arranged a series of trials, which
were carried out at some seven centres up and down the country, in
which sugar-beet was grown with the cultural and manurial treat-

ment common to mangolds in the districts concerned. These trials
were not accurate experiments in the modern sense and they .had the
misfortune to be carried through in a season remarkable for summer

and autumn drought. Despite this, they gave ground for a general
recommendation as to the treatment of the crop, which has been fully
confirmed in much subsequent practice. The general result showed
that sugar-beet could be grown fairly well where mangolds would

grow, and with much the same treatment, and that the result to be

expected in yield of beets delivered to the factory was about 4.0 per
cent. of the weight of mangolds which a farmer could expect from the
same land. Thus, land which would normally produce 24 tons of

mangolds would yield 9'6 tons of sugar-beet per acre.

1 :7.R.A.S.E., 1898, 9, 34.4..
2 7.3.11, 1399-1900, 6, 45.
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The general principles of manuring as applied to our older crops and
revealed by many years of patient research were seen to be applicable
to sugar-beet; and, further, there was a great mass of accumulated
data concerning the treatment of this crop to be found in Holland,
Germany, and other Continental countries. Some experimental work
of various kinds had been carried out since the war in East Anglia
and in the Midlands, and it appeared that though points of cultivation
and field organization were the most important things requiring con-

sideration, yet there remained a need for really critical experiments
on the manuring of the crop when grown under English conditions.
The points of manuring presenting themselves most urgent] to the

growers were concerned with the use of nitrogen and potas . The
need for the use of nitrogenous and potassic salts in the manuring of
the crop was generally felt wherever the crop was grown, whilst the
need for added phosphate did not seem to be so universal or so urgent.
Nitrogen and potash are both costly commodities, and the economical
use of them is a point of considerable financial importance to the large
and increasing body of sugar-beet growers.

Sugar-beet is known to be a gross feeder. It takes from the soil
greater amounts of nitrogen, phosphates and potash than any other
common farm crop except the mangold. This is shown by the follow-
ing figures taken from Schneidewind 1 which have been converted to

British units. They are based on the average yields and composition
of the crops grown at Lauchstz'idt, Germany, on a loam soil, over a

number of years.

TABLE I

AMOUNTS OF "PLANT FOOD" REMOVED FROM THE SOIL BY
AVERAGE YIELDS OF THE CROPS NAMED

POUNDS PER ACRE
 

  

   
Crap Nitrogen P503651frag/(ad Paras/1

Winter Wheat . . 769 i
323

'

737
Winter Rye . . . 61'9 4I°3 939
Winter Barley . . 62?. 34:6 5 76°9
Spring Barley . . 52'6 30'6 71'3
Oats . . . . 75'7 38'4 l 1017
Potatoes . . . 1013 332 1480
Mangolds . . . I63°5 65'0 2i6'3
Sugar-Beet . . . 179°5 62'0 ; 206'8 
 

 

 

1 Schneidewind, Die Erm'flrrung Jer Landwirtrc/rafllirlmr Kulturpflanzen
(Berlin, Parey), 1922.
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The sugar-beet, however, possesses, by virtue of its extensive root

system, the power of utilizing the reserves of plant food in the soil to

a much greater extent than other common crops. This is illustrated

by the following result taken from the same source as Table I.

TABLE II.

AMOUNTS OF "PLANT FOOD" TAKEN EROM PERMANENTLY

UNMANURED SOIL AT LAUCHSTADT, GERMANY, BY

VARIOUS CROPS. AVERAGE OF 7 YEARS' RESULTS

Pounps PER ACRE
-- '-A _

- ._....——— -ow- —'—_ _ 

  

Crap Nitrogen l P5056?0783146121 Poms/t
!

Spring Barley . . 363 203 32'2
Winter Wheat . 63°I ! 28°2 53'5
Potatoes . . . 656 187 543

Sugar Beet . . . 902 275 I [4'4     
 

Continental practice on the manuring of sugar-beet crops is

summarized in the report of a French commission of inquiry,l and in

Schneidewind's well-known book,2 whilst a recently published volume

by Roemer of Halle 3 deals comprehensively with all phases ofsugar-beet
culture on the Continent. Broadly speaking, the results of Continental

experience are as follows :———
'

Farmyard Manama—The crop raponds well to this manure,

which, if properly used, is stated to result in a yield of 4 to 4% tons

per acre higher than that obtainable with artificials alone. Dressings of

about 10 tons per acre are stated to be sufficient, no marked response

being obtained by the use of larger amounts.

Green Maura—These are extensively used in Germany, al-

though on the type of soil usually devoted to beet they are not so

eEective as farmyard manure. Leguminous crops are used: either

clovers of various types sown in the preceding corn crop, or beans,
peas and tares, separately or mixed, as catch crops sown on the stubble.

flrtificial Fertilizer:.—-—These are used liberally, but all three

classes——nitrogenous, phosphatic and potassic—are needed in much

smaller amounts when used in conjunction with dung than when

1 Report by Emile Saillard on the tours of a Sub-Commission of the French

Technical Commission a pointed to inquire into the Cultivation of Beetroot

in Germany, Austria and Belgium. Privately published, 1910,
'3 Schneidewind, 10c. cit.
3 Roemer, Die Zurkerriibe and ibre Kultur (Berlin, Parey), 1927.
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the latter is omitted. The most favoured nitrogenous fertilizer is
nitrate of soda, though when heavy dressings of nitrogen are employed
a part may be given before seeding as sulphate of ammonia. In
recent years many experiments have been carried out with the newer

forms of nitrogenous fertilizers, some of which appear to be suitable
for this crop.

When farmyard manure is used, dressings of from 2 to 4 cwt. of
nitrate of soda are recommended, which should be increased by a

further 2 cwt. in the absence of dung. Part of the nitrate is usually
applied as a top dressing, and provided this is not applied too late

(e.g. not later than the latter part of June) no depression of sugar
content occurs.

Superphosphate is recommended as the mOSt suitable form of

phosphatic fertilizer. With farmyard manure, about 2 cwt. per acre

is considered sufficient, to be increased to 3 to 4 cwt. if only artificials
or artificials and green manures are used. There appear to be no

grounds for the belief formerly held that the use of phosphates increases
the sugar content of the crop.

The sugar-beet has a high requirement for potash, but owing
to the high content of this ingredient in farmyard manure relatively
small dressings in the form of artificials are needed; in the case

of soils containing good natural reserves of potash this constituent of
the artificial dressing is sometimes unnecessary even in the absence
of dung. Potash gives the best results on light soils and peat.
Muriate of potash or 40 per cent. potash manure salts are re-

commended on heavier soils, whilst on light soils kainit or other low»

grade salts are preferred ; they sometimes give better results than
the higher grades. Autumn application of potash is stated to be

preferable. When used with the older varieties 'of beet, potash often
caused a depression of sugar content, but with the improved varieties
now in use the reverse is the case, increases up to 0'6 per cent. being
recorded. When used with farm ard manure, dressings of 0-2 cwt. of

40 per cent. salts or 0-4. cwt. o kainit are recommended, but about
double these amounts may be used in the absence of dung.

Lime.—Sugar-beet is rather 'sensitive to sourness, so that suf--
ficient lime should always be used to render the soil neutral.

With regard to the manuring of sugar-beet under British con-

ditions, the specific problems presenting themselves can be set out

shor
y

as follows 1-—t1

Aitrogen—
(a) How far and in what forms can nitrogen be used economic-

ally to increase the yield of beets per acre ?

([2) Does the. use of extra nitrogen cause a lowering of sugar per-

centage in the beers ?

(c) At what point, if at all, does the fall in the sugar content

counteract the gain in yield obtained by use ofextra nitrogen ?
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Potash-—

(d) What effect do dressings of potash have upon yield in sugar-
beet ?

(e) What influence does potash exert upon the formation and

storage of sugar in the roots .9
Field experiments designed to attack these problems were started

at Woburn in 1925 and were continued both there and at Rothamsted
in 1926.

The design of these experiments and the lay-out of the plots
followed the principle of the Latin square,1 which enables much
of the difficulty arising from

heterogene'iiy
of soil on an experimental

area to be overcome in the statistical a ysis of results. It does not

eliminate the whole of the effects of soil heterogeneity, but it enables
the error due to the remainder to be accurately estimated.

A good impression of this is afl'orded by the results of the Woburn

experiments on the effects of nitrogenous manuring.
The plots were arranged as shown in the following diagram

(Fig. I):

 

2N C
; O=No artificials.

C: Basal only (3 cwt.

SuperphOSphate and
   
  

2N ; 3N ; N i c o ; 1.} cwt. Sulphate of

l 1
l ' Potash).

'

' ; i

i N = Basal + Sulphate of
N 2N C O 3N 5 Ammonia.

 2N = Basal 3!- Sulphate of
Ammonia + Single

0 o

.

     
 

!
2N 3N N

l Nitrate of Soda.

_-

'

;
-4 _-

1 3N = Basal + Sulphate of
' Ammonia + Double

C O
.

3N N 2N
;

Nitrate of Soda
_

Fig. I

A uniform dressing of farmyard manure at the rate of 12 tons per
acre was applied over the whole area. The soil is a loam derived from
the Lower Greensand.

The actual weights in pounds of topped but unwashed beet
obtained from each plot of 3—11; acre are shown in the diagram on

the next page, in which the arrangement of the treatments is the
same as in the plan above.

1 R. A. Fisher, 5'.M./I., 1926-27, 33, 503.
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Actual Weight in Lb. Total Mean

 

624 507 505. 689 645 2970 594-0

641 581 613 557' 516 2908 5816

605 539 559 485 647 2835 567'0 sandal-am

=6-55 per cent.

483 788 602: 688 755 3316 6632

481 526 617 666' 932 3222 6444
 -—. .. _—_—. ._.—._' Total 2834 2941 2896 3085 3495 153.51 30502

 

.

Mean 566 5882 5792i 61.7 699 30502 61004 General Mean

l
..-       
 

Fig. 2

-

The mean vields of washed beet per acre for each treatment are

shown in the following Table :

  

 

    

TABLE III

SUGAR-BERT EXPERIMENT AT WOBURN, 1926. NITROGENOUS

SERIES

Treatment M A":

I ,1 1.. Id
bureau in Average

' "fifgfif Yield wig/z addition w

Dung+
, Nztrogen

n

8005 CWt.

O =No Manure . . 10 o I
C: Basal (Phosphate and

, 'Potash) . . .

.
1 2 3 ;

N = Basal and Sulphate of l
Ammonia, 1% cwt. . 12 13' g + 10 cwt.

2N = As N + Nitrate of Soda,
'

2cwt. . . . 13 13 + 1 ton

3N = As N + Nitrate of Soda,
4 cwt. . . . 12 14 — 19 cwt.

(Decrease)    
 

2 times standard error = j: 1 ton 12 cwt.
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The average yields taken by themselves (Table 111., p. 30) would

appear to indicate that the first and second doses of nitrogen have

produced increases in yield of IO cwt. and I ton per acre, and that the
third dose has produced a decrease of nearly I ton. Statistical anal is1

of the data in Fig. 2, however, shows that the standard error 0 the

average plot yields is rather high—6'55 per cent. In terms of yield of

washed beet per acre this standard error corresponds to I 6 cwt. For the

odds to be over 20 to I in favour of a difference in average crop yields
being significant, that difference must exceed twice the standard error.

If it does not exceed the standard error itself, then the odds in favour
of its being significant are only 2 to 1. In this experiment the

differences among the average yields from the plots receiving varying
nitrogen treatments are of the order of magnitude that the standard
error would indicate as being likely to occur from other causes. Hence,
none of those difi'erences can be ascribed to the nitrogenous manures.

The high standard error is caused by the marked variation in the

yields from similarly treated replicate plots, which is evident from

inspection of Fig. 2, in which are also shown the considerable
variations in the mean plot weights per row or column, each of which

contains I plot with each treatment. This variation may be due, in

part at least, to acidity. Although it was not known that the soil on

which the experiment was laid out was acid, soon after sowing the beet,
patches of spurrey began to appear, and by the time of singling these

were strongly developed. As is usually the case with the development
of sourness, the distribution was very irregular, and may well have had

a greater disturbing influence than soil heterogeneity of other kinds.

On this particular soil, therefore, the use of nitrogenous artificials,
in addition to dung, has not produced in the 1926 season any significant
increase in yield. The nitrogenous fertilizers produced no significant
effect on sugar content, the values for treatments C, N, 2N and 3N
all falling within the range of 162 to 166 per cent.

In the potash experiment a comparison of sulphate, muriate and

30 per cent. potash salts was made, at Woburn, at equal rates of potash
uivalent to 1—21 cwt. sulphate of potash per acre. The experiment was

0 the same general design as the nitrogen experiment—ix. fivefold

replication in a Latin square of 25 plots. It was situated in the same

field and adjacent to the nitrogenous experiment. The results were

as shown in Table IV., p. 32.
The accuracy of this experiment was high, the standard error

working out to I '94 per cent.

These results suggest that a response to potash is not always to

be expected on Greensand soil in the presence of dung. Light soils

derived from the Greensand are known to be exceptional with regard
to potash supply, and instances of lack of response to potash on soils

1 R. A. Fisher, :7.M.A., "Statistical Methods for Biological Workers
"

(Edinburgh, Oliver 8: Boyd, 1925), p. 229.
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of this type are not uncommon with a variety of crops. On the other
hand the contrast between the 30 per cent. salts and the higher grades
is striking. The 30 per cent.salts have produced a significant increase
in both yields of beet and percentage of sugar, so that the amount of

sugar obtained per acre is 7 cwt. more with this manure than with
muriate or sulphate of potash.

 

   
TABLE IV

SUGAR-BEET EXPERIMENT AT WOBURN, 1926. POTASH SERIES

i I

P S
i

S
i

'
'

. 3 er cent. agar agar per 10':
!

Treatment per Acre fieldper Acre .
in B", 1 (own)

4
.

: , Increase in.' ' 2

;
'

field(wit/r
' Difermrei Difermce

'

Dang I 2 tom + Ton: C-'wt. addition of; 'Total from ; 'Tatal from '

Patauic ; Baral ; Baral l

 

l

y ; Fertilizer'

l I

. l :

'O=NoManure IO 2 [7'0 i 34.
, C =Basal, 3 cwt.; j

Superphosphate, '
'

I; cwt. Sulphate :

of Amm., 2 cwt.l . ',

. NitrateofSoda
.3 11 4. r 166 . 37

i S =Basal and Sul-; ;

; phate ofPotash .; 11 4 m'l
, :63 ~03 37 m'l '

= M=Basal and Mu—l ; 3
l riate of Potash .§ 11 4. m'l I6°4 —-O'2 : 37 nil

i K =Basal and 30% :

s
- Potash Salts

.1
12 r 17 cwt.,' 182 1'6 ; 4.4. 7cwt.

'-

l
.1- _—.. -o

--

         
2 times standard error (1'94. per cent.) = i 8 cwt.

At Rothamsted a suitable opportunity occurred to carry out a

small-scale experiment on the manuring of beet, in which the size
of the nitrogenous dressing was purposely exaggerated to a point well
outside practical considerations. This was intended to show some-

thing of the effects of nitrogen on the plant when applied in consider-
able excess of practical needs. The soil, which is a clay loam recently
broken down from grass, had received in the previous year a heavy
dressing of dung, a complete dressing of artificials, and about 5 tons

of burnt lime to the acre. Nitrogen was applied at four different
rates 3
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( 1) 2 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia before drilling.
(2) ,, + 4. cwt. of nitrate of soda in two top dressings.
(3) ,, + 7 cwt. of nitrate of soda in four top dressings.
4 n + 10 cwt. of nitrate of soda on four top dressings.
A basal dressing of 3 cwt. of superphosphate and 2 cwt. of muriate

of potash was applied all over the plots. Each treatment was in quadru-
plicate and the lay-out was in a Latin square. From the experimental
point of view the result was eminently satisfactorv, the standard error

being reduced to the low figure of 1 '7 3 per cent. for the roots and 2'06

per cent. for the tops.
The average yield results are as follows :

TABLE V

SUGAR-BEET EXPERIMENT AT ROTHAMSTED, 1926
  

a... —— —.

i;

Amara Yield 0' 32h) ra raid "To
Treatment per Arr: £301; j '

g
2

its" 20.89" P" l

i i
iPer (mt. Sugar I ..

 

3 Sugar Per Acre 
 

 

; . Diffimce: '
. Difc'rma"Basal + fan: L-wt.

fi'a'" 2N i
.

}
Tan: (.~wt.

fi-om 2N

l
. _

., _

i '2 i
2N==2 CWt. Sill. Of. tons cwt. . ; cwt.

'

I

tons cvn.

6N=as 2N +4 cwt.'

9N=as 2N+7 cwt.' 
l
12N=as 2N+ 10 cth

Ammonia. .; 15 17 }
18°C ; 57 '24. 0

NitrateofSoda§ 14 12 -—1 5: 174. . 51 ;25 6 I 6

NitrateofSoda] 14 12 -1 5; 168' 49 26 o 2 o    NitrateofSoda 14 19 -018; 172 51 25 13 1 13
 

Roots—2 times standard error=j—_ ro cwt. Taps—2 times standard error=-_+_ 1 ton.

Thus an .excessive dressing of nitrogen appears to increase the

amount of tops formed rather than the yield of roots. In the Woburn

experiments the weight of tops was approximately equal to that of

roots, but in this experiment for every 100 lb. of roots there were

about I 70 lb. of tops. This increase of leafy growth appears to be

accompanied by a definite but small reduction in the sugar content.

It is obvious that these experiments are of a purely preliminary
nature, and the results refer to only one season and only two types of

soil. They are but the beginning of a series in which it may be possible
to investigate the specific manurial requirements of the sugar-beet
under British conditions of soil and climate.
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EFFECTS OF CLIMATE ON THE

CULTIVATION OF SUGAR-BEET

BY 1. J. SCHAPRINGER

I WILL first of all claim a few minutes of your time to deal with the

parentage of that remarkable plant the sugar-beet.
The great-great-grandparent of sugar-beet is supposed to have

grown wild somewhere on the Adriatic Coast and in Asia Minor for
a considerable time before its sugar value was discovered. It then fell
to the provinces of Saxony and Silesia, in Germany, to make use of
its value as a sugar producer. The wild plant was not of much value
without the help of science, but from the moment its potential value
was known its future was assured, and it has grown up to be the sturdy
parent of the present breeds of beet which are grown as far north
as Sweden, in Europe, and in Japan and Manchuria, in Asia, and
in Canada in the New World; while in the Southern Hemisphere,
Australia has also produced it in commercial quantities.

In the early years of its infancy scientists were obsessed with the fear
that beet could be grown only under certain climatic conditions. Each

country that contemplated its cultivation on a commercial scale con-

sulted its scientists as to the suitability of its climate, but in most cases

it was left to the company promoter to commence operations without
much scientific guidance. Therefore, the expression

"
beet climate "

has to be deleted from the dictionary of the industry. It is even

very difficult to define what might be called "the most suitable
climate."

The beet tried on small experimental plots, and then on a large
commercial scale, accommodated itself to local climatic conditions,
whatever they happened to be.

There is no doubt that the cost of growing beet varies under
different climatic conditions—for example, in a climate with a very
short lifting period, with early and hard winter frosts, the cost of
production is higher, owing to the necessity of storing the beet
until the factory can use it, and to the consequent loss in sugar
content.

A comparison of the conditions governing the delivery of the beet
from the farm to the factory in this country with those prevailing
in Canada are interesting. In England the lifting period is the same

as the manufacturing period—which is about three months—while in
Canada the whole operation must be completed within from four to

five weeks.
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The deciding factors as far as climate is concerned can be grouped
under the following headings :

(a) Rainfall or humidity ;

(b) Temperature or heat ;

(c) Hours of daylight during the growing season ;

(d) Wind.
The above factors may have different effects in the same vicinity

according to the varying qualities of the soil. A light, sandy soil has a

different moisture-holding capacit than a heavy clay soil. The heat-

conducting capacity of a light soii'is different to the same capacity of

a heavy soil ; as an example, it is only necessary to plant two rows of

beet—one on a light soil and the other on a heavy soil. The beet will

germinate much quicker on the light soil than on the heavy soil, be-

cause the light soil holds the heat in a way that the heavy soil does

not. Even the colour of the soil is of importance in this matter, as the

lighter the soil is in colour the less will it store the heat. A light soil

of dark colour is the best for this purpose.
Endeavours to work out arithmetical formula to determine the

relationship of humidity, heat, sunlight and wind, and their com-

bined effect on the growth and sugar content of the beet, have not been

successful, and in this respect the scientist has to leave the field to the

practical farmer.
In spite of this, the enlightened beet farmer cannot afford to dis-

pense with the meteorologist's advice and assistance, which have become

of such great aid in other branches of farming. In the old days our

forefathers were dependent on the shepherd for their weather fore-

casts, but to-day we have outgrown the shepherd and prefer to consult

the instrument.
'

The rainfall in different parts of the globe varies from nil to several

hundred inches per annum. For agriculture in the temperate zone it

is-more important that the farmer should know the distribution of the

rainfall over the months of the year than the total for the year. About

60 per cent. of the sugar in the beet is composed from elements which

the plant absorbs from water. There is a time in the life of all animals

when they take to solid foods, but with plants this period is never

reached. Every bit of nourishment they take either from the air or

the soil must be dissolved in water. It is easier to realize the importance
of moisture to the plant when we remember that from 95 to 99 per
cent. of all moisture absorbed by plants at the roots is released again
into the air in form of vapour.

The British farmer is fortunately placed in comparison with the

beet grower on the dry plains of Central Europe. On these plains the

sowing has to be done very early in the year so as to make use of

the winter moisture which remains in the soil. The following month

may be rainless, and it is not until the autumn that heavy rainfalls

occur, which not only spoil the quality of the beet but also increase the
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dificulties of lifting and hauling. The unexpectedly favourable re-

sults which have attended the industry in this country are due mainly
to the even distribution of rain all the year round, combined with

high humidity and low evaporation.
Every plant needs a certain amount of warmth for germination

and growth.
An average temperature of about 59° F. prevails over the best

districts of Great Britain from June to August inclusive. The cor-

responding average temperature for the beet districts of the United
States for the same period is about 1 1° F. higher, yet in spite ofthe lower
temperature prevailing in this country the sugar content of the beet
is 1% to 2 per cent. higher than in the States. Cool nights and moderately
warm da in the latter part of summer and in the autumn are most

favourab e for the storage of the sugar in the roots.

In this country the vagaries of climate are well known. After a

few days of warm, early spring weather, a spell of cold Weather may
set in. This causes bolters, or seed runners, which constitute not

only a loss to the farmer but also to the manufacturer, as the bolters
harden and resist knives. This is the reason that British farmers are

advised not to drill the beet too early, but only after the cold spell is
finished.

In this country beet never stops growing—that is, its active pro-
ductive life is never absolutel checked. This is due to the evenness

of the climate, which has real y no extremes of temperature.
The beet can stand up to eight degrees of frost when lifted, and even

more when underground. If the roots themselves freeze after they are

lifted no great amount of harm will result, provided they remain frozen
until they are used by the factory. But such low temperatures are the

exception here in England. Owing to this fact the lifting period is

considerably longer than in any other beet-growing country. This is
an advantage which cannot be overestimated, and it is one of the causes

of success.

Factories in this country are in a position to work their beet direct
from the fields and so avoid the cost and loss of storing. In certain
countries 60 days is the average working time of a factory, in countries
like Italy, even less, owing to abnormal losses in storage, whereas in
Great Britain 80 and even I 00 days would be a safe figure. This means

that with the same capital one can slice nearly double the quantity of
beet that can be sliced in some other countries.

To come to the third of the deciding factors-—daylight. Sunshine
has always been considered to be the maker of the sugar in the beet,
but this is not quite correct. Daylight, as distinct from sunshine, is
the real maker of the sugar. Sunshine applied too liberally has, in fact,
the opposite effect, and this has been proved in Southern European
countries. The question of the exact manner in which light affects the

sugar content has not been yet fully explained. Intense light within
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certain limits favours leaf growth, while high light frequently tends to

retard it. As daylight lasts considerably longer in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, this gives the explanation of the high sugar content in Canada
and the northern parts of the United States, as well as in this country.
It remains for our scientists to discover the reason why daylight is more

beneficial than sunshine.
'

I have now come to the factor of wind in the growth of beet. In
certain countries which are cursed with hot winds in the spring, beet
suffers through their drying effect. In England the strong winds are

only able to affect light, sandy soil, where the seeds may be blown away,
or the young plants may be damaged by the winds cutting off their roots

the moment they show above ground.
Before closing, I would like to make a few remarks on the storage

of beet in this country. This is the last factor with which the farmer
has to deal, and it is important when beet has to be stored for any
length of time.

The first thing to remember is, that beet should be put in storage
when the temperature is just above freezing point. Secondly, that beet

should contain its maximum moisture when it is put in storage, and

the storage should be made under such conditions that the natural

moisture may be conserved.
As the natural weather conditions of this country are very

favourable to ideal storage conditions it is likely, if these rules are

followed, that the loss of sugar content will be considerably less

than in less fortunate countries.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH

SUGAR-BEET IN S.W. ENGLAND

BY C. J. CLARK

Cbirc/boraug/J

THE cultivation of sugar-beet in the West of England was first under-

taken on a large scale in 1925, and our experience with the crop is

therefore new and brief. The result of the first year's operations was

such as to encourage the existing growers to extend their acreage con-

siderably and to attract a number of new growers. With the increased

area under the crop a series of new problems presented themselves

which can be grouped under separate heads but which in practice are

closely related to each other and to the whole balance and economy of

the husbandry of the districts concerned.
First of all, there is some uncertainty as to the future of the industry

and its position in the world market when it is no longer subsidized
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by the State. There is much good land now under grass which

could be broken up to grow excellent crops of sugar-beet, but such

breaking up involves the use of some sort of arable rotation on the land,
and comparatively few of the crops which are commonly used in the
other shifts have much financial attraction at the present time. It

follows that the cautious farmer must be very well assured of the lasting
benefit he will get from his sugar-beet before he sets about to disturb

established grassland.
Secondly, there is the very important matter of an efficient labour

supply. The low wages paid to arable workers have discouraged the

best of the younger men from following the plough.
Also in rural areas the question of housing for extra hands when

they can be brought in from elsewhere is a very difficult one.

Farmers who may wish to increase their acreage of sugar-beet are

brought face to face with a real difficulty in getting the extra hands

necessary to deal with the crop. In many cases the area of beet grown
has to be kept down to the limit of that which can be handled by the

regular and existing staffs of the farms.
Men who can be obtained from the labour exchanges are, for the

most part, factory workers, and have not the knowledge which would
enable them to do the work properly.

Thirdly, there is no local tradition in the handling of the crop, and
there is a great lack of practical and local information on such matters

as suitable cultivations, width of rows and singling distances, correct

manuring, and the economical use of tops and pulp.
The advantages of the crop were ably set forth for the farmers by

the representatives of the Yeovil Sugar—Beet Factory Limited, but,
despite this, the pressure of the difficulties already mentioned was very
real, and a comparatively small acreage was contracted for with the

factory.
In the result the interdependence of farm and factory in the

production of sugar was clearly seen, and with a poor guarantee of

acreage the whole faCtory building scheme was seriously delayed. This

delay led to a further difficulty, for the beets of the 1926 crop had to be
delivered to the Ipswich factory far away in Suffolk, causing there a con-

siderable congestion and making it necessary for a number of growers
to clamp a portion of their crop for delivery in January and February,
after the usual manufacturing season.

'

An attempt to attack some of the outstanding problems of manuring
and field treatment was made in a series of experiments centred on

Bristol University and carried out in part under the auspices of the
Somerset County Agricultural Advisory Committee. Two of these

experiments—one concerned with the use of potash, nitrogen and

phosphate, and the other with the width of drill rows—-were carried out

on our farm at Chiselborough, and I can quote the results for what they
are worth.
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It must be remembered that these figures are the result of single
experiments, and they may differ both in sense and value from the re-

sults of the whole series when these have been collated by the central

authority.
The manurial trial consisted of 8 plots each twelve rows wide

and 135 yds. long. The rows were 18 in. apart and the beets were

sown on the flat. The plot treatments were as follows :

Plot 1. Complete Manure, less 1% cwt. muriate of potash per acre.

1 cwt. sulphate of ammonia per acre.

Plot 2
n "

4 (:33 30 per cent. superphosphate per

1% cwt. muriate of potash per acre.

Plot 3. ,, ,, less 2 cwt. superphosphate per acre.

Plot 4.
'

Control, No Nlanure.

Plot 5. Complete lVIanure, plus an extra 1% cwt. muriate of potash
per acre.

Plot 6. ,, ,,

Plot 7. ,, ,, with 6 cwt. kainit in place of 11: cwt.

muriate of potash.
Plot 8. ,, ,, with 1% cwt. of sulphate of potash in

place of 1% cwt. muriate of potash.

Each of the plots was divided into three areas, called A, B and C,
which received different amounts of nitrogen as top dressings.

Section A had 2 cwt. nitrate of soda per acre.

Section B had 1 cwt. nitrate of soda per acre.

Section C had no top dressing.
The° results in yield per acre of washed beets and the percentage

sugar contents are shown in the following Table :

 

   

   
! Yield l Sugar Content

Plot -

.

A, 5—"

No. i—
'L—w

* '

' '

"'—.—'*' .

.
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9
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per cent.

, per cent. .

per cent.

1 E 19 5 i 19 16
' 15 6 I 14°10 ' 18°00

, 17°04.
2

°

20 12 20 8 ; 16 6 i 16°68
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21 16 '

19 16 f 16 2 5 20°82 ; 17°52 18°42
5 z 19 5 i 21 o i 18 9 18°06 ', 19°02

'

22°50
6

'

2o 12
'

19 16 19 1 = 17°04 I 20°58 , 21°06

7 19 10 18 6 ; 17 18 22°56 1 1872 1 21°72 '

8 20 17 20 8 i 19 13 21°06
l 19°26 4 17°28 g
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It will be observed that the level of yield was high throughout, even

Section C of Plot 4. which received no manure at all producing as much
as 16 tons 2 cwt. of washed beets per acre. With such a high level of

yield the diEerences due to manuring are likely to be relatively small,
and it is interesting to observe that the first top dressing of nitrogen
produced a commercial increase in every case. The limits of experi-
mental error in an set ofsingle plots in a single season must necessarily
be very wide, andysmall differences as between one plot and another
cannot be regarded too seriously, but a definite trend over a large
number ofplots, and covering several diflerent treatments, deserves more

careful consideration.
If all the A sections are taken together as representing a plot

receiving 2 cwt. nitrate of soda as top dressing, and a similar calcula-
tion and average is taken for the other two sections, the following
result emerges :

 

Section Yield per Acre
:

Sugar Perrtntage Q

* ——"

-—_:J;s"¢m. T"
i A (2 cwt. N) . .

l 20 9 1822
~ B (I cwt. N) . . f 19 19 ; 1873
I C (no top dressing) . 17 6 19'89
   

It appears that the first cwt. of nitrate of soda has increased the

gross yield by 2 tons 13 cwt., and that the second dose has Caused a

further increase of 10 cwt. This rise in yield has been accompanied
by a definite fall of sugar percentage, and in order to correlate the
two things, and to find out how far the gain in gross weight has been
neutralized by loss of sugar content, it becomes necessary to reduce
the calculation to terms of sugar per acre.

Section A yielded 75 cwt. of sugar per acre.

SCCtion B
a) 75 3) n

SCCtion C ,, 69 3) 3)

Taking the same figures and treating them from the point of view
of gross cash return to the farm we get the following results :

Section A—Beet at £3, 03. 9d. per ton = £62, 25. per acre.

Section B ,, £3, 28. 3d. ,,
= £61, 185. ,,

Section C ,, £3, 43. 9d. ,,
= £56, 108. ,,

From these figures it would appear that in this experiment the
first cwt. of nitrate of soda was a very profitable investment, but that
the second one did not pay for itself.

The figures serve also to stress another point which is sometimes
rather neglected. The heaviest yield brought the best return both of
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sugar and cash, and the higher sugar percentage of the lighter crop
was not sufficient to make up for the serious loss in gross weight.

The other experiment included five plots with the' rows from

14. in. to 24. in. apart. Again all the yields were high, but there was a

decided difference in favour of the narrow rows. The yields and cash
values per acre were as follows :

 

Car]: Value
at 60:. per ton  i Dirtarzce bet-ween Row: Yield per Acre

I
l
 _— _" -_._

I

i !
l !
a s

t
l

I

in. tons CM. ,6 s.

14 24 o 72 o

16 22 o 66 o l
l 20

,
20 18 ; 62 15 l

22
'

18 13 56 o

'24 l 19 18
i 59 10 

1 1 ' '
....__—_ —. —___» ,1_—.. ___. ___——-— 

The results of this one season's experiments are interesting, and

although they may not be wholly convincing in all the diEerences of

manuring and treatment which they cover, they serve to form part of
a far greater mass of evidence which is being collected in the West.

Further, they serve to give some indication of the very satisfactory level
of yield obtainable in the West Country under our normal farm con-

ditlons. As yet sugar-beet has no definite place in the rotations, and

it has been taken generally either in place of mangolds or cereals.
The great advantage which it enjoys in that it is grown on contract

for a price per ton, which is known in advance, coupled with the un-

doubted success of so many of this year's crops, lends very great support
to the growing opinion that it should be used on a far larger scale in

the West in the future. It seems that the crop might do much to pre-
serve and to extend the arable area. Such an extension, bringing with

it the greatly increased cash returns associated with heavy crops of

beet, should benefit both the farmers and their workers to a considerable
d ee.

cgrBeet, with the long harvesting period of three months, is very little

damaged by wet conditions in autumn, and thus has another very great
advantage over cereals, especially in the Western Counties, where the

rainfall is high. .

The success of the 1926 crop, and the eagerness with Wl'llCh the
growers are seeking to extend their acreage, supports the concluslon
that, given suitable land, the crop should present no insuperable difli-

culties to anyone who is used to growing root crops. The supply
of labour for singling remains a critical point, and there 15 need for

a great deal more 1nformation about the kinds and qua11t1t1es of

artificial manure to use.
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If full advantage could be taken of the crop, and the area under

it extended over suitable land, it should do more to put the farming
industry on a sound basis than any other crop we have to select from.

EXPERIENCE WITH SUGAR-BEET

IN THE MIDLAND COUNTIES

R. N. DOWLING, N.D.A., P.A.S.I.

Agricultural Organixcrfor Nottr.

IN 1924., when the Notts. Education Committee decided to draw

up and carry out a scheme of manurial experiments on the sugar-beet
crop along certain definite lines, it was understood that numerous

experiments and field trials had been carried out in various parts of
the count , which had, in a general way, demonstrated the value of
manurial ressings. It was felt, however, that more evidence was re-

quired as to the economic returns obtained under varying classes of soil,
bearing in mind its natural or acquired fertility, previous cropping and
manurial treatment, and climatic conditions prevailing over a series of

years. I should like to mention the fact that Mr N. Howard assisted
in carrying out the whole of the work.

It was decided to arrange the experiments so that each series would
aim to answer one definite question, such being in each case——

Series 1. The effect of nitrogenous top dressings.
Series 2. The effect of potash.
Series 3. The maximum profitable manuring.

The first two series have been running for three years, and Series 3
for two years, each being tried on two or three farms each year.

Although, as with all experiments on the manuring of sugar-beet,
the results over the whole period would appear at first glance to be
somewhat contradictory, as a matter of fact definite information has
been obtained which will be of practical value. All the plots were

duplicated to ensure reliability and to prevent errors due to any
abnormal conditions.

Climatic Canditiom.—Knowing the enormous influence of varying
climatic conditions it was considered advisable to keep careful records
of rainfall and temperature from seed-time to harvest.

Series I—Nz'trogmou: :

Objects °. To test the effect of a complete dressing of artificials

(a) without a top dressing of nitrogen ; (b) with one top dressing of

nitrogen 3 (c) with two top dressings of nitrogen.
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Scheme of manuring per acre :

Plot 1. Control (No Manure).
I cwt. sulphate of ammonia.

Plot 2. Complete Dressing 4 cwt. 30 per cent. superphosphate.
1% cwt. muriate of potash.

Plot 3. As Plot 2, plus I cwt. nitrate of soda at singling time.
Plot 4. As Plot 3, plus a second top dressing of 1 cwt. nitrate of soda

two or three weeks later.

1925 Trials.—Three centres were selected in the neighbourhood
of Newark, the nature of the soil in each case being—

Centre 1. Light sand with gravel.
Centre 2. Good sandy loam in good

"

heart."
Centre 3. Light loam with gravel.

No farmyard manure was applied directly to the sugar-beet crops.
At Centre 1 the adverse effect of drought was most pronounced.

 

  

TABLE I

SHOWING YIELD OF WASHED AND TOPPED BEET PER ACRE

u
a

.

Plo i H" z
(' mils" 3

C p113": :
l

,
t 1 . .o e, + one . on: e, two,

Centre
Control '1 gaff-£136 'Top Dressing of; Top Dressings of;

I g Nitrate of Soda . Nitrate of Soda
;

'
! 1

ti);- chW ! tons cwt. tons cwt. i tons cwt.

1 4 1 1 j 5 6 5 12 ,j 6 4
2 10 15 , 10 19 1 1 19 1 12 4

3 6 6
I

7 10 7 12 i 7 11   
    

It will be seen that the application of one top dressing at singling
gave very little increase of crop over the Complete Mixture Plot at

Centres 1 and 3, whereas at Centre 2 there was an increase of one

ton per acre, which gave a money return over the Control Plot of

£1, 75. 9d. per acre.

The second top dressing which was applied three weeks later gave
a profitable increase at Centres 1 and 2, but a loss at Centre 3.

Nitrogenous Series, 1926.—This season was very favourable to the

beet crop, and the effects of dressings of artificial manures were much

more pronounced than in 1925. The judicious application of manures

proved most beneficial, and 10 to 12 tons of washed and topped. beets

per acre were obtained on sand soil. Both centres were on the lighter
types of soils and at neither was farmyard manure applied direct to

the crop.
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TABLE II

NITROGENOUS SERIES

Duplicate Plot: i
1 Yieldper 110':

Per cent. i
Centre

' 1'10t 7"far/real and
Sugar fieldP" Acre l

upped Beet: Per cent. .

Warbed and
Su ar

l

i Topped Beet: g

E
-

{OBS (EWI.
A — FT _

to; -—;';i. "—i
: I 9 5 19-3 9 0 19'5
'

2 1o 7 200 9 0 20'0

l Ranby
3 1 1 13 20' 1 10 15 200

4 1 2 13 202 1 2 1 6 202

l 1 9 6 19' 1 9 6 19'1

! Warsop l 2 1 1 7 197 12 9 193
g

'

3 9 3 18°3 1 1 15 192
' l 4 IO 2 192 1 1 2 19'4

'   
 

This Table shows the results obtained from the duplicate plots at

both centres. A bare comparison of the figures from the two centres

appears at first somewhat confusing, but when they are considered
in conjunction with the previous cropping and manuring, definite
conclusions may be drawn.

At Ranby no very pronounced increase was obtained by the applica-
tion of a complete dressing (compare Plots I and 2), but the net returns

over the No Manure Plots were very substantially increased when the

top dressing was applied in addition to a complete dressing, and still
further increased when a second top dressing was given.
 

  

 

   
 

. Average Yield Value at 54.1. per ton +

I

'

Plot: 3 Was/zed Beet: 2:. 6d. per unit ofSugar
F

'

ptr Arr: over 1 5'5 per cent.

. ; tons cwt. ,6 s. d.

No. 4. Complete, + two .

Top Dressings . f 12 I4 41 I6 9
No. 1. No Manure . . , 9 2 29 I 8

Increase due to Manures .
*

3 12 12 15 I

Less Cost of Manures . 3 11 0

£9 4 I   
Thus for an expenditure of £3, 115. on manures there was a net

gain of £9, 45. 1d. per acre.
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The same series at Warsop gave very different results. The appli-
cation of a complete dressing, costing £2, 13. per acre, gave an average
increase of 2 tons 12 cwt. of washed beet per acre, worth £9, 18. 7 .,

leaving a net increase of £7, 05. 7d. due to the dressing. When, how-
ever, the top dressings were added, this substantial gain was lost owing
to the increased cost of manures and a lower yield. At the Warsop
Centre the land was heavily dressed with farmyard manure during the
two previous years, and it is probable that the additional nitrogenous
top dressings supplied an excess of nitrogen, which resulted in a too-

luxurious growth of leaves, and a resulting lower yield owing to late

ripening and the non-transference of food materials (with sugar) from
the leaves to the root. In contrast with this, the Ranby Centre had
received very little farmyard manure during previous years, and the

same quantities of nitrogenous top dressings produced very profitable
Increases 1n crop.

Scries 2—Patm'h :

These experiments were carried out in 1925 at the same centres

alongside the nitrogenous plots and under similar conditions.
Scheme of Manuring per acre :

Plot 1. Control (No Manure).

I I cwt. sulphate of ammonia.
Plot 2. Complete Dressing ~ 4 cwt. 30 per cent. superphosphate.

in} cwt. muriate of potash.
Plot 3. As Plot 2, less the potash.
Plot 4. As Plot 2, plus an extra 1; cwt. muriate of potash.

  
   

  

  

TABLE III

SHOWING YIELD OF VVASHED AND TOPPED BEET PER ACRE

Centre P10! 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 Plot 4

tons cwt. qrs.

'

13:5 cwt. qrs. tons cwt. qrs. tons cwt.- qrs.

1 . 4 12 3 5 8 3 4. 15 o 6 1 1

2 10 15 0 IO 19 2 10 12 o 11 10 3
3 6 6 2 7 13 o 6 2 o 7 4 2     
 

_ ______
__ ,

.—._—_ .__ _
A_ .— ._.- -

A comparison of Plots 1, 2 and 3 shows the effect of a Complete
Manure (Plot 2) over the Control (Plot 1) ; also over the No Potash

(Plot 3). Practically no effect is produced by adding phosphate and

nitrogen alone, but when potash is included a distinct increase is

brought about at each centre. When the potash is doubled (Plot 4.) an

increase is shown at two of the centres, one of which is notably short
of potash. '
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1926 Tria1:.—These experiments were carried out at the same

centres alongside the Nitrogenous Series and under Similar conditions

of soil and previous treatment.

TABLE IV

POTASH SERIES
__

—.

 
 

Duplicate Plat:

 

 
        

Tld Arr :
Centre Plot $4:le and: nggt. 7" Id A r

,
W"3'" £352 a2; Pgm'a

Tapped Beet agar

*— '

'
"

Jana.
,

'

m, m.

'

1 9 8 1 198 9 10 191

Ranby I 2 8 15 196 8 19 196
E 3 10 16 l 198 9 12 208

4 9 17 19'9 9 2 206

1 9 1 187 9 3 18°5
g Warsop ,

2 10 16 191 11 6 190

i 3 10 4 188 8 4 188

1 4 12 15 197 11 7 18'5 i
I  
 

Again, the two centres produced diEerent results from similar

manuring, and reference to the previous treatment of the land will

show that at Ranby where~ substantial dressings of potash had been

applied during the two previous years no benefit was obtained by a

dressing of potash to the crop, and a comparison of yields with those

obtained on the top-dressed plots in Series 1 on the same field will show
that nitrogen was more urgently needed at this centre.

At Warsop the highest average net return was obtained on Plot 4—
i.e., that receiving a double dressing of potash—and reference to the

Nitrogenous Series at the same centre shows that a definite increase
was obtained by the introduction of potash in the complete mixture

(Plot 2, Series I), but the yield could not be further raised until the

potash was increased as shown in Plot 4—Potash Series, as shown by
the following Table :

Duplicate Plot: Awerggzt fifygzrlml
,

Tons th.

Potash Series 1. No manure . . . 9 3
Potash Series 3. Super and nitrogen . . . 9 4
Potash Series 2. Potash, super and nitrogen . 1 1 4.
Potash Series 4. Potash, super and nitrogen plus

extra potash . . . 1 2 I
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Strier 3—Maximum Profitable Manuring :

This series was carried out at three centres in 1925 and at the

Warsop Centre in 1926 (soil and previous treatment as before).
Objects : To ascertain the maximum dressing of fertilizers which

may be economically used.
Scheme of Manurmg per acre :

Plot 1. Control (No Manure).
I cwt. sulphate of ammonia.

Plot 2. Complete Dressing 1% cwt. muriate of potash.
4. cwt. 30 per cent. superphosphate.

Plot 3. As Plot 2 plus I cwt. sulphate ofammonia and 1% cwt. muriate

 

 

 

of potash.
Plot 4.. As Plot 2, plus 2 cwt. sulphate of ammonia and 3 cwt. muriate

of potash.

Duplicate Plot:

g P10t
Yield Was/ted Beet Per cent.

l

l P" Acre Sugar
Yield War/zed Beet Per rent.

per Acre Sugar

tons cwt. ""15 3""-
—-

I 9 1 I 87 9 3 1 8 °

5
2 IO 16 191 1 1 6 19'0
3 I 2 I 9 1 9'0 1 4 4. 1 8 '7
4 I 2 6 1 8'0 I o I 9 1 9'7      

.'

Plot 3 has given the highest yield in both cases and it appears from
this and from previous years' results that dressings greater than that

given to Plot 3 actually have a depressing effect on yield.

CONCLUSIONS

Nitrogen.—Under normal conditions top dressin s of nitrogen,
applied early, produce economic increased yields. I , however, the
land is rich in organic matter, or is in a high state of fertility and has
received heavy dressings of farmyard manure to the beet or previous
crop, it is possible that an excess of nitrogen applied by top dressings
may not only not increase the yield, but may be positively harmful.

Potash—A shortage of potash may seriously limit the yield of

sugar-beet. If potash has been supplied during the rotation, and the
soil contains a sufficiency, any further dressing direct to the beet will
not increase the yield and may even be detrimental.

General.——(I) There can be no hard-and-fast rule or standard

dressing of manures for sugar-beet, and any scheme of manuring must

be based on a knowledge of the soil, previous cropping and manuring.
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(2) There is a fairly sharp limit to the quantity of artificials
which may be applied with success, and beyond this yields may even

be depressed.
(3) Sugar Content. — It may be stated with confidence that

judicious manurial treatment with artificials is likely to promote quality,
but that, on the whole, climate conditions, seed and soil play a more

important role in this respect. An examination of all the Control—
or No Manure—Plots will show that a slightly lower sugar return was

obtained throughout than on the manurial plots. Excess of nitrogen
is generally responsible for poor qualit , but this may be negatived
by a suficiency of other necessary firtilizing constituents, or by
favourable climatic conditions. A shortage of potash may also have
a depressing effect on quality.
CULTIVATION TRIALS on SUGAR-Ban. CENTRE—HAMOCK PRIORY

The object of these trials was to obtain definite information

regarding the effects of cultivations on the yield of beet, and it is pro-
posed to repeat them during a number of seasons. It should be clearly
understood that no definite conclusions can be drawn from this one

trial.
In the case of the number of hoeing trials, the object was to test

the effect of soil movement, the killing of weeds being a secondary
consideration.

Number ofHarse-hoeing:
Plat

I Two—on June 2nd (before singling) and June 22nd
2 Three ,, ,, June 22nd and July 10th

3 Four ,, ,, June 22nd and July 10th
and I 7th

4 Five
_

,, ,, June 22nd and July 10th

17th and 23rd
Yield: per Jere

Plot 70):: C~wt. 217;: Per cent. Sugar
I 14 6 o 192
2 1 3 I 6 I 1 8'5
3 I 2 I 9 3 1 9'4
4 I 3 I I I I 9'1

No increased crop resulted from hoeings in excess of two—Le. one

before singling and one after.

IVidth of Row Trial:

Plot Widt/z in In. 707:: th. 215's. Per cent. Sugar
I 1 6; I 3 I 6 3 I 8 '9
2 1 9 I 3 I 3 2 I 9'4
3 23 I3 I9 2 193
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There was practically no difference in yields. It appears that the
additional number of roots per acre does not necessarily mean a greater
yield per acre. The difference in the size of the roots was very apparent
when the plots were lifted and topped.

Plot Date qf Sing/ing Ton: C-wt. Q3. Per cent. Sugar
1 June 7th 1 3 3 o 203
2

,, I 1 th I 2 I 6 2 I 9
°

5
3 ,, I 6th 1 2 1 8 o 1 9 '5
4 ,, 2 I st 1 2 6 2 20'0

The singling on Plot I was carried out as early as the plants
could be handled—ion when showing fourth leaf, and the results show
an increase of nearly I ton over the plot singled last 5 also the sugar
content of the crop from this plot was the highest obtained at this centre.

It is too early to draw definite conclusions, further work being
necessary.

THE DISCUSSION

SIR FREDERICK KBEBLE, in opening the discussion, said that he was

greatly impressed, or depressed, by the smallness of the average yield of
beet in this country.

He was convinced that this could be greatly bettered by more

thorough cultivation of the soil.
The difference between farming and gardening was mainly one of

soil conditions, and the difference between the yield of the same crops
under the two conditions was enormous.

He thought that the first step to better yield should be cultivation,
aimed at the making of good soil conditions, and that this might be
followed by improved manuring.

He ascribed the very small increases of yield obtained with nitrogen
manures in some of the experiments put before the conference to the

operation of the law of limiting factors and not to any essential
failure of artificial nitrogen as a manure for sugar-beet. Unless the

other factors of growth were in balance, no plant could use the manure

given to it to advantage.
He mentioned that in the near future large supplies of new types

of nitrogenous and mixed manures would be available on the English
market as the produce of our own industries ; and that these should

prove interesting to sugar-beet growers and other intensive farmers.

Sir FREDERICK HIAM said that he had had satisfacrory results with
beet grown in rows 21 in. apart. He got these by using a 7 ft. drill

equipped with four coulters.
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Even with rows as far apart as this he had found it very necessary
to use a light horse on the hoes as the big shire did a very great deal of

damage in kickin up the plants in the rows.

He had foun that wireworm was a serious pest to the crop when
sown early and he had suffered considerable losses by birds, mostly
crows and lapwings, which pulled up the young plants to get at the
wireworms. He quite definitely delayed the sowings of his crop to

avoid this trouble.
In the matter of manuring he used plenty of farmyard dung, and

he had not found that it had had any such depressing effect upon the

crop as had some of the heavier artificial dressings mentioned in the

papers.

Mr W. F. GILES (Messrs Sutton 8: Sons), speaking of the pro-
duction of sugar-beet seed, said that the plant. had been grown

experimentally by his firm for many years.
During the war, when the import ofseed became impossible, Suttons

had undertaken a home-grown supply for the Kelham Factory. It was

possible to produce satisfactory seed in England in four years out of

five, but unfortunately, owing to the high cost of labour here, the cost

of production was too great for it to compete with a foreign article of

equal, or perhaps greater, germination capacity. The future of sugar-
beet seed production in England must depend simply on the cost of

production.
In the matter of width of rows and heavy seeding, and their hearing

on yield, he recalled an enormous crop of mangolds grown at 16 in.
between the rows and with 16 lb. of seed per acre. These yielded
90 tons per acre, and the roots grew practically touching one another.
The hoeing on this crop had been donewith Planet Junior hoes,
pushed by men and therefore without the use of horses. These hoes

should be useful to sugar-beet growers using narrow rows.

Mr J. L. LUDDINGTON said that he had grown sugar-beet for a

number of years and that now he was growing them on ridges with

24 in. between the rows. He found that he was getting a good crop
of I 2 tons per acre of washed beet and a sugar content of 16'2 per cent.

The final result of this in the way of net' return was satisfactory,
and the saving in cost of cleaning and hoeing was very considerable.
He believed that ridge growing really served to reduce the cost of

production per ton.

He had found in his experience that the factories treated the
farmers well and he believed that it would be possible to secure the

future of the indust as the subsidy dr0pped, by the produCtion of a

larger crop at a smal er cost to the farmer.

Mr A. W. LING said that in the large series of sugar-beet experi-
ments conducted last year from Bristol University over five Western
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Counties, it had been found possible to alter the yield considerably by
cultural methods and arrangements, but not the sugar content.

For instance, beet in rows 15 in. apart yielded 22 tons per acre,

18 in. apart, 20 tons per acre, 22 in. apart, 19 tons per acre, without

any significant difference in sugar percentage.
This type of result was common among 300 separate experiments

under consideration and gave point to the recommendation that the

farmer should regard gross yield as the point of paramount importance
in his beet crop.

An excess of nitrogen given to the crop either with the seed or as

a top dressing was certain to lead to a large leafy growth without an

equivalent increase in root. This leafincss was correlated with a delay
in maturity which might have serious effects on the crop. As far as he

could gather a dressing of 1% cwt. per acre of sulphate of ammonia or

calcium cyanamide before sowing, followed by a single top dressing of

nitrate ofsoda at singling time, gave the best results in the West Country.
Speaking of potash manures, he said that on most light soils the

applications of potash to the crop seemed to be profitable, but that on

heavy soils-—on the old red sandstone, and on the lias and other clays—
the plots without potash had often given the best results, and increases

of potash had often caused a progressive depression of crop. He

thought that the sugar-beet as a plant was particularly well equipped
for utilizing reserves of potash already in the soil.

He believed strongly in the necessity for singling at the earliest

possible moment, and was curious to know more about the influence

of variety on sugar content.

ColfiG. H. LONG said that during the last season the W. Suffolk

Agricultural Committee had conducted a series of experiments with

sugar-beet at some six centres in the county. Among other things they
had tried different widths of rows (18 in. and 24. in.), but the yields had

come out about the same. Many farmers in the district considered

that beet grown on ridges 24 in. to 28 in. apart gave as good yields as

those grown on the flat at 18 in., while the saving in cost in growing
and cleaning them was Considerable.

He had found that on thin-skinned land the number of fanged beet

was very large unless the subsoil was well broken at the time of first

ploughing. He used a subsoiling tine on his ploughs over the whole

1 00 acres which he intended to put under beet this next year.
He had found that sulphate of ammonia applied before drilling

had tended to produce an improvement in the plant obtained. He

suggested to Sir Frederick Hiam that the Suffolk horse was far better

suited to work between relatively narrow rows than the shire.

Mr SHORTEN (Howard 8-: Sons) said that his firm was extremely
interested in the development ofspecial and improved types ofmachinery
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to help the growers. Recently they had turned out a new sugar-beet
lifter, some special types of ploughs, and a hoe which would deal with
four rows of beet at a time. He was sure that as improvements in

production were outlined the implement makers would be doing all
in their power to further them, and to help the growers in their task.

Mr T. THOMSON said that some uncertainty existed in the West
Midlands as to the date of sowing and its effect upon the number of
bolters produced. In 1925 crops sown on 18th April had practically
no bolters, while last year those sown as late as 10th May had many.
If late sowing was insisted on as a precaution there was always a

difficulty in getting the crop through to maturity.
He was anxious to know how far the beet suffered from exposure

on the ridge, as there seemed to be a tendency among growers in

Shropshire to turn to ridge cultivation.
Several farmers of his acquaintance who had been accustomed to

vegetable growing and who were equipped with Planet Junior hoes
had found benefit from the use of these tools in sugar-beet. He thought
that there was a critical point of economic balance to be found between
the use of horse and man labour in the working and handling of the
cro .

pIt appeared to him that the facts adduced concerning the influence
of daylight on sugar formation in the beet supported the opinion that

every effort should be made to lengthen the growing season at the

beginning.

Mr F. RAYNS said that he had grown sugar-beet last season on the

ridge and on the flat with equal distances between the rows on the farm
of the Norfolk Agricultural Station. The yield had been practically
equal in the two cases, with a very slight difference in sugar content

(3 per cent.) in favour of the flat work. This difference was more

than counterbalanced by the economy and ease of working on the
rid e.

gMan successful growers who had used the ridge system in Norfolk
last year had earthed up the roots as a final operation, and this had been

easy to do. He was convinced that in many circumstances the growing
ofsugar-beet on the ridge was a sound practical proposition.

Three years' work on the use of nitrogen with sugar-beet had

brought him to much the same conclusions as those already mentioned.
Increases of yield for the first dressings were soon followed by a check.
This year he had applied the whole of the nitrogen by the time of

singling and he had got response to a larger total dressings than when
the applications had been spread out to a later date. He thought that
there was a definite connexion between the use of nitrogen and the
number of bolters in the crop.
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Sir JOHN RUSSELL, in closing the discussion, first of all thanked the

speakers and then stressed the twofold object of the Rothamsted Con-
ferences. They were intended, he said, firstly to get the best informa-
tion ofall kinds bearing upon matters of immediate agricultural interest
and to spread that information as widely as possible. Secondly, they
were meant to obtain, for the Station, problems from the field that

required scientific investigation.
Turning to the subject of discussion he said that the present position

with regard to vield was obviously unsatisfactory. There seemed to

be three lines ofattack in the attempt to better it :

(1) Improvement of varieties to suit situations. Much had been
done already, but there was hope of still further progress in this line.

(2) Improvement of cultivation and methods of spacing. In this

department there was certainly room for very much more experience
and experiment. Preparation of seed bed, depth of sowing, width
of rows, ridge or flat—all were important matters requiring exact

knowledge and probably local modification.

(3) Manuring might prove to be capable of producing most

satisfactory results with sugar-beet as with other things, but great
discrepancies were bound to occur until the foundations of cultivation
for the crop had been established.

The matter of the time of application of nitrogen and its effect in

producing an increase of top rather than root seemed to be bound up
with the question of the utilization of the nitrogen by the plant. It
was desirable to appl , at the right time, just that quantity of nitrogen
which the plant cou d use in the production of the maximum amount

of that type of growth which we might require. The extra nitrogen
taken to produce unnecessary leaves in the beet was obviously ill applied
even though it might be producing an increase in the total weight of
the plant.

SUMMARY OF POINTS

BY C. HEIGHAM, M.A.

Rotbamted Experimnml Station

Nature and Positian of the Crap
(I) The growing of sugar-beet by a farmer and the making of

sugar by a factory are to be regarded as parts of a single process of pro-
duction. It is necessary for the continued success of either party that
the two shall work together in close accord and sympathy.

(2) Sugar-beet being a comparatively new crop to this country
there is no traditional method of growing it built up on generations of
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field experience. There is much valuable information to be obtained

from the Continent, but this must be tested under the local conditions
of our own beet—growing districts before it can be used here with full

advantage.
(3) The crop at present enjoys a degree of State protection which

will decrease in future years. The period of subsidy is to be regarded
as a time of education and experiment during which commercial

machinery may be established and the growers may accumulate such

knowledge and skill as will enable them to compete successfully in the

open market.

(4.) The yield of beets on many of our farms is unsatisfactory, and

the average must be increased from 8; tons per acre to at least 10 or

I I tons per acre if the industry is to maintain itself in the future. -

(5) Beet of high quality can be obtained in man parts of the

country, and given good methods of production and a equate manu-

facturing facilities there is room for a greater development of the crop.

Factory Requirement:

(6) In order to work to the best advantage the factory requires
a regular supply of beets spread over the manufacturing period from

October to the New Year. It is essential that growers should keep
closely to the terms of their contract, as the factory organization
depends on this.

(7) The factory obtains the best working results from beets

containing a high percentage of sugar, and is seriously hindered by
consignments which are not properly topped or which contain many
bolters or much rubbish in the form of stones, weeds, etc.

(8) The overhead charges of the factory and its permanent staff of

all kinds have to be spread over the number of working days in the

year. The longer the period of full working the less per ton will these

charges be. The English factories enjoy an advantage in that they
have a working period of 100 days as compared with 4.0 to 80 days in

some other countries.

Growers' Requirement:
(9) Growers require an assured market for their product, and the

fact that the price of sugar-beet is fixed in advance of the crop may be

of great importance in stabilizing the finances of a farm in diflicult

times.

(1 0) At present much local information is needed on such matters

as varieties of beet to grow, the best cultivations to use, and the most

economical manuring. .

(I 1) Short haulage and a chap rate of transport to the factory are

points of great importance in deciding the success of a crop. Bad roads,
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long journeys to the station and long railway transport with high
charges should be considered in detail before the contract with the
factorv is signed.

(1'2) An adequate labour supply in the spring and autumn—the
critical seasons of the crop—is a matter of the first importance. The
chances of obtaining the necessary labour when he wants it should be
explored by the grower before he undertakes production of the crop.

(13) At the present time, and on the terms of existing contracts,
high gross yield is more important to the grower than high sugar
content if these two cannot be obtained together.

Each I per cent. of sugar below I 5} per cent. is worth 35. 5d. per
ton, while each I per cent. over that figure is paid for by the factory
at 25. 6d. per ton.

( I 4.) The crop employs a good deal of costly labour, and therefore
any labour-saving devices which can be applied in any stage of its
treatment may have a very great influence in lowering the cost of
production per ton.

a The Requirement: of the Crop
(15) The yield of the crop will depend very largely upon the

number of plants grown to the square yard and the acre. Continental
experience suggests that 8 plants per square yard is the optimum number.
This is obtained by using narrow rows (14 in. to 16 in.), and singling
to 8 in. apart. Many English crops have not more than 4 beets per
square yard with a full plant.

( I 6) Whatever width of row or singling distance is used, it is
desirable to obtain a

"
full plant

"
and to have as few gaps as possible.

To obtain this with certainty a heavy seeding, I 5 lb. to 20 lb. of seed
per acre, is general] recommended.

( I 7) The seed should be fine and moist at the top, with the
lower layers well broken to allow easy penetration of roots. The seed
should be sown regularly and at a depth of not more than I in. The
roller is a very important implement before, during and immediately
after the seeding.

(I8) Singling of the crop is an operation of critical importance.
It should be done carefully and methodically as soon as the plants have
four leaves. Each chosen individual should be left well planted at its
regular distance from its neighbours.

(19) Hoeing by horse and hand should continue till the leaves of
the plants meet in the rows. The exact number of times which the
hoes should pass through the crop must depend on the soil, the season
and the cleanliness of the field. The skill of the grower must be applied
in deciding this in each case.

(20) Distance between rows and the use of flat or ridged seed beds
must depend in some degree upon the soil, the local traditions in root
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growing, and the grower's equipment of implements, horses and men.

It appears that in general the narrower rows produce the best crop both

in yield and sugar percentage, but there may be many exceptions to

this rule.

(21) The question of subsoiling for the crop has to be considered

on thin-skinned soils. A great deal of Continental experience goes to

support the idea that on all but the deepest soils subsoiling should be

a routine operation in the growing ofsugar-beet. A number of English
growers with experience are now using subsoiling tines on their ploughs.

(22) In general it may be said that problems of cultivation require
to be attended to thoroughly before specific problems of manuring
come to be considered. With sugar-beet in England at the present
time there is great opportunity to increase the yield of the crop by an

improvement of cultural methods.

(23) Good crops of sugar-beet have been grown in many districts

with the manuring commonly used for the mangold crop. Sugar-beet
being a more highly priced crop than the mangold may pay for a heavier

application of fertilizers, but at present there is no special recommenda-

tion which suggests that its needs as a plant differ widely from the

better-known root crop.
'

(24) There is need for properly co-ordinated experiments to be

conducted throughout the beet-growing areas of the country to in-

vestigate the manurial needs of the crop under the very various

conditions of soil and climate found within our borders.

(25) The climatic conditions of our country are particularly well

suited to the successful production of sugar-beet. The long periods of

daylight favour sugar production in the plant. The moderate average

temperature during the growing period encourages steady and even

growth in the field. The comparatively long period of harvest ( I 00

days) brings a great advantage both to the farmer in his harvesting
operations and to the factory in its business of slicing and sugar ex-

traction. The absence of extremes of heat and cold makes it unlikely
that the beets will be either severel checked in growth or badly
damaged by frost before they can be elivered to the factory.
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CONTINENTAL EXPERIENCE WITH
THE GROWTH OF SUGAR-BEET

Bv J. M. VAN BOMMEL VAN VLOTEN
Ex?crt to thc Nalcrlaad Sugar Inddry

Wxrr I received by intermediar.v of the Dutch Department of
Agriculture your invitation to speak before this conference about
some questions concerning sugar-beet culture, I at first hesitated ro
accept it. In the first place, I wish to state that it is very difficult
for me to speak in a language which is not familiar to nie, and in
the second place, the circumstances in England are so different from
those in Holland that I can hardly be expectd to be an expert for
your country.

However, the consideration that sugar-be€t culture is rather a
new one in England,and the fact that I greatly appreciated the honour
conferred upon me by asking me to speak before this conference,
made me decide to accept your invitation.

In a paper read by Mr Alfred Wood, Secretary to the British
Sugar Society, to a meeting of the Farmers' Club, in l\larch rgz5,
he explained how sugar-beel culture and sugar industry are dependent
on each other. He has called the ten vears durins which the subsidv
is given to the British sugar industry,'an educati"onal period for thi
farmers. lt seems to me that he is quite right, and that during these
ten years not only vour practical farmers and vour labourers must
gain'the experienle'by which the best results iill be obtained, but
that also your British agricultural scientists must prepare, by several
researches, for the time when your sugar industry will havi to face
the competition of the production of other countries.

It is about these researches that I should like to speak to you.
ln your country you have the advantage that- from ihe very

beginning you can profit by the exAerience of the Continent. Now
the question is whether this " Continental " experience will be of
value to you or not, The varieties of seed used in the Continent-
aretheysuitable for your circumstances I Would the distance between
the drill rows. which has proved to be efficient on the Continent,
prove also to be appropriate for England I And then there is finally
the important question of manuring, which depends so much on local
clrcumstances.

. First of all I will treat the quesrion, which variety of seedisrobe
chosen

The choice of the variety of seed is, as far as I know, not yet a
problem which is very much discussed by the Enelish farmers. 'The
seed is provided by tlie factory and the farmer dois uot infuence the
choicc. Yet it is_ of-great importance to him that a r.ariety is chosen
which will suit him best.

a2 (
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On the Continent, yearly, a great number ofexPeriments are made

bv which different variities ire iested on yield and sugar content' for
tlie choice ofthe variety can be made only if the results of careful and

scientific experiments are known.
Therefore I will begin to tell you briefly how the exPeriments are

made in Holland. A fi-eld is cholcn in which the soil can be con-
sidered to be homoqeneous- The number of larieties to be compared

is about six. The fi"eld then is divided into 36 plots in the way as shown
in Scheme I.

Those 36 plots are marked out on the field, each c-onsisting of
five rows o? 16o beets. They must be rather small, otherwise the
total of the experimental field will be too large, and the danger of
the soil not beine homogeneous will be greater. This is also the reason

whv no larser riumber 
"of varieties can-be compared.

'The Gd is sown by hand, the littlc handJrills not being so

suitable for this work.
Bv sowinq the varieties of seed in this way they will all be

disrriSuted nii.-elv over the 6eld, and the infuence of the soil is

elirninated as riuch as possible. After sowing is done the most

careful attention must be given to the croP to Prevent suET-
beet being missing. Each miiing root ineuences the results of the
exoeriments.' In October the yield of each plot is weighed and the middle row
is transported to a'factory where the tare and sugar conient are

determined.
Of each varietv about 6oo beets arc tested on sugar content. It

is ofprcat importaice that the transport to the factory and the deter-

miraiion of tfie sugar content is done as quickly as possible, to avoid

alterations on account of dryinq out or other causes.

The averase weisht a;d ;uRar content of the six plots of each

varietv is calcuJated. ind concluslons drawn in the modern scientific
*.u- 'If th.r. is no qood conformity between the results of the six
plois of each variety iiis advisable to'consider the exPeriment to have

been a failure,
It cannot be sufrciently emphasized that the exPeriments on

susar-bect culture must be rirade very carefully, for otherwise there
is i sreat risk that wronq conclusions will be drawn'

lLhe ex'oerimental c"ommission of the Netherland sugar industry
each vear h'as. besides making experiments, about eight of these ex-
perim'ental 6eids in various pirts Lf the country, all surveyed by two
asricultural sDecialists who are solely in their service.
" Th" .".ui,r of the experiments' have alwap shorvn that there is

a sreat difference in qualitv between the various varieties of beet seed

,"fii.h ca,, be bough't. Several Continental producers of seed -select
their rzrieties in t-hree directions, and by doing so they enable the
factories to choose those varieties which ire esteemed to be the most
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eftcient for the special circumstances under which their farmers are
living.

. These- 
-three 

types of varieties are frequently indicated by the
letters E, N and Z.

E is a type giving a great yield with a low sugar content, whereas
the Z tW contains more sugar but yields a smaller weight. The
type N (normzl) stands, conceining sugar content as well-as yield,
between the types E and Z,

The question, which of these types is to be preferred, is much
discused, The answer depends noi only on cirCumstances of soil
and climate but also on thi opinion of [he farmers and the manu-
facturers. The opinion of the farmer and the manufacnrrer is often
divided about this subject. The way in which the sugar-beets are
paid for is closely connkted with this'problem. I shall deal with this
question afterwards, when I shall be speaking about the subiect : how
in general the results ofexperiments must bejudged,

An important matter which also can be soived by these experi-
mental fields is the indination of the different varietiesto run to ieed.
The forming of bolters not only depends on conditions of growth
but without a doubt is a hereditarv prooerw ofthe varietv-

In Holland, for each varietf ih.'p.ri.nt"g. of th6 roos which
run to seed is determined, and i dare sav that"every year alwavs the
same varieties show the largest number of bolters.

It is my deliberate opinion that the producers of seed must be
able to reduce the forming of bolters to a mirrimum,

Out of the circumstances which influence the choice of the
variety I shall only mention thesoil. lt isa matrer of common know-
Iedge that there are some soils which give a greater yield and a lower
sugar content than others-I think the Fen district'is a part of your
country where such soils are found. I would advise not t; choo66 for
these soils the varieties of type E, because the beets, in all likelihood,
would not be of high quality.

I shall now pass on to t-he second problem which I mentioned-
the distance between the drill rows. Perhaps this problem is of peculiar
importance for the English farmers, because I'have the imiression
that drilling is too wide in England.

-Wide drilling gives the advantage that horse-hoeing can be done
easily and as long as possible, The number of rows is smiller ; bunch-
ing, singling and also tle lifting and topping of the beets wiil require
less labour; on tie other hand, however, thi wider the drillins is done
the lower the yield and the sugar content, and the Iarger the r"oots will
be. But the increasc ofthe weight ofeach root does nit counterbalance
the decrease of the number of bees.

In Holland we have drills covering about 6 ft. and fitted with
five or six coulters, which means a distarrce between the rows of about
16 in. and r 3 in.
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'fhe distance of 16 in. is considered rather wide in Holland, but

p"rt 
"pt-ia 

it the most suitable one for your country' This must be

r."..t.i.r"d bv careful experiments'
---il;;; .io k"o*l"dg. of expcriments on this subject during- the

tast vears in Holland,-but the Institute of thc Czecho-Slovaktan

Srn.'. 
-iirau*.u 

publisired the results of many expcriments irr that

cointry, whicfi i supPose will interest you.
TIie exoeriments were made with the object ol comPanng tne

results to be'obtained with a distance between the rows of l+, r6, r U,

ii-ria n in., and a distance between the plants rz the rows of about

12 in.-- 
ih" fi"la was marked as shown in Scheme II' Beginning at A'

at first seven rows, distanced r4 in., are marked out-i then six rows

ilhr: 
-di;ced 

i6 in. ; th.n, again, six rows with a distance of
r8 in.- and so bn. This method of marking is repeated three tlmes'-

. Aiter liftins. the five inner rows of each plot are weighed' By

doins so the s" e n.lmber of roots of each plot is weighed, -at least

in th"eory. The yield per acre of each plot can be determtned by

conversion.-- 
i-ti" "u.t"g. 

result of twenty-four of these experiments is shown

in Table I and Scheme III.
.TABLE I

lt'.iAl, oJ Bcctt SLgar Content 'eigltt oJ Sugar

t4
r6
r8
20

lll. roo r

roo
98
97
95

r9'ro per cent.
29'02
$'91
r8'85
r 8'83

roo I

IOO

97
96
9+

'Fhe followinu coltclusiolts calt be drawrt'
'iii.* l. ," s'reat diffcrence in the results of drilling at a distatrcc

"t ,n'"i iO in. it t*n as the distance is larger, the weight of beets,

thc sugar content and the weight of sugar P€r acrc arc de(rcaslng'

It'is evident that the differences are not very largc' I he PrlncrPal
reason why I advised to keep small distances is that sugar-beet culture

"i*""t rl"L U. f*t results ifan even stand or Plant is obtained'

i'hE 
" "t. 

rnanv reasons why the roots will grow thin and gappy:

an uneven eermination, a bad freparation of the soil, the wireworm

""a-.itt.i ftit 
are all'dangerj 'rhich 

alwap must be feared' The

r The weisht of bcers arrd the weight of sugar per areal unit, whcn the diitance

bctweerr the io*s is r4 in., i. srrppose'l to be roo'
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consequences -ot these dangers are so much the worse if the distance
between the drill rows is wide-

The third qlestion which I mentioned was the manurins ofsygar-beet. As I already have said, the solution of this prob'lem
depenG very much on local circumsances ; and because Mr dase andM.r Heighim will speak about this qri,ion i.-se.",,"',;-;; ,%e;_
able, now, to pass on to the problem of how the results of exper'iments
rn general must be iudged.

,. The results of ex&rimens ar" of consequence to the farmers as
wetl as to the manufacturers. Both parties, however. Iook upon this
matter in a different_way. At 6rst I shall exptai" tro* thelar;;;;:,
Jfogf tlte r€sults ol experiments, and then I shall speak about the
standpotnt of the manufacturer.

I take it that the price of r ton of roots, containing l<l per
cent. ot sugar, delivered to t-he factory sidinpp,-is 5a.., 

"n? 
,f,"i io,

elch.per cent. of sugar (or a fraction'thereoT)'.*i-ii+ *, .*,.-i,
added zs. 6d. (or a fiaction thereof).

_, The cost of production by thJ farmer, haulage and transFrort to
the iactory are supposed to be :

Cost ofproduction per acre dzo o o
Cost of haulage peiton o 4 o
Lost ot transport Per ton o 5 o

I take it, further,'that the results of the experiments are as follows :

9". _1. I r tons per acre, sugar content r8 per cent.

9*. , JJ- r r tons i o cwts. p.iacre, sugar content r 7.| per c.nt.
Lase lII. r2 tons per acre, sugar content r7 p€r cent.

. {h-e profit obtained by the farmer in each oi tire.e cases is shown
in Table II-

TABLE II

r89;
II

t1tons tc.,Lat. titoo t2 tonr

2 1l 20022 2o23+

130

8o

Gross pricc .
Cost of Pre

duction

Profit.

24 rg o

I
3+

25

33r8 6

25 36
3329

8:s 8 r5 o 950

:*,,* 
,, ton,

Weight of
sugar t 19
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It is clear that the farmer obtzins the largest Profit in the third case.

The yield per acre does not interest the manufacturer. He only
takes into account the value of r ton of roots. In order to calcrrlate
the value of r ton of roots I take it that :

(r ) Thenet return of sugar per cwt. is 4zs.-inclusive subsidy and
exclusive excise dut"y aird all costs ofselling and deliverj' ;

(z) The retum of the by-products (molasses, pulp, etc.) is l5s. per
ton of roots i

(3) The waste of sugar (that is, the- difference .betw-een- 
the

quantity of rrg.i i, ih" beets and the quantity of refined
sugar obtained in the factory_) is 3] per cent. ; -sugar obtained in the factory) is 3l per cent. ;

(-1) The working experses of the factory amourrt to {I Per ton.
Thc v,l"c 6f r t^n 

"T 
r.ots. therr. can be calculated as shown infhe value of r tlot oi ,-tt, then, can be calculated as

the following 'lable :

III
t?%

2 3623

5
o

T

5
o

T
6
o

I
,8"/"

II
,71%Per {on

Weight of sugar
lb.

t7

Return of sugar
Return <.rf bv-products

Returns per ton
Working expense; and

purchas( price of beeti .

6 16 ro

+a3

r7
r5

6o 7

319 0

6Bs
317 9

2rc 8

I
r5

IO
o

13
r5

Net return z$ 7 2t3

First of all I must emphasize that this calculation is not ab'solutely

risht, The fieures which 1 mention are based upon the suppositions

lrii.h I .rd",-u,,d although I think that they don't deviate very much
from the reality I must warn you not to consider them to b€ exact'

I mentioned thte figures only io be able to give an instance.

Moreover, the sippositioir that the wasti of sugar and the work-
ins 

"xoe*es "ie "quaiin 
all three cases is not right'- They depend on

thE qualitv of the'beets, which again depends on their Purity' The
orevalent'ooinion is that the sugai content and the puritv of the juice
i"ni.n it ,"'be obtained are pr6portional. Therefore it may be ex'
Dected that the less suqar thi biets contain the higher the working
&prr,s"s .nd the waste"of sugar per ton will be. Mr Fowler will be

more able to treat of this question than l.

TABI,E III
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Anyhow we may say that for the manufacturer there is a difierence

in value between the beets of r 8 per cent. and r 7 per cent. of at least
5s. I rd, per ton in the circumsances which I mentioned; so t-he rnanu-
facturer will prefer Case I-, whereas the farmer obtains the largest
profit in Case III.

In looking upon this rnatter neither from the standpoint of the
farmer nor from that of the manufacturer, but in a general way,
obviously the results of experiments can be iudged only by combining
both caliulations which I'made. fya.i.g - i. -rlia.ir irj".-b."?
culture and sugar industry as on, pricess of productior, and I thht that
this * the o l utay in whith the most effcimt metlad of sagar production
ean le fo*nd,

It would carry us too far to make these calculations, and, for the
present, they are not of much imporrance for the English farmers,
because neither the farmers nor the manufacturers combine sugar-
beet culture and sugar industry in this way : rhey both look only for
their own intcrests, In Holland, where tire greaier part ofall suqar-
beets are delivered to cGoperati;e factories, ihe co-Lined calculaiion
is of more importance.

So the farmers in England, in judging the results of experiments,
have to make the calculation which I showed you in Table II., and
it is clear that it pays them best to grow beets giving a larger yield,
with a smaller sugar content. lt is a mattcr offait thit it is iasiir for
the farmer to increase the weight of sugar per acre by growing these
beets thar by growing beets which contain morc sugar.-

- For instance, by augmenting the quantity of nit;ogenous manures
the farmer is able to increase his crop. By doing so, however, the
sugar content and the purity of the beets decreasi, which is agairut
the interest of the manufacturer- If the manufacturer wanti the
farmers to grow beets of high quality, with a good sugar content and
purity, he must enable them to do so by paying for it-

When studying your sugar-beet contrict lt struck me that the
farmer is not sullciendy paid for rich beets in proportion to beets of
lower sugar content. For the first r5+ per cent. of sugar 54s. is paid

-that is, 3s. 5d. for each percentage-whereas for the pircentages over
t 5+ only 2s. 6d- is paid, notwithstanding that these percentages are of
greater value to tie rnanufacturer. It rnay be possible that the calcu-
lation of Table lII. is not entirelv rish t-the -workins 

exoenses mav
be higher or lower, or there may' be"other reasons*b"ut in -v *ri
this will not infuence the dffirexce which exists between the-valuc
of the various t;.pes of beets.

This calculation proves that the difference between the value of
beets of r 7 per cent- and r 8 per cent. must be at least 8s. 5d.-of which
the farmer receives only zs. 6d.

It may seem that by making these remarks I haye wandered from
my subject, but I considered it worth while lo make them because
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I am convinced that only by a good method ofpayment of the suqar-
beets can be brought together the divergent interesis of the farmer ind
tie manufacturer. Only if there is no large contrast betwecn these
interests can be found the most economical method ofsugar production-

The last problem on which I should like to fix your attention is
the question of the ripening of the beets,

Unripe beets contain less sugar, and their purity is low. The
property of early and late ripening of the beets not only depends on
conditions of growrh, but also seems to be a hereditary pioperly of the
variety. At least, the producers of seed assert thai the vari'eties of
type E are late-ripening and that the Z types ripen early. I have no
knowledge of experiments proving that this is right.

As to the conditions of growth, I will remark that large dressing's
of nitrogenous manures----ard especially Iate top dressings-cause laie
ripening ofthe beets. It seems to me olc interest to the faimers as well
as to the manufacturers that, for the first deliveries to the factories of
each campaign, beets are chosen of Z varietia, and that in any case
no beets are chosen to which late topdressings of nitrogenous manures
have been applied.

I think that I ought now to 6nish, for the time which is reserved
for my paper is over. I hope that what I have told you about experi-
ments on sugar-beet culture and how to judge beits has interested
you,_ and that it will contlibute to the development of your sugar
production.

I have still to make a request. Ifthere are gentlemen who would
like to ask me some questions I shall gladly try to answer them. But
pli".. sp k as distincdy and slowly as possible, because it will be
dificult for me to understand-

WHAT THE FACTORY WANTS AND
HOW THE FARMER CAN SUPPLY IT

Bv T. G. FOWLDR
Cantlcl B ect-8 agar FactorX

Tne title of this paper was given to me by Sir John Russell, but I
should have preferred to have designated it under a broader title.

You will readily apprehend that this subject can be discussed
from two chief points of view. Firsdy, the ideal mechanical and
chemical aspect from the purely selfish manufacturing point of view
of the manager ofa sugar-beet factory ; and secondly, from tie com-
mercial standpoint as it inlluences tire purchasing, 

'transporting 
and

manufacturing of the sugar-beet into sugar, pulp and molasses, and
the marketing of these finished products
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I do not propose to touch upon the first point, as I fear to frighten

farmers away from producing sugar-beet altogether, and to deprive
a large body of men from earning an honest livelihood who at present
use their brains and labour in producing machinery, both mechanical
and chemical, for combating the various diftculties which are to be met
with in the farm and in the factory in the production of beet-sugar.

I shall endeavour to explain the commercial side of the English
sugar-beet industry on a broad basis gleaned from the comparatively
short experience I have gained at Candey since r9zo, and quite
realize I am probably laying myself open to severe criticism from
those who have enjoyed as many years experience in the industry as
I have years of life.

Although I realize drat this couference is to-dav chiefv concerned
with the piduction of sugar-beet on the farm, I ihink it'will not be
out of place to touch briefy on the marketing of the sugar-beet, as
there are probably several farmers here to-day who have never grown
sugar-beet, and before they commence to do so would, I imagine,
naturally desire to know under what terrns and conditions thel cao
sell thcii' sugar-beet crop.

Up to the present-and I imagine itwill alwr.ys remain so---ugar-
beet growing is not undertaken by a farmer uniil hc has first made
a contract with a factory for a specified acreage for a period of one,
two or three years.

Unlike_ tlie production of barley, wheat, potatoes and fruit, etc.,
there are few markets for sugar-beet, so unless a farmer entcrs into
a contract with a factory before he drills his crop he has no market
for his crop other than as a medium for converting his stock into meat.
Similarly, a factory, in order that the necessary ioal, limestone, bags,
etc., can be purchased, and the factory plant put into order for the
ensuing cutting season, must know, approximately at Ieast, some six
months before the crop is ready to harvest the quantity of beet it will
have to deal with in a season.

Therefore the factory and the farmer frame a uniyersal contract
covering one or a series bf years, and the term and conditions under
which the beet will be delivered to and paid for by a ccrtain factory.
Such contracts are either ofiered by the factory su6ject to ucceptanie
or rejection by the-grower, or are airived at after coilective bargaining
b-y tf9 Jaglory with a represenative body such as the headquaiters oT
the N.F-U-

I know only too well that the farmer all oyer the world eniovs a
day out at a marker,and a deal,and for many years I honestly drlleve
many farmers did not grow sugar-beet, or as big an acreagJ as they
were able to do, purely because the selling of sugar-beet was- so dull--
a few strokes of the len and your signature an-d it was all over, and
you were tied up for <.rne or several years. A few adventurous farmers
have er?erimented in growing without a contract, with the prospect
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that they might find a factory willing to offer them a higher price
during tire cutting season, bui I am afraid they have always met with
bitter"dis"ppointi'e"t, as ihis practice, if generilly adopted, would soon
land the industrv in dificulties.

The contralt requires the farmer to grow a specified acreage of
susar-beet from seed-suoolied bv the factorv, and deliver all thc crop
frJm this acreage to thi'factory in a reaso'nably clean state and iIr a
perfectlv soundl healthy condition. The faciory reserves the un-

audifiea right to supplythe seed, though quite. prepared to permit the

[ro*.r to droot. one dr any of the ch&ervarieties recommended and
ourchased bv the factorv,' lt is vitillv i-porta'nt to the factory and to the grower that only
the best sced it 

"uld 
b. used, and if thd choice of seed was left to the

inexperienced farmer the result would invariably be disastrous, for

-arv farmers rrould be induced bv zullible and well-meaning salesmen

-o,iro themselves are not in a poiition to prove and test that the seed

is sood susar-beet seed, but havi to rely in all good faith on the source

of"origin:to purchase seed purporting to produce sugar-beet of zo to
24 per cent. sugar content, or even higher, whereas the ultimate result

-"" t" far belolw the recosnized stan&rd.
'The factorv retails thE seed to its growers at cost price, and usually

the price per pound is some 30 Per cient' below the cost of mangold

and'turni'o t..d. So^" far.iers believe that factories reserYe the
risht to suDplv the seed as it is a source of lucrative income, but I can

n^Gur" yor'ihl, in my experience the result is often a loss on the total
transactlon.

The price paid for the beet varies year by year according to
different iactori which govern the situaiion-such as the price of
sugar,-excise duty payabie on the supr, or suhnidy obtained by the

manulacturer-'--fr;; 
a commercial standpoint a factory firsdy dFires to pu.rchase

is raw material as cheaply as possible; and secondly, lt reqllres ln
tot i th" ^t*i-"- 

tonnife it i"r, dol *ith in the ieason delivered

reeularly, in order to ensu-re economic working coets' The price.a
f:;";";" mv deoends upon is manufacruring costs and the world's
.r.i." irf trs"r.'t"[ti.h controls t]re selling price of its finished article'
' Thereiore it is to the advantage ofthe grower, aswell as the lactory,

to see that the beets are supplied regularly in accorda-nc€ with.the
contract, and that the factory has sufficient beets for a full campatgn'--'-I.-.ia.t 

tt ". the factori can obtain a full crop they must see that

the orice thev offer p"t to, i. one that with an average yield will give

th. iu.mer of.i, proht.'fhe factory is, therefore, alwap endeavouring

i" ,".i." iir" .t"p'profitable to the g'rower, and employs'a large rgricul-
tural staff of exPeit advisers who are at the beck and call of the !!r' rwers'

free of charge.
I have j"ust mentioned that regular deliveries are a great economrc
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asset to a factory, and before passing on to other subiects I should
like to enlarge on this most importait point, especialli as this BDer
is called "What the Factorv r.rrans.,,

The manufacturing pririod is approximately from rst October
to l5th January, but varies a few weeks on either side of these
opcning and closing dates ; and there is a certain period in each season
during which the sugar-beet reaches its maximum supar content-
deliveries befiore and ifter will show a lower susar conte"nt-

The delivery dause of the contract is frimed so that a srower
may deliver a part of his crop before it has attained its maximurf; susar
corrtent,,.another part during the highest period, and the balance durlng
tnc decltnrng peflod.

.- The nrajority ofgrowers I have. had to deal with, in spite ofhaving
srgned a contract agreeing to certain delivery conditions, make every
endeavour to deliver their crop when it has its highest sugar content ;
consequendy a factory is starved of its nec"ssary iupplies"at the com_
mencement and end of its season and is ovehvhlimed during the
middle period.

I- Inow farming operations are largely controlled bv climatic
conditions, but still there is a lot of roo---'for improvemrirt in this
branch of the industry, Farmers must look ahead'and -at" ."..iut
plans for regular delivery of their crop, and always have their lifting
operations ahead of rheir delivery programm", ,6 th"t in the event
of unsuitable lifting conditions tie| dr still iontinue tosuoolv th.
factory. regularly. . In other words, ihey must not live day by'd"i. lut
preferably month by month.

Befoie I leave the delivery question there are three .. factorv don't
wants " dosely connected wiih'this subject.

Firsdy, badly topped beets 
"re 

, ,..iou, handicap, for if the beets
are placed in silos badly topped they quickly commenie to qrow asain
at.the eyes or leafbuds which have'not been removed on th; field,"and
this growing sets up heating, and causes serious Iosses in sugar content
and weight. Beets found in the tare sample which are incorrectly
topped are p-roperly to,pped and go to increase the tare; but the
grower is paid nothing for these to$-though he has to oay carri.se on
the weight of tops-whereas, ifretained o.,ihe far- th"y ire a valiable
stock food or manure.

Secondly, weeds, hedge trimminqs, Ieaves and straw- etc.- are a bis
dilEculty to contend witi, and althirgh elaborat. -".t ""i.1 

a.ri.E
are to be found at most factories for diling with these nuisances these
devices 

-are not perfect wherr dealing with*hundreds and thousands of
tons of beets oer day.

. 'l-lreserveeds, ett., quickly put the cutting mill knives out ofaction,
for they bind themselves round the knives ind so preyent the knives
from slicing up the beets. Weeds do not offer a sultcientlv firm
structure for the knives to cut up as the beets do.
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Susar-beet has rightlv heen described as a magnificent cleaning
cr.,o- a"nd so it is if theioriect cultivations are carried out at the correct
timl- but unfort.r.ratelv many farmers do not keep their land as clean

as thev should do. and'by usinq beet lifters and ball-pointed beet forks
thev ionsisn to the faciorv at-l their rubbish along with their b€€ts,

quiie overiooking the fact'that the factory is not the receptacle for
their botanical collections.

Lastlv. stones. harrow chains, and horseshoes, etc., cause frequent
havoc unl'derastation in a factory's slicing department, for in a single

season many tons ofsuch geologicil and mineral specimens are delivered

along withihe beets. These three P€sts c4use the lossol many prectous

hours ofcaoacitv during a season.
I will now ieturn t6 the land and the production of the crop itself,

and would asain reoeat that it is one of thc factory's chief and foremost

thoughs in i,nglarid to induce and educate its giowers into producing

a sreater vield Der acre." lt ma'v.ora., to vou that no inducement should be necessary to

"rr.orran"' "'d"r-., 
tt produce more beets per acre, and that only

educatio"n and teaching aie required, but I assure you I know ofmany
farmers in East Angli-a who strongly resent bein[ pressed to.increase

their production, c6ntending thaaiheir present- yield is quite satis-

facto.y, and that the -ore co"ncentrated and carefui manipulations and

manuiins that we suqgest are too much trouble to carry out.
As ,r,'v own perrJial opinion I issue a solemn waming that unless

the vield ier acri is not on the average increased by some z to 3 tons

per'"cre Before the suhsidy expires the industry as a national one ts

doomed.
The average yield Per acre as calculated -on 

a factory's. total croP

of. sav. rs.oo5 tb zo,ooo acres is ah'surdly low, it should be Io to
i i -i. pJi ".t. , 

.rd ihit is not an im-poesible yield per acre, for each

year there is a suficient Percentage of Srowers who attaln ano even

Lxceed this yield.
I read ricentlv ofa very intensive and thorough campaign that was

or.Ld on in the States o,. ihis same important point of increased yield

p.r.c.", ,nd I understand that in a sinfle season the average yield was

raised nearly 2 tons per acre.'- i.;; ilr. 
"-.rii.rr." 

I have found that the average farmer thinks

f., t* *u.( of ih. sug"r content of the beet he is going to raise and

not nearlv enough ofth"e tonnaqe of the sugar-beet per acre he is going

i" ".Jri". A Tesree of suqar'content ui'der the existing contract is

wokh zt. 6d. perion over-I5l per cent., whereas a ton of beet at

r <.l. is <a". Oir the averas.e. ihl"'tugu. .ont.nt of the beets produced

in-L"s6"a is hishlv satisfaitorv, andlompare very favourably with-

^nd 
i.r"m"n, ca* .iceeds -the sugar content of beits grown in Europe

and the Staies. You will therefori perceive that it is thc yield per acre

which is the outstanding vital point in this promising new industry'
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and. it is one that factory promoters and agricultural experimental
stattons must co{perate together on, and leave no stone unturned to
rmProve.

Within reasonable limits it is the number of beets produced or
grown on a square yard or on an acre of land which goveins the yield
Per acre.

. Contincntal practic_ry reduced to our mqsurements lay down that,
theoretically, an acre of land should have a stand of 28.oob to ao.ooo
beets at harvest time-or 8 beets per souare vard-

Eight beea per square yard necessitates either verv close sinslins or
narrow drilling. As I m&tioned before, this theo+ has its oi"cfic"t
Iimits, and from carefi.rl investigations it has been for-ind that blts will
not fourish and mature if left closer than about 8 in. in thc row- so
the limits ofsingling are restricted ; therefore thc only economv left is
in the distance apart of the rows or drills.

Beets drilled in rows r8 in. apart and cur out and sinqled q in.
apart in the rows will give the grower 8 beets to the squari vardl_or
3U,720 beets per acre-provided he has an absolutelv fuli olani.

-Now 8 beets to the square yard-or 39,7zo eets to the acre_if
each be€t has an average weight of only 16 oz., will give a vield of
I 7 tons to the acre i and similarly 6 and 4'beets per squarE yard ri,ill eive
l2 and tt t-ons per acre respectively.

These figures are. ideally theoietical, but they do, in my opinion,
open up the way to obtain in increased yield per'acre over Lnd' above
that at present obtained. I have put the ["ets is weighinq only r6 oz,
each, whereas the average weiglit of a beet produci in"Easi Anslia
is about 20 oz. ; therefore, with 8 beets to t-he square yard. and dch
beet at harvest weighing zo oz., there would be 

" 
yi,ild per..." of

over 2I tons.

. Our trouble in East Anglia is that the farmers for generations
have been accustomed to growing the wasteful and unprofitable
marrgold on z4 in. or even z7 in. balks, and singling them out from
r z to r 5 in. apart, and if they were to endeavo-ur io grow g suear_
beet to the square yzrd on 24 or z7 in. balks they iould havi to
Ieavc .the beets about 6 to 6| in. apan-which is iar t<n close and
would restrict the growth.

This wide mangold drilling has become so 6rmly set in the masters,
and -labourers' minds that the suggestion they should drill on 16 tolU flat work was received with horror and iuspicion, and from thc
commenc€ment this advice was prejudicial to sugar-beet growing, but
LiT q,if lo say that or recent years sugar-beet growers are gradually
placrng thetr rows clo6er.

Again, the singling and le"uing the beet regularly in the row has
presented many difficulties. I have seen many-thousands of mansold
acreages tut.l can never recollect seeing a really full plant of mango"lds,
tne besr has been about 70 per cent. Farmers take a pride in growing
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great bulky watery mangolds sooner than a number of smaller good-
quality roos.

During the summer I visit many ofour qrowers, and I am afraid
I frequently cause disappointment when I air taken-on to a field and
the owner with pride poins out a big 4 or 6 lb. sugar-beet, sitting
in a big bare patch ofhnd like an o.sis'in'a ,l.sert, 

^ni?rt " 
iii Jr..i

think he has a record crop of rz to r5 tons and I haye to disagree
with him, and put his yield down at 7 to 8 rons. Two or three Gets,
weigh.ing from -r to r| lb. each, will very soon weigh far more than a
few bigger brothers. -

Again, the average grower is very nervous at growing his beet on
the recommended 16 to r8 in. work, contending he ca-nnot usc his
horse.hoes at this distance, but I am confident he-can do so if he will
use the right kind ofhorse drivcn by an intelligent team-man.

The ordinary root horse-hoe found on thc ayeraee farm is a
clumsy and dificult implement to control, but modein sugar-beet
hoes will do splendid work on r 6 to I 8 in. work and will clean ihe land
admirably and at the same time leave the plant intact. To ensure
setisfactory horse.hoeing on r6to 18 in- work, great care must be
taken. when-drilling to sce that the drills are carefully and accurately
joined and that they are straight. I have in mind a cbncrete example
on a large scale supporting this narrow-drilling theory. For the pist
two years endeavours haye been made to establish leet'-growing in-the
West Country, and the crop6 that haye been grown on land thit is not
materially better than that used for beet in East Anglia have, as far as
I can ascenain, averaged several tons per acre mori than they do in
Norfolk ; and I am quite confident that this better yield is mainlv duc
to the fact that thesi West Country farmers are icc,rsto-ed td dritl
their ordinary mangolds on r 6 to I 8 in. fat work, therefore the factory's
advice_ to do their sugar-beet in the same way has presented iro
difficulties-

I hope if I haye not conyinced the present company on thissubject
that I have started a train of thought, and that the ultimate result will
be fruitful.

It is comparatively easy on paper to proye that ir is the number of
bccts on an acrc rhatgivcs the yield, but it is a very different matter to
gct the dcsired number in practice on the farm. Let us first start with
the seed. The majority of mangold growers use 7 lb. per acre, or less,
which, in my opinion, accounts for their 70 per cent. stand; but ex-
perienced sugar-beet growers always use r 5 to zo lb. peracre according
to the ssason, and not because sugar-beet seed germinates badly or that
the seed supplied is of poor germination. They look upon a good
heavy seeding as the foundation of the crop, and unless the foundation
is good the building will not be a success. A few extra pounds ofseed
at 6d. to 7d. per lb. is money well spent, and is as good as a life insurance
policy. If the grower does not get a good plant in the first case it is a

a+
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heardess, uphill battle throughout the growing season, ending with a

POOr return.
I meet oppooition and objections on all sides on this question, and

am quotd instances of good cropt produced on 7 to 8 lb. of seed-

I quite admit, under favourable conditions of weather, 7 to 8 lb. of
good seed per acre will give a full plant, but it is the adverse con-
ditions you require to protect yourself against; the conditions uray
be admirable at the time of driUing, but may be quickly follor.r'ei in
our variable climate by many weeks of cold wet weather. Further,
if you commence with only a bare full plant vou are going to lose a
lot of plants in hoeing, or by birds and p6ts before the crop is ready
to harvest.

Some farmers believe that as the factory purchases and supplies
the seed they are making money out of it, and therefore wish to en-
courage the liberal use ; or that the seed is poor and therefore a lot must
be used to produce the desired result. I have already mentioned that
the factory is most czreful about the gualiw of its seed, and the grower
himself is l)rotected by thc Seeds Act of r9zz.

Next to liberal seeding comes the correct preparation of the seed
bed. Like other root crop6, sugar-beet requires a good firm 6ne seed bed
to produce the best results, and particular attention should be paid to
the rolling.

The poor stand of sugar-beet which is obtairred by a great many
growers is due in many cases to insuficient rolling before and after
drilling. I have known growers who have been at great pains and
expense to prepare a beautiful mould and have not obtained a good
germination, and in my opinion it is due to the fact that the seed has
been buried too deep, which can be most easily done on a loose seed
bed; and also, the seed has not been firmly suirounded by soil and so
has germinated slowly. The seed must not be buried too deep, one
inch is ample-better be shallower than deeper than an inch; many
crop would produce better plans if seed were only just covered and
rollei in after*zrds. I haye investigated many cases of supposed bed
germination of the contended poor seed supplied by the facioly, and in
almostall such cases a good plant can be discovered on tle headhnds and
on the sides of the furrows, with a few stragglers in the centre of the
6eld, which clearly provcs that where the soil was firmer-such as on
thc headlands--the seed could not so easily be buried too deep, and the
su-rrounding soil wzs afterwards more firmly rolled; for the turning
o[ the harrows, drill and roller on the headlind all tend to make thii
pert of the field harder than the centre.

Now we come to t}re drill itself and the manipulation of the drill-
a most important part of the culture of sugar-beet, and one that, I am
sorr-y to say, in England, is too frequently sadly neglected.

If I were a farmer I would make a poiirt of being present and
would walk behind the drill myself while the seed was beingdrilled, and
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then if I did not get a plant I would have chieflv myself to blame.
I believe, though I am open to contradiction, t}at this most im-
portant work is left to the team-man and the foreman, and quite
freouendv the latter is ab,sent,'In tlie first case it is no good trying to Put on 15 to 20 lb.
of seed when your drill is mechanically unable to pass this quantity
of seed. I am not very au fait with different types of drills, but
I am sure that with d littli ine"nuity and the'issistancc of the
l<xal blacksmith the maioritv of fl-at-work dritls can be made to put
on the desired quantity of seed, and so avoid the cxpense of pur-
chasing a special- sugarlbeet drill. However the proper drill should
alwars be purchased-by a grower whose acreage exceeds tq/o figures,
and inullei growers should combine togetherind purchase the right
implement, for the outlav will, I am confident, bring in a good return
year by year.- 

It'niust not be imagined that even the best drill will solve thc
difficulty and produce igood plant, for all drills must be carefully
attended and watched. The mind of a farm labourer drifting across

the field behind a drill on a beautiful spring day is apt to turn to
thouqhts of love and the maiden he hopes to meet in the evening, or
the slass ofbeer he will 6nd a home for later on, and whilc his droughs
are ihus straying the drill blocks up, or temporarily fails to deliver its
.o.r..t quori, oi seed, Therefore it is impirative'that the owtrer of
the farm and thc gentlernan who has to meet his bank mana€ier

occasionally should Ie present himself from beginning to end of the
drilling.

As'far as I can discorer, few farmers, except the smallholders, can

soare the time on what appears to be so trivial a task, and when such

iinportant rntters as -ik.tt .nd other similar social amenities have

to be attended,
The perfect farmer, having prepared the right seed- bed, drilled

the full amount of seed correctly, and not spared the roller, has now
onlv to Drav for some suitablc weather, and in ten to twenty dals,

"cclrdine 
t6 the temperature and precipitation prevailing, he should

see the first indications ofa good plant.
'fhe settine of a sood olant in England is not casv, and the re-

taining of"it is"still halder, kpecially if-the acreage be'over-large for
the faim, and the labour of indilferent quality.

The sinslins of the crop can make or spoil it evcn though a pertect

stand may fi"n"" b..r, ready for the hoe. 
-I 

havc frequently he.ard it
said that iinslins is a most-difrcult iob to do properly, and cannot be

undertaken "bv irnskilled men, but-l think i few riroments' careflul

studv of whai reallv has to be done will demonstrate that Patience
.rrd'ca." are the 6nly two attributes reallv required, and if the
worker does not hav; these qualities they can be suPPlied by strict
supervision,
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It is truly painful in the gring to see the many sDlendid croos in

the making iuined by either late iingling or carel& iinglinq, a;d in
matry cas€s both, Thc average farm labourer is the Sest-labourer
in the world, but the worst supe-rvised : he is Ieft too much on his own,
a-nd.consequently, like all human beings, is inclined at times to become
slack and careleis.

I know of cases where gangi of unemploycd have bccn practically,
as- you might say-, tumed adlifiinto a sugar-b.et 6eld to single a crop
after a few briif hours', or even minutes-,, tuition, and therileft for a
day or two alone, consequently with disastrous results. As in the casc of
drilling, the farmer who wants to get a sood 12 to 14 ton vield must
be present practically every hour ofthe diy when singiing is'going on,
and, though his tirire maj, be valuable, lie will ultinuiilv i"c.iu" .
good financial retum for his trouble. Sineline dav in and diy out must
tr a monotorrous job for the labourer, and i co'nsider farniers would
be well advised to pay for this work at piecework rates, plus a bonus
per ton on the.ultimate.yield, instructing his men that the full plant
ls Sornq to produce the best bonus.

You have all no doubt heard of the German statistics on earlv
singling, but as I consider drese so important I will take the libeny o'f
rePeatlng :

,loat

Beets singled at the correct time, having 3 to 4 leaves, yirldrd 
F'r{'"

r week later t1J,
z weeks later ro
3 weeks later Z

And if any of you desirc coufirmation you should communicate
with l\lr Amos,. of the Cambridge Universiiy Farm, who, I believe,
has carried out similar experimen6 with para[el resulL.

, The last cultural jobis to teep the horse- and hand-hoes going till
rne teaves meet tn the rows and so Dut a stop to such work-

- .I am afraid I have spent 
"n 

,nduly lorig time on thc cultural sidc
of thc sugar-heet crop, which -ay app&r to vou to bc outside the titlc
ot my- paper, but, as I said earlier, the factory wants to live, and to
manufacture sugar at a profit, and to do this t(e farmers mustlncreasc
the present yield,

I honesdy believe, and am bold enoush to sav at this conference
that it is in the cultivating of the crop that ihe averige farmer is makine
mistakes, aDd not so much in the manurinq ; and lf laree numbers oT
growers were to carry out the correct manu-al oprerations"at the correct
tlme, and use no manures, they would obtain an hcreased yield amount-
rng to r to 2 tons per acre ; but let me hasten to add thai if thev could
combine also the correct manuring as well, then thev misht hdDe for
and even obtain, an increased yield'of 4 ,.L ,;," pei;;;3. 

-f,Jf".,-.i
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course, to crop which at present yield 3 to 4 tons per acre only, but in
higher yields the increase would not be so large. I hope you follow
what I mean-the best manure applied liberally will not give a good
crop if, in the first place, there is only a 4o to 6o per cent. stand.

MANURIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH
SUGAR-BEET AT ROTHAMSTED
AND WOBURN

Bv C. HEIGHAM, M.4., axo H. J. PAGE, B.Sc., A.I.C.
Rorhanrkd Ex4rin ntal Bratbn

Tur sugar-beet is comparatively new to British husbandry, and there
is very litde information in our agriculrural literature about is re-
sponses to manuring. Sir John Lawes grew it at Rotlramsted as long
a.so as r87r-?s, and a certain Mr Duncan had a factory at Lavenham
in'Suffolli frc;; fi69-r87 5, The beets at that time apliarently yielded
well, for Lawes got up to 24 tons per acre on his beet plos, but the
sugar p€rcentages were very low-g to I2 per cent,l- In r8g8 a large series of ex?erimertts was carried out in England,
Wales and Scodand, and reports from some forty-.seven of these a.re

arailable. This series was controlled by a special committee of the
Central Chamber of Agriculture, and the results, which were extremely
interestins. do not seem to have received the attention which thev
desen'". -The mean yield of topped beet at all thc centres was as

high as l6'3 tons, and'the average Percentage of sugar was r4'48 per
cent,l

In r9r r the Board of Agriculture arranged a series of trials, which
were carried out at some seven centres up and down the couItry, in
which sumr-beet was grown with the cultural and manurial treat-
ment co;mon to man[olds in the districts concerned. These uials
were not accurate experiments in the modern sense and they had the
misfortune to be carried through in a season remarkable for summcr
and autumn drought, Despite this, they gave ground for a generd
recommendation as to the trsatment of the crop, which has been fullv
confirmed in much subnequent practice. The general result showed
that sugar-beet could be grown fairly well where mangolds would
grow, and with much the sme treatnent, and that the result to be

&pected in vield of beets delivered to thc factory was about 4o per
ceit. of the ieight of mangotds which a farmer could ex?ect from the
same land. Tlius, land which would normally produce z4 tons of
mangolds would yield 9'6 tons of sugar-beet per acre.
I ].R.,4.J..8., r898, g, 344.

, 7.8.1., t'gg-[gao,6, +5.
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The general principles ofmanuring as applied to our oldercrops and

revea.led by many years ofpatient research 
-were 

seen to be 
^ppii.rbl.to sugar-beet; and, further, there was a great mass of accumulated

data conceming the treatment of this crop to be found in Holland,
Germany, and other Continental countries. Some experimental work
of various kinds had been carried out since the wai in East Arrslia
and in the Midlands, and it appeared that thoush ooints of cultivaion
and field organi'zation were tii most importani things requiring con-
sideration, yet there remained a need for reallv criiical experim.nt.
on the manuring of the crop when grown undir English conditions.
The points of manuring presenting themselves most-urgently to the
growers were concerned with the use of nitrogen and potash. The
need for the use of nitrogenous and potassic sal]ts in the manuring of
the cr-op was generally felt wherever the crop was grown, whilst-the
need for added phosphate did not seem to be so universal or so urgent.
Nitrogen and potash are both cosdy commodities, and the econoiical
use. of them is a point of considerable financial importance to the large
and increasing body of sugar-beet growers.

Sugar-beet is known to be a grrxs feeder. It takes from the soil
greater amounts of nitrogen, phosphates and potash than any other
common farm crop except t}re mangold. This ii shown bv the follow-
ing figu res taken from Schneidewind I which have been 'converted to
British units. They are based on the average yields and comooeition
of the cro-ps grown at Lauchsti.dt, German-y, 6rr a Ioam soil, over a
number of yearr

TABLE I
AMOUNTS OF.PI-ANT FOOD" REMOVED FROM THE SOIL BY

AVERAGE YIELDS OF THE CROPS NAMED

Ptotptotic,4cil
(P,o.)

Winter Wheat
Winter Rve -

Winter Birley
Spring Barlev
Oas
Potatoes
Mangolds
Sugar-Beet.

r Schneidewind, Die Erniiiraag
(Bcrlin, Parey), r9zz.

76'9
6r'g
6z'z
52'6
7s'7

ror'3
ft3's
179'5

32'3
+r'3
34'6
30'6
38'+
33'2
6s'o
6z'o

73',7
93'9
76'9
7 r'3

tot'7
r48'o
226'3
2c6.8

Povtos pur Actr

Land,Luinrcnafilirlet K tarllanzex

Cro?
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The sumr-beet. however, pmsesses, by virtue of is extersive root

"*t m- the"oower of utilizine the reserv* of plant food in the soil to

/ -,r"h nt.it.t extent than 6the. co-mon crops. This is illustrated

by the fo-llowing result taken from the same source as Table I'

TABLE II
AMOUNTS OF 'PLANT FOOD" TAI(EN FROM PERMANENTLY

UNMANURED SOIL AT IAUCHSTADT, GERMANY, BY

VARIOUS CROPS. AVERAGE OF 7 YEARS'RESULTS

Photltoric Atil
(P,o.)C,ol Nit/og.n

Spring Barley
Winter Wheat
Potatoes
Sugar Beet

20'3
z8'z
18'7
27'5

32'2
53'5
5+'3

t t+'+

Continental practice on the manuring of sugar-beet crop is
summarized in thi report of a French commission ot inglrrrv,' and rn

Schneidewind's well-lirown book,2 whilst a recentlv Published volume

b, Roemer of Halle 3 deals comprehensively with all phases ot suqar-bcet

ilfirt" .t',f,. C"",inent. Broadty "p<zkiig, 
the results ofContinental

exDerience are as follows :-'^'-iriiria 
Maturc.-'The crop reponds well to -this 

manure'

*hich. iioroperlv used, is stated to result in a yield of +-to 4i2 tons

l"i'.i" irr!r,Jiir,'"n ttt"i 
"uu;""rt" 

*ith anificials alone' Dresings of
I'm,i;;'6;. ;; 

""re 
are statd to be sufrcient, no marked resporue

b€ins obtained'bv the use of larger amounts'^"'7;;;;' iw.;i-;-Th... a're extensively used in Germany' al-

.hounh ot the tvpe of soil usuallv devoted to beet they are not. so

.if.ciive as farmyard man,rre. Leguminous croP6 are used: eltner

clovers of varioui types sown in the preceding corn croP'- or Dezlns'

oeas and tares, separitely or mixed, as catch crom sown on the stubhle'

''* )i;ir;a'' f r:rtiliztis.-These are used liberally, but all th ree

dasses-lnitroqenous, phoephatic and porassic-are needed. ln much

smaller amouits when used in conjunction with dung than wnen

I R.rorl W 6mih Saillarl on tht tours of a SuECommission of the-French

T;i;'['J c##;;t"" ipp"i,*a to inq,ire into. the cultivation ol Bectroot

in G€rm.ny. Austria and Belgium. Privately Publrshedr r9Io
, Schneiilcwind. &r. rit.
, Ti'i,i riiii,it;tth uxd itrt K tar (Rcrlin, Perev)' re:7'

P ouNDs PER ACRE

36'3
63'r
6s'6
90'2
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the latter is omitted. The most favoured nitroqenous fertilizcr is
nitrate of soda, though when heavy dr*irys of ,iirTs"., "* l-J.r.az prrt mzy be given before seeiing as iulphate oT 

"-rnonij. 
'in

recent years many exJreriments have been cairied out with the newer
iorms. oI nitrogenous fertilizers, some of which appear to be suitable
tor thts crop.

. When farmyard manure is used, dressings of from z to 4. cwt. of
nltrate ol soda are recommended, which ihould be increased bv a
further z cwt. in the absence of dung. part 

"iifr. .ii.i. l, ..riff"
fpplied as- a top dressing, and proviied tti, ;, ,.t 

"ppfi.a 
;-il4

(r.g'. nor later than the latter part of June) no deprlsion of sugar
content occurs.

. Superphosphate is recommended as the most suitable form of
phosphatic fenilizer. With farmyard manure, 

"b"r; ;;. ;;-;.;.
rs constdered suihctent, to be increased to 3 to 4 cwt. if onlv anificials
or artific-ials-and green rnanures 

"r" ur.d'. Th.r" ,or."i io t 
'n"

grounds for the beliefformerly held that the use ofphosph.tes irrc.eases
the sugar content oI the crop.

Th-e- sl,gar-beet has a fiigh requirement for potash. but owinq
to the high. conrent of this ingredie;t i" f"r-y"rd'rn-w" i.lriiueii
smau..dresstngs in the form of anificials ari needed i in the case
or solts. contatning. good natural reserves of E>tash this constituent of
the aruhcial dressirrg is sometimes unnecessary even in the atnence
:l d:rng. Potash. gives the best results on'Iight soils and peat-
rvrunare.or potash or 40 per cent- potash manure salts are re_
commended on heavier soils, whilst on iight soils kainit or other low_
8rade.?ts are preferred; they sometimes give better results than
the-hrgher grades. Au$mn application of-poash is stated to be
preferable. When used with thi older varietii of be.i, ;tash ;f*;
caused a depresion of sugar content, but with the i;pr;;;;;.i.;i;
now rn use.,the reverse is the Ar, increases up. to O.6'per cent. being
recorded. When used with farmyard manure, dressings of o_z cwt. o'f
40 per cent, satts or o-4 cwt. of kainit are recommended. but about
dou bte these^amounts may be used in the abence of dung.

-. Lr?:.-uga-r:b:ct rs rather rnsitive to sourness, so that suf_
hclent llme shoutd alwavs be used to render the soil neutral.
.. . 

With. regard. to th6 manuring of ,rg"r-b;;-;;;r'Tritish con_
dltlons, the -sp€clhc problems prerienting themselves can [r set out
shortly as follou,s :-

Nit og^-
(a) How far and in what forms can nitrogen be used economic-
_ .. -ally to increase the yield of heets per acie ?(/) Does the _use of extia nitrogen ca'use a Iowering of sugar per_

centage in the beets ?

(r) At what point, if at all, does the fall in the sumr contenr
countenct the gain in yield obtained by use ofexri nitrogen I
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\

Potash-
(d) What effect do dressings of potash have upon yield in sugar-

beet I
(a) What influence does potash exert upon the formation and

storage of sugar in the roots I
Field experiments dsigned to attack these problems were staned

at Woburn in r9z5 and were continued both there and at Rothamsted
in tgz6.

The design of these experiments and the lay-out of the plots
followed the principle of the Latin square,r wliich enables much
of the difficulty arising from heterogeneity of soil on an experimental
area to be overcome in the statistical analvsis of results. It does not
eliminate the whole of the efrecs of soil h'eterogeneiry, but it ernbles
the error due to tle remainder to be accurately etimated.

A. good impression of this is afiorded by tlie results of the Woburn
experiments on the effects of nitrogenous manuring,

The plots were arranged as shown in the following diagram
(Fig. r) :

O = No artificials.
C = Basal only (3 cr,vt.

Superphoephate and
r| cwt. Sulphate of
Potash).

N = Basal + Sulphate of
Ammonia.

zN = Basal * Sulphate of
Ammonia + Single
Nitrate of Soda.

3N = Basal + Sulphate of
Ammonia * Double
Nitrate of Soda

t

Fia. r

A urriform dressing of farrryard manurc at the rate of t z tons per
acre was applicd over the whole area. -I'he soil is a loam dcrived from
the Lower Greensand-

The actual weights in pounds of topped but unwashed beet
obtained from cach plot of ,,'6 acrc are shown in the diagram on
the ne\t page, in which the arrangcmeDt of thc treatmt.nrs is rhe
sanre as in the plan atrovc.

1 R. A. Fisher, 7.M../1., 1926-.7,88, So3.
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,4aul lleiglt ia Lb.

505

613

559

6oz

6t7

2896

68s

55 t'

+85

688

666

6+s

5r6

6+7

75s

937

2970

zgoB

2835

33t6

3222

t5]5t

Mea,l

59+'o

58 r'6

567'o

663'z

6t+'+

3085 3+95

Standard error

General Mean

Total

Meen s66 588 s7e'zt o,z @s

Fig. 2

The mean yields of washed beet per acre for each trcatment are
shov,n in the foilowing Table :

TABLE III
SUGAR-BEET EXPERIMENT AT WOBURN, 1926, NITROGENOUS

SERIES

t

1

fr.atrnant lcr ,4.re
Iurcatc it A,uaagc
n.A ,itt addit;on of

Nitro*n

+ IO CWt.

+ I ton

- 19 cwt.
(Decrease)

,4werage 'l:icld

Dng +

O =No Manure
C: Basal (Phosphate and

Potash)
N: Basal and Sulphate of

Ammoaia, r] cwt-
zN: As N+ Nitrate of Soda,

2 cwt.
3N: As N + Nitrate of Soda,

4 Clrlt,

lo o

12 13

13 I3

12 t+

6+l soz

64r | 58r

6os I s-tg

a83 | 788

48t | 526

z timcs rtandard error = + r ton !2 cryt.

_l_l
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The average yields taken by themselves (Table III., p. 3o) would

appear to indicate that the first and second doses of nitrogen have
produced increases in yield of r o cwt. and I ton p€r acre, and tlat t}re
third dose has produced a decrease of nearly r ton. Statistical analysis t

of the data in Fig. z, however, shows that rlre standard error of the
average plot yiclds is rather high-6'55 per cent. In terms of yield of
washed beet per acre this standard error corresponds to r 6 cwt. For the
odds to be over 20 to I in favour of a difference in average crop vields
being significant, that difference must exceed twice the standard error.
If it doe not exceed the standard error itsel( then the odds in favour
of its being significant are only z to r. In this experiment the
differences among the average yields from tle plots receiving varying
nitrogen treatments are of the order of magnitude that the standard
error would indicate as being likelv to occur from other causes. Hence,
none of those difrerences can be ascribed to the nitrogenous manures.

The hieh standard error is caused bv the marked variation in the
yields from" similarly treated replicate'plos, which is evident from
inspection of Fig. z, in which are also shown the considerable
variations in the mean plot weights per row or column, each of which
contains r plot with each treatment. This variation may be due, in
part at least, to acidity. Although it was not known that the soil on
which the experiment was laid out was acid, soon after sowing the beet,
patches of spurrey began to appear, and by the time ofsingling these
were strongly developed. As is usuall_v the case with thc development
of sourness, the distribution was very irregular, and may well have had
a greater disturbing infuence than soil heterogeneity of other kinds.

On this particular soil, therefore, the use of nitrogenous artificials,
in addition to dung, has not produced in the 19z6 season any signi6cant
increase in yield. The nitrogenous fertilizers produced no significant
effect on sugar content, the values for treatrnents C, N, zN and 3N
all falling witlin the ra,nge of t6'z to r 6'6 per cent.

In the potash experiment a comparison of sulphate, muriate and

30 per cent. potash salts was made, at Wobum, at equal rates of potash
equivalent to r+ cwt. sulphate of potash per acre. The experiment was
of the same general design as the nitrogen experiment-i.a. fivefold
replication in a Latin quarc of z5 plots. It was situated in the same
field and adjacent to the nitrogenous experiment. The results were
as shown in Table IV., p. 3z-

The accuracy of this experiment was high, the standard error
working out to r'g+ per cent-

These results suggest that a response to potash is not always to
be expected on Greeruand soil in the presence of dung. Light soils
derived from the Greensand are known to be exceptional with regard
to potash supply, and instances of lack of response to potash on soils

r R. A. Fisher, }.M.,t, " Statistical Methods for Biological Workers "
(Edinburgh, Oliver & 8oyd, 192i, p. 229.
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of thh.$pe are not uncommon with a variety of crop. On the other
hand..the contrast hetween the .3o per cenL salts and'the higher qrades
rs stnkrng- I he jo per cent. salts haye produced a sienifica_-nt inirea-se
in both ,lelds of lrei and percentage of ,rg"., so ti,it tt. "-.rrJsugar obtalned p€r acre ts 7 cwt. more with this manure than with
muriatc or sulphate of potash,

TABLE IV
SUGAR,BEET EXPERIMENT AT WOBURN, I9 . POTASH SERIES

'f/.aln nt ?cr 1./c lica pt Ac.
ia Bca

Srgar lcr ,lctc
(,,t"r.)

Dtrrg t2 ,on! +

O =No Maoure
C:Basal, 3 cwt.

Superphosphate,
I1cwt. Sulphate
of Amm., z cwt.
Nitrate ofSoda .

S = Basal aud Sul-
phateofPotssh.i rr

M = Basal aod Mu- i

riateofPotash.l rr
K : Basal and 3o7o I. Potash Salts .) o

|il,l ,u:it/r

nil

t3+
I

3i

't'j

37

+4

tt 4

+

+

I r7 cwt.

t6.6

r6'3

t6'+

t8'z

- o'3

- a'2

r6 7 cwt-

2 times standard error (r.94 per cent.) : t I cwt,

At Rothamsted a suitable oppomrnity occurred to carrv out a
small-scale experimcnt on thc mlnuring lrf b.ct, i" which ihe sizr
of the nitrogenous dressing was purposely e)€ggeratei to a point wcll
outside practical considerations. This riqas iniended to show some-
thing of the effects of nitrogen on the plant when aoolied in consider-
able excess of practical needi. The soii, which is a iLv loam recentlv
broken down from grass, had received in the previou's ve., a hovi
drcssing of dung, a complete dressine of anificials, and ibout < ton's
o[ burnt lime to the acre. Nitrogen was applied at four diFerent
rates :

Tnt
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(r) z cwt. ofsulphate of ammonia before drilling.
(z) D + 4 cwt. ofnitrate of soda in two top dressings.
(g) ,, + 7 cwt. ofnitrate ofsoda in four top dressings.
(+) ,, + ro cwt. of nitrate of soda on four top dressings.
A basal dressing of 3 cwt. of superphosphate and z cwt. of muriate

ofpotadr was applied all over the plots. Each treatment was in quadru-
plicate and the lay-out was in a Latin square. From the experimental
point of view the result \ ?s eminently satisfactory, the standard error
being reduced to the low figure of r'73 per cent. for the roots and z'o6
per cent. for the tops.

The average yield results are as follows :

TABLE V
SUGAR.BEET EXPERIMENT AT ROTIIAMSTED, T926

. .1l,uerag? ri.L1 oJ Iol!
'l-rzat,t rlt lcr A.re

zN: z cwt. Sul. of
Ammonia .

6N: as 2N+4 cwt.
Nitrate ofSoda

9N: as 2N + 7 cwt-
Nitrate ofSoda

I2N= as 2N + Io cwt.
Nitratc of Soda

. natr4xe t t.ta oJ a,Pr
't Pr Acre

Per ent.t, Susar i

S$ar \PrAcrel I
.. lDifirenttfanr Caut.

r8'o 57 z+ or5 17

r+ 12

t+ t2
-r 5

-r 5

r7'+ 51 25 6

16 8 +9 26

r7'2 51 25 13r+ 19 - o r8

Roalr-z times standard error-tro crvt. foA- ? times standaid error:tr ton.

Thus an.excessive dressing of nitrogen appears to increase the
amount of tops formed rather than the vield of roots, In the Woburn
experimens ihe weight of tops was a'pproximately equal to that of
roots, but in this experiment for every roo lb. of roots there were
about r7o lb. of tops. This increase of leafy growth appears to be
accompanied by a definite but small reduction in the sugar content.

It is obvious that these experiments are of a purely preliminary
nature, and the results refer to only one sezlson and only two types of
soil. The_v are but the beginning of a series in which it may be possible
to investigate the specific manurial requirements of the sugar-beet
under British conditions ofsoil and climate.

*::*

t6
20

I 13

Basal +
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EFFECTS OF CLIMATE ON THE
CULTIVATION OF SUGAR-BEET

Bv I. J. SCHAPRINGER

I wrr,l first of all claim a few minutes of your time to deal with the
parentage of that remarkable plant the sugir-beet.

The great-great€randparent of sugar-beet is supposed to have
grown wild somewhere on the Adriatic Coast and in Aiia Minor for
a considerable time before its sugar value was discovered. It then fell
to the provinces of Saxony and-Silesia, in Germany. to make use of
its value as a sugar producer, The wild plant was irot of much value
wit-h-out the help of science, but from thi moment its potential value
was known-its future was assured, and itlas grown up 6 be the sturdy
parent of the present breeds of beet which-are grown as far north
as Sweden, in Europe, and in Japan and Mancf,uria, in Asia, and
in Canada in the New World; while in the Southern Hemisphere,
Australia has also produced ir in commercial quantities.

I n the early vears of is infancy scientists wire oheessed with the fear
that beet could be grown only under certain climatic conditions. Each
country that contemplated iis cultivation on a commercial scale con-
sulted its scientists as to the suitability of its climate, but in moot cases
it was Iefr to,the company promoterio commence operations without
much scientific guidance. Therefore, the expression '. beet climate,'
has to be deleted from the dictionary of the industrv. It is even
very dificult to define what might'be called "the'most suitable
climate-"

The beet tried on small experimental plos, and rhen on a larqe
cornrnercial scale, accommodated itself to 

- 
local climatic condition"s

whatevcr they happ"""d to b"-.
There is no doubt that the cost of growing beet varies under

different climatic conditions-for examplel in r ili-.te with a yerv
short lifting period, with early and hard winter frosts, the cost o?
production is higher, owing 

-to 
the necessitv of storins the beet

until the factorv- can use ii, and to the coisequent lois in srgrr
content.

A comparison of the conditions qoverning the deliverv of the heet
from the farm to the factory in tf,is corni.v with thcie orevailins
in Canada are interesting. li England th" lifting feriJ i.',h";;:
as the manulacruring period-which is about three months-while in
Canada the whole operation must be completed within from four to
five weeks.
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The deciding factors as far as climate is concerned can be grouped
under the following headiAgs :

(a) Rainfall or humidity ;
(/) Temperature or heat ;
(r) Hours of daylight durirrg the growing season ;
(/) Wind.
th" above factors may hare diffrrent effects in the same vicinity

according to the varyinq qlalities ofthe soil. A light, sandy soil has a

difierent"moisturc-hlrldind cuoaciw than a heavv cLv soij. 'The heat-
conducting capacity of a'iighi soil is different io thi same capacity of
a heavy soil ; as an example, it is only neces.sary to Plant two rows ot
beet--ine on a lisht soil and the othir on a heavv soil' The beet will
gcrminate much quicker on the light soil than on tbe heavy soil,-bc-
Luse the lisht soil holds the heai in a wav that the heavy soil does

not. Even tie colour of the soil is of imporiance in this maiter, as thc
lighter the soil is in colorrr the less will it store the hcat- A light soil

oidark colour is the best for this purpose.
Endeavours to work out arithmetical formula to determine the

relationship of humidity, heat, sunlight and wind, and their com-
bined e6ect on the srowih and sugar content of the beet, have not been

successful, and in ti'is respect the"scientist has to lcave the field to the
Dractical farmer.' In .pit" of this, the enliqhtened beet farmer cannot afiord to dis-
pense wiih the meteorologist'iadvice and assistance, which h,ave-become

of such great aid in other branches of farming. In the old.days-our
forefathirt were dependent on the shepherd for their weather lore-
casts, but to-day we haye outgrown the ihepherd and prcfer to consult
the instrument.

The rainfall in difierent parts of t}re globe varies from xil to several

hundred inches per zrnnum. For agriculture in the temPtrate zone-lt
is m.,re imoortant that the farmer sihould know the distribution of the
rainfall ove'r the months ofthe vear than the total for the year. About
6o oer cent. of the susar in thdbeet is composed from elements which
the'olant atsorhs fro-"*t... There is a time in the life of all animals

whJn thev take to solid foods, but with plants this period is never
reached. 'Everv bit of nourishment they take either from the air or
the soil must Hdissolved in water. It is &sier to realize the importance
of moisture to the plant when we remember that from 95 to 99 p'9r

cent- of all moistur-^e ateorbed by plans at the roots is released again

into the air in form of raPour.
The British farmer is fortunatelv placed in comparison with the

lrcet grower on the dry plains of Ceniral Europe. On these plains the

sor"iie h"s to be don'e verv earlv in the ye.i so .s to make use of
the wi"nter moisture which'remaiir in the sbil. The following rnonth
mav be rainless, and it is not until the autumn that heaw rainfalls
occlur, which noi only spoil the quality of the beet but also intrease the
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diffculties of lifting and hauling. The unexpectedly favourable re_
sults which have attended the iniustry in this iountrv are due mainlv
to the even distribution of rain all ih. year round] combined *itt
high humidity and low eraporation.

. Every-plint needs a cirtain amount of warmth for germination
and growth,

,. 4n ,u."*" te1np"fqre of about 59" F. prevails oyer the best
dlstncts- oI Great Britain from June to August 

'inclusivc. The cor_
lespondrng average temperature for the beit districts of the United
States tor rhe sameperiod is about r r" F. higher, yet in spite ofthe lower
tem,perature prerziling in this country thi sug;r conient of the bcer
is r i to2 per cent. higher than in the States. Cdl nights and moderately
warm days in the latter part of summer and in thE 

"rtr-r, ,r. -or,tavo-urable for the storage of the sugar in the roots,

- In t}tis country thJvagaries oiclimate are well known. After a
lew .dap of warm, early. spring weather, a spell of cold wezther may
sct_ rn. . I his causes bolters, or seed runners, which constitute not
only a loss- to the-farmer but also to the manufacturer, as the bolters
harden and resist knives. This is the reason that n.iUrf, f".-..,1..
advised_not to drill the beet too early, but only after tt"..iJrpiii,
6nished.

. In ,]lf country beet nclcr stops growing_that is, its active ore
ductrve.lrfe rs never absolutely chccked. Tlris is due to the eycnne"s
ot the climate, which has real[y no extremes oftemoerature-'l he bect can stand up to ei[ht degrees of frost when lifted, and even
more when underground. lf the roois themselves freeze aftei thev are
lrtted no great amount ofharm will result, provided they remain fr'oae,,
until they are used t'y the factory. But ,irit t"* L.pi."*;;';;"-;i.
erceptlon ttere rn England. Owing to this fact the-liftine Deriod is
constderably long.er than in any othcr beet_growing -rrrtr[ 

' Thi, i,
an advantage whtch cannot be oyerestimated, and iiis one oithe causes
of success-

- l-actories in this country are in a position to work their beet directfrom the 6elds and so avoii the cosi a,d los, "f it*i"e-." i;;;1"
countries 6o dap is the average working time o[ a A.,oii, ir-."r.ir:olxe l?ly, even less, owing to abnormal losses in storafe, whereas in
\Jrcat 5fltatn doand even roo days would beasafe figure. This means
that wrth the,same capital one can slice nearly double the quantity of
beet that can be sliced in some other countrres,

- 'I-o come to the third ofthe deciding factors_daylight. Sunshine
f.: ily"l" been considered to E: the miker .f ,1" .,igii i. ,t " U""i,
Dut thls rs not q-ulte correct. Daylight, as distinct fr"om suruhine. is
tne real maker_ol the sugar, Sunshineapplied too liberally has. in fact
the opposite effect, and-this has b.en p'.ov"d i" S"rth;il il;;;
countries. The question of th" 

"*"ct -i.rr., i" -hl.h ii;ir; "E;iI;'"sugar contert has not been yet fully erplained. Int"ns; light ;,.ihi;
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cerain limis favorrs leaf growth, white high light frequently tends to
retard it. As daylight lasts considerably longer in the Nonhein Hemi-
sphere, this gives the explanation of the high sugar content in Canada
and the northern parts of the United States, as well as in this country,
It remains for our scientists to discover the reason why daylight is more
benefi cial than sunshine.

I have now come to the factor of wind in the gro*th ofbeet. In
certain countries which are cursed with hot winds in the spring, beet
suffers through tlreir drying effect. In England the strong winds are
onl_v able to affect light, sandy soil, where the seeds may be blown away,
or the young plants mav be darnaged by the winds cutting off their roo:s
the moment they show above ground,

Before closing, I would like to make a few remarks on the storage
of beet in this country. This is the last factor with which thc farmer
has to deal, and it ii important when beet has to be stored for any
length of tirne.

The first thing to remember is, that beet should be put in storage
when the temperantre isjust above freezing point. Secondly, that beet
should contain its maximum moisture when it is put in storage, and
the storage should be made under such conditions that the natural
moisture may he conscrved.

As the iratural weather conditions of this country arc very
favourable to ideal storage conditions it is likelv, if tleie rules arl
followed, that the loss of sugar content will 'tre 

considerably less

than in less fortunate countrits.

PRACTICAL EXPERTENCE WITH
SUGAR.BEET IN S.W. ENGLAND

Bv C. J. CLARK
C bitchoroagh

Tnr cultivation of sugar-beet in the West of England was 6rst under-
taken on a large scale in rgz5, and our experience with the crop is

therefore new and brief, The result of the first year's oPcrations was
such as to encourage the existing growers to extend their acreage con-
siderably and to attract a number ofnew growers. With the increased

are. under the crop a series of new problems presented themselves
which can be grouped under separate heads but which in practice are
closely related to each otier and to the whole balance and cconomv of
the husbandry of the districts concerned.

First of ail, there is some uncertainty as to the future ofthe industry
and its posilion in the world market whert it is no longer suhsidized
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by the State. There is much good land now under grass which
cbuld be broken up to grow exc"ellent crop of sugar-dt, but such
breaking up involves the use of some sort ofarable rotation on the land,
and comparatively few of the crops which are commonly used in the
other shifts have much Fnancial attraction ar the pres;nt time. lt
follows that thc cautious farmer must be very well assured ofthe lasting
benefit he will get from his sugar-beet before he sets about to disturL
established grassland.

Secondly, there is the very important matter of an elf,cient labour
supply. The low wages paid to arable workers have discouraqed the
best of the younger men from following the plough.

Also in rural areas thc qu$tion of housing f6r extra hands when
they can be brought in from elsewhere is a very difficult one.

Farmers who may wish to increase their aireage of sugar-beet are
brought face ro.face-with a real difrculty in getti;g the lxtra hands
necessarv to deal with the crop. In many cases the area of beet grown
has to be k€pt down to the iimit of rhat which can be handled 5y the
regular and existing staft of the farms.

Men who can be obtained from the labour exchanges are, for the
mo6t part, factory workers. and have not the knowletlei which would
enable- them to db the work properly.

Thirdly, there is no local tridition in the handlins of rhe croo. and
thcre is a great lack of practical and local infornration'on ,u.h ,ri.tt..,
as suitable cultivations, width of rows and singling distances, correct
manuring, and the eco,nomical use of tops and p-ulp.-'

The advantages of the crop were ably set iorih for the farmers by
the representativc of thc Yeovil SugrriBeet Factory Limited, bui,
despite this, the pressurc of the dilficul-ties alreadv meritioned was very
real, and a comparatively small acreage was contracted for with thi
lactory.

In the result the inrerdependence of farm and factory in the
production of sugar was clearly 

"een, 
and witlr a poor suaiantee of

acreage the whole factory building schem" uzs s"riouilv del-uved. This
delay led to a further di6culty, fo-r the beets ofthe rgi6 c.oi had to b.
delivered to the I pswich factoiy far away in SuIIolk, causing th"r" 

" 
.o.,-

siderable congestion and making it nec'essary for a nu-Er of sroweru
to clamp a portion of their crop- for deliverv in January and Fitr,r"ry,
after the usual manufacturing season.

An attempt to attack some of the outstandinq problems ofmanuring
and field treaiment was made in a series of dderimens c.rrtr.d oi
Bri:tol University and carried out in part under the auspices of the
Somerser County Agricultural Advisory Commince, 'I'wo of these
experiments-onc concerned with the'use of potash. nitrogen and
phosphate, and theother with the width of drill rows-were cairied out
on our farm at Chiselborough, and I can quote the results for what they
are worth.
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It must be remembered that thes€ figures are the result of single

experiments, and they may differ both in sense and value from the ie-
sults of the whole seiies when these have been collated bv the central
authority.

The manurial trial consisted of 8 plots each trveh,e rows yzide
and r35 yds. long, The rows were r8 in. apart and the bcets were
sown otr the fat. The plot treatments were as follows :

Plot r. Complete \4anure, less I I cwt. muriate of potash per acre.

Ir cwr. sulphate of amnronia per acrc.

Plot z l4 cwr' 3o p<r cerlt. superphoophrte per
I acre.

Ir * cwt. muriate of potash per acre.
Plot 3. less 2 cwt. superphosphate per acre.
Plot 4. Control, No Manurc.
Plot 5. Complete N{anure, plus an cxtra r} crvt. muriate of potash

per acre.
Plot 6.
PIot 7. with 6 cwt. kainit in place of r! cwt.

muriate of potash.
Plot 8. ,, with r| cwt. of sulphate of potash in

placeof rlcwt. muriate of potash.

Each of the plots was divided into three areas, called A, B and C,
which received different amounts of nitrogen as top dressings.

Section A had z cwt, nitrate ofsoda per acre.
Section B had r cwt. nitrate of soda per acre.
Section C had no top dressing.

The results in yield per acre of washed beets and the percentage
sugar contents are shown in the following Table :

f;eld Saqar Co,rr.nt

tg t6
208
200
rg 16
2to
tg t6
186
208

t95
20 t2
zt 16
2t 16
t95
2a t2
19 r o
20 t7

I
2
3
+
5
6
7
8

CI
I

r4'r o
r6'68
| 5'48
2o'82
r8'o6
17'o+
22'56
2t'6

r5 6
t66
15 +16z
18g
t9r
t7 t8
19 13

r 8'oo
18'2+
r 8'54
r7'52
t9'02
20'58
r8'72
tg'26

r7'04
20'6+
zo'46
18'42
22'50
2t'6
2r'72
r7'zB

I
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It will be otnerved that the level of feld was high throughout, even

Section C of Plot 4 which received no iranure at ail producing as much
as 16 tons z cwt. of washed beets per acre. With such a higl level of
yield the differences due to manuring are likely to be relatively small,
and it is interesting to ohserve that the first tbp dressing of nitrogen
produced a commercial increase in every case. The limits of erpiri-
mental error in any set ofsingle plots in i single season must necessarily
be very wide, and small differences as betwien one plot and another
cannoi be regarded too seriously, but a definite trJnd over a lars.
number ofplos, and coveringseviral different treatmenrs, do.*"s -oi.
czreful corsideration.

If all the A sections are taken together as representing a plot
receiving z cwt. nitrate of soda as top dressing, and a similar calcula-
tion-and averagc is taken for the othcr two sections, the following
result cmcrges :

ncu ftr Acfu Sugar Pcrrz,ttage

A (z cwt. N)
B (r cwt. N)
C (no top drcssing)

209
19 t9
17 6

t8'22 
It8'73 l19'89 
I

It apgzrs that the first cwt. of nitrate of soda has increased the
gross yield by z tons 13 cwt., and that the second dose has caused a
further increase of ro cwt. This rise in leld has been accompanied
by a definite fall of sugar percentage, and in order to correlaie the
two things, and to find out how far the gain in qross weisht has been
neutralized _by loss of sugar content, it -becomC necessaf to reduce
the calculation to terms of sugar per acre,

Section 4 yielded 75 cwt. of sugar per acre.
Sectlon lJ - ?5
Section C ,, 69

Taking the same figures and treating them from the point of view
of groes cash return to the farm we get ihe following results :

Section A-Beet at {3, 06. 9d. per ton = d6z, zs. per acrc.
Section B - {2, zs. Zd. ,, = 16r, r8s. ,,
Section C ,, {2, +. gd. ,, : {56, ros.

From these figures it would appear that in this experiment the
6rst cwt. of nitrate of soda was a vCry profitable investment, but that
the second one did not pay for irself.

The figures serve also to stress another point which is sometimes
rather neglected. The heaviest yield brouglit the best return both of

Scaioa
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sugar and cash, and the higher sugar percentage of the lighter crop
was not sufficient to make up for the serious loss in gross weight.

The other experiment included five plots with the rows from
t4in. to z4 in. apart. Again all the yields were high, but there was a
decided difference in favour of the narrow rows. The yields and cash
valucr per acre were as follows :

Dittancz bctuecl Raur lizll 1ur Atrc

240
220
20 r8
r8 13
rg r8

Ca r lahc

ls.
72066o
6z 15

56c
59 ro

r+
t6
20

2+

The results of this ouc scason's experimcns arc interesting, and
although they may not be wholly convincing in all thc differences of
m"nur-ing 

"nd 
treamrent which tiey cover, they serv. to form pa-rt of

a far sr;t"r mass of evidence whi-ch is being'collectcd in the Weit.
Furthlr, they serve to give some indication ofihc very satisfactory level

of yield obtainable in ihc \{est Country under our normal farm con-
ditions. As yet suqar-beet has no definite place in the rotations, and

it has bccn ta'ken generally eithcr in place of mangol& or cercals.
'l'he sreat adv;ntase ihich it eniovs ir, that itis grown otr contract

for a pric? per ton, ,"h"ich is knot"ti ii advance, couipled with thc un-
doubted success of so many of this year's cropo, lends very great suPPort

to the growing opinion tliat it sh<iuld be used on a far larger scalc in
the Wit in thie future. It seems that the crop might do much to prc-
serye and to extend the arable area. Such an extension, bringing with
it the sreatlv increased cash returns as.sociated with heavy crop of
bcet, sh"ould 6enefit both the farmers and tlteir workers to a considerable

desr€€.
" Beet, with the long harvesting period of three months, is very little

damased bv wet condi ons in autumn, and thus has another very great

adv"niage'ov.r cereals, especiallv in the Western Countics, where the

rainfall is hish-
The suc"cess of the 19z6 crop, and the eagerness with which the

qrowers are seeking to extend their acreage' suPPorc the conclusto-n

ihat, given suitable-land, the crop should Present no insuperable difh-
cultiJ to anvone who is used to growing root croP6' 'l he supply

of labour foi sinslins remains a cfr'tical 6int, and there is need for
. giot a*i -o'r" Tr,fot^"tiot about tite kinds and quantities of
artiticial manure to use.
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. If full advantage could be taken of the crop, and the area under
it extended over suitable land, it should do moie to put the farmins
industrv on a sound basis than any other crop we har"',",.t"., iio.r"-'

EXPERIENCE WITH SUGAR-BEET
IN THE MIDLAND COUNTIES

R. N. DOWLING, N.D.A., P.A.S.I.
,lg*alr,'ral Organi!.r for No*.

IN r 924, when the Notts. Education Committee decided to draw
up and. carry out.a schem€ of manurial cxpcriments on *" arg"r_baa,
crop atong certarn -dehnite lines, it was understood that nimerous
exp€nments and held trials had been carried out in various Darts of
thc country, which had, in a general 

'"uy, 
d"^orrrii"tJ;; ,fi;;: ;f

rnanunat oresstngs. lt was lelt, however, that more evidence was re_
qurred as to the cconomic retums obtained under varying clrs.es of soil,
bearing in mind its natural or acquired fertititv, pr.,Ji"r", .-Ui"i"a
manunat treatment, and climatic conditions pievailing ou.. i'."ri". ofvears. I should.like to mention the fact thai M. N.'H";;t;irt;
in carrying out the whole of tle work
. It was decided to arrange the experiments so that cach series wouldatm to answer one dehnite question, such being in each qrse_

Series r. The effect of nitrogenous top dresings.
Series z. The efiect of potasi.
Series 3. The maximuir profitable manuring.

The first two series have been running for three years, and Series 3for two. years, each being tried 
"n 

t-o o. ihr"" iii;';;';;_ '"-
, Although, as with all cxpcriments on the manuring olsusar_beetthe results over the whole pcriod would appear at n.i,-of""?" ,. 

-Lj

somewnat contradtctory, as a natter of fact dcfinitc info-rmation hasbcen obtained which ;ill be of practical ,"tr.."'aLf iir.'ri"ir'*".
1*li::S^ :,:f:re retiability l,a," -p.",.", ;;;;;J"? ;;aDnormal condltlons.

,. Clinati Cozditknr.-Knowing the enormous influence of varvinq
cttrnatrc conditions it was considered advisablc to t..p..."611 ,..,olEor ralnra and temperature lrom seed_time to harvest.'

ierrel t-Nrtro?anoat:

, , O.bjects : To t-.st the effect of a complete dressinq of artificials(4/ wrtnout a top.dresung of nitrogen; (J) with one t"op dressins ofnrrrogen ; (., wrth two top dressings ofnitrogen.
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Scheme of manuring per acre :

Plot t. Control (No Manure).' 
[ | cwt- strlohatc of ammonia.

Plot 2. Complctc Dressing .14 cwr. 30 Per cent. superphosphate.

Ir ] cwt. muriate of potash.

Plot l. As Plot 2, plus t cwt. nitrate of soda at sin-gling timc'
Plot [. As Plot 3, plus a second top dressing of r cwt. nitratc of soda

two or thrcc wceks later.

ry25 Trials.-Three ccntres werc selected in thc lcighbourhood
of Newark, thc nature of the soil in cach case being-

Centre r. Light sand with gravel.
Centre 2. Good sandv loam in good " hcart."
Centrc 3. Light loanr rvith gravel.

No farmyard manurc was applied directly to the sugar-bt(t crop6.

At Centic I thc adversc cffect of drought was most Pronouncd.

TABLE I
SHO\I'ING YIELD OF \\ASHED AND TOPPED BEET PER ACRE

I

3

It will be seen that the application of one top dress-ing at singling

o"u. r'.r, Iittle increase of irop orer thc Completc Mixturc Plot at

E;;r; i and 3, whercas at Centre 2 there was an increase of one

a"-p"i "..., Jhi.t gur" a money rcturn over the Control Plot of

i" 
+iJ*ff'd",tJf, dressing whicb was applied thrcel'eeks latcr gave

a orofitable incrtase at Cenires r and z, but a loss at Centre 3'- ' -,i;*oo-ou Scriu, rqz6,-This season was very favourable to the

U"", .tool.nJ ,ft" effectJof dressings of artificial manures werc much

mor" oronounc"d than in tgz5. The j udicious application of manu res

oror.d -*, beneficiat, and r o to t z tons of washed and toPPed- beets

I. "c.. *.r" obt"ined on sand soil. Both centres were on the lighter
[rp"s of ."ilr and at neither was farmyard manure applied direct to
the crop.

Plot t
PIot z

Cozrrlrk
Drcri4

Plor s Plot 4
Conrht?, + on. Cotnlht., + tn-o
ro, Dra'in! oJ Toi Drc$ittgt oJ

Nirrate ol SoJa Nitratc oJ Soda

4 rr
ro 15
66

+l
4lrr I

I

5t2
rr 19

?12

'T "'ii
ro 19

7to

6
t2

7
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TABLE II
NITROGENOUS SERIES

Dqlicatc Plou

n.A yt ,lcr.

1'o?F,l Bc.ts 3ryar

Warsop

I

3
+
I

3
4

t9'5
20'o
20'o
20'2
I9'I
19'3
19'2
19'+

9o
9oro 15

12 t6
g6

129
II 15
II 2

'I'his Table shows the re;ults obtained from the duDlicate Dlots ar
both centrcs. A bare comparison of the figures from tire two'c"r,tres
app€ars at 6rst somewhat confusing, but wherr thev arc considered
in conjunction with. the previous iropping and minuring, definitc
conclustons may be drawn.

. At Ranby rio very pronourrccd increase was obtairrcd by the applica-
tton of a complete dressing (compare Plots r and z), but thc net iiturn,
oYer thc No Manure Plots were very substantially increa^sed when the
lop dressing was applied in addition to a compl6te dressins. and still
Iurther increas€d when a second top dressing was given. "-

fuU fir lcre

folpcd Rcctt

9
IO
II
t2
9

II
I

IO

5

r3
r3
6

3

Sqar

19'3
20-o
20't

I9'I
19'7
r8'3
19'2

No. 4. Complete, + two
Top Dressings .

No. r. No Manure . - -

Less Cost of Manures . .

Yaluc at S+r- lzr toz +
2!.6d.1.r unit of Stsar

d.,er t S'5 l,er ce .

- Thus for an expenditure of d3, r rs- on tnanures there was a net
gam ot {9, #. rd. per acre.

Ranby

,4urap fieLl
Plott ;l'ath?.t Bcrt!

f.r At,.e

Isd.

t+
2

4t t6 g
2,gt8
12 t5 1

3 rr o

{s+,

l2
9

3
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-The-same series at Warsop gave very different resuls. The appli-
catlon ol a complete dressing, costing {2, rs. per acre, gaye an ayerage
tncreasc of 2 tons r 2 c'wr. of washed beet per acre, worth dg, rs, 7d.,
leaving a net increase of{7, os. 7d. due to thc dressing. W}ren, how-
ev€r, th€ top dressings were added, this suboantial gain r*zs lost owing
to the increas€d cost of manures and a lower fleld. At the Warsop
Centre the land was heavilv dressed with farmrrard manure durins the
two previous years, and it'is probable tlut th,J additional nitroge"no.,s

1op dressings supplied an excess of nitrogen, which resulted in a toe
luxurious growth of leaves. and a resultins lower vield owins to late
ripening aid the non-transference of food "materialJ 

1*ith tug[4 f.o^
the lear.es to the root. In contrast with this, the Ranby Cintre had
received very litde farmyard manure during previous y'ears, and the
same quantities of nitrogenous top dressings produced wry profitable
Increases m croP.

$2yj25 2-P61a511;
These experiments were carried out in t925 at th€ same centres

alongside the nitrogenous plots and under similar conditions.
Scheme of Manuring p€r acre :

Plot r. Control (No Manure).
I r cwt. sulohate of ammonia.

Plot z. Complete Dressing .14 cwt. 30 per cent. superpho6phate.
I r ] cwt. muriate of potash.

PIot 3. As Plot z, less the potash.
PIot 4. As Plot z, plus an extra t J2 cwt. muriate of potash.

TABLE III
SHOWING YIELD OF WASHED AND TOPPED BEET PER ACRE

Plot .

."*-;
58

ro r9
713

I

tl
3l,l

o
o
o

+
to
6

3
2
o

Plot 3

6t
tr to
7+

r5
t2
2

A comparison of Plots r, z and 3 show:; the effect of a Complete
l\4anure (Plot z) over the Control (Plot r) i also over the No Potash
(Plot 3). Practically rro effect is produced by adding phosphate and
nitrogen alone, but when poash is included a distinct increase is
brought about at each centre. When the poash is doubled (Plot 4) an
increase is shown at two of the centres, one of which is notably shon
of potash.
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ry26 Triak.-:These experiments were crrried out at th€ same

centres alongside the Nitrogenous Series and under similar conditions
ofsoil and previous treatment.

TABLE IV
POTASH SERIES

Trcld Pcr ,lcrc

fMal B..t

DuPl;.atc Phfi

Stgar

'Warsop

r 9'8
ry'6
rg'8
r9'9
t8'7
r9'r
r 8'8
r9'7

r9'r
ry'6
20'8
2c'6
r85
r 9'o
r 8'8
185

9 ro
8 r9
912
92.
93rr 6
84

II 7

988 15
ro 16

917
9tro 16
ro+
t2 t5

Again, the two centres produced different results from similar
manuring, and reference to the previous treatment of the land will
show that at Ranby where subetantial dressings of potash had been
applied during the two previous yne-ars no beneft was obtained by a
dressing of potash to the crop, and a comparison of yields with those
obtained on the topJressed plots in Series r on the same field willshow
tiat nitrogen was more urgenrly needed at this centre-

At Warsop the highest average net return was obtained on Plot 4-
r.a., that receiving a double dressing of potash-and reference to the
Nitrogenous Seri-es at the sr-. c"nir" ihows that a definite increase
was obtained by the introduction of potash in the complete mixture
(Plot z, Series r), but the yield could not be further raised until the
po$h was increased as shown in Plot +-Potash Serics, as shown by
the following Table :

D4licatc Phrt

Potash Series t. No manure

Poash Series z. Potash, super and nitrogen
Potash Serie 4. Potash, super and nitrogen

extra potah

Aoerage fic Varncl
B..t ?er .4n

ToB Crl.
93.9+

. II 4
plus

. t2 I

fieu ,.r ,4ffc

'ro?fid B.,t

I

3
+
I

3
+

Ranby
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Scr s g-Marittrutt Proftattc Manu'hg :
This serie was carried out at three centres in r9z5 and at the

Warsop Centre in 19z6 (soil and previous treatment as before).
Objects : To ascertain the maximum dresing of fertilizers which

nrav be economicallv used.
'ftheme of Manirring per acre :

Plot r. Control (No Manure).
( r cwt. sulphate of ammonia.

Plot z. Complete Dressing { r} cwt. muriate of potash.

[4 cwt. 3o per cent. superphosphate.
Plot 3, As Plot z plus r cwt sulphate ofammonia and r{ cwt muriate

of potash.
Plot 4. As Plot z, plus z cwt. sulphate of ammonia and 3 srt. muriate

of potash.

ficA Vattcd But
lcr lct. Stgar

Dqlicatc Plott

Tul,l llarl kct
Stgar

I

3
+

9rro t6
t2 19
126

r8'?
t9't
r9'o
r 8'o

93
II 6
t4+
ro 19

r8 5
190
r8'7
t9'7

Plot 3 has given the highest yield in both cases and it appean from
this and from previous years' results that dressings greater than that
given to PIot 3 actually have a depressing effect on yield.

Corcr,usrols
Nitrogcn.-U nder normal conditions top dresings of nitrogen,

applied early, produce economic increased yields. If, howcver, the
land is rich in organic rnatter, or is in a high state of feniliry and has
received heavy dressings of farmyard rnanure to the beet or previous
crop, it is posible that an excess of nitrogen applied by top dressings
may not only not incr€ase the yield, but may be positively harmful.

' Potash.-A shortage of potash may seiiously limit the yield of
sugar-beer If potash has been supplied during the rotation, and the
soil contains a sufrciency, any further dressing direct to the b€et will
not increase tle feld and may even be detrimental.

Gcreral.li) There can be no hard-and-fast rule or standard
dressing of manures for sugar-beet, and any scheme of manuring must
be ta-sed on a knowledge of the soil, previous cropping and manuring.
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(z) There is a fairly sharp limit to the quantity of anificials

yhich rnay be applied with success, and beyond this yields nuy even
be depressed.

G) Sugar Corrtent. -lt may be stated with confidence that
judicious manurial treatment with inificials is likely to prornote quality
iut that, on the whote, .ii-.."-."iJi.i.*, il-;li";tl ;il;;;i;
imporant r6le in this respect. An examination of all th6 Control-
or No Manure--Plos will show drat a slighdy lower sugar retum was
obained throughout than on the manuria-l p[ots. Excess of nitrogen
is generally responsible for poor quality, but this may be negatived
by a sufrciencv of other neces.sary fenilizing consiituens, or by
favourable climitic conditions. A ihorage of potash rnay also have
a depressing efect on quality.

Cur-rrva, ror.r Trrer.s oN Sucen-Berr. Qpnlas-flaDoocK PRroRy
The object of these trials was to obtain definite infornration

regarding the effects of cultivations on the yield of beet, and it is pro-
posed to repeat them during a number of seisom. It should trc d.rly
understood that no definiG condusions can he drawn from this one
trial.

In the case of the number of hoeinq trials, the obiect was to test
the effect -of soil movement, the killin[ of weeds beiirg a secondary
consideration.

Number of Horv-hotings
Plnt

r Two---on June znd (before singling) and June zznd
z Three June zznd and July roth
3 Four June zznd and July roth

and r zth
4 Five - June zdnd and July r oth

rTth and 23rd

ficlds 2cr ,fcrc
Pht {ont C,ut. E!! Pet e.rrt. Ssgai
rr+6org.z
2 t3 t6 r r8'5
3 t2 rg 3 r9.+
+ 13 rr r rg.r

No increased crop resulted from hoeings in excrss of two-i.r. onc
before singling and one after.

Width of Rout Tiak
Ph, ll,idt,lt it Ia. lorrr C,@t. qrr. P./.crrr. Stgar
r 16| t3 16 3 r8'9
2 tg 13 t3 2 tg.+
3 23 t3 t9 2 tg'3
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..'Ther-e was_practically no difference in yields- It appears that the
additional number of rooG per acre does nof necessarilv 

'mean 
a sreater

yield per acre. The difierence in thesizeof the roots fi. r.*.fi^r"nt
when the plots were Iifted and topped.

June 7th
,, r rth
,, r6th
,, 2ISt

133
rz 16
12 r8
t26

The singling on Plot r nras carried out as early as the Dlanb
could be handled-r'.r. when showing fourth leaf, and ihe resulo'show
an increase of nearly r ton over thJ plot sineled last i also the sumr
content of the crop frbm this plot was the highit obtained at this centie.

It is too early to draw definite conclisions, further work being
necessary,

THE DISCUSSION

Sn Fx.rprnrcr Krrnr,r, in opening the discussion, said that he r*as
greatly impressed, or depressed, by the smallness of the average vield of
beet in this countrv.

He was convi'nced that this could be greatly bettered by more
thorough cultivation of the soil.

The difference between farming and gardening was rnainly one of
soil conditions, and thc difference between the yield of the sam" crops
under the two conditions was enormous.

He thought that the first step to bettcr yield should be cultivation,
aimed at the making of good soil conditions, and that this might bc
followed by improved manuring.

He ascribed the very small increases of vield obtained with nitrosen
manures in some of thi experiments put before the conference toihe
operation of the law of limiting factors and not to any essential
failure ofertificial nirrogen as a manure for sugar-beet. Unless the
other factors ofgrowth werc in balance, no plantiould use the manure
given to it to advantage.

He mentioned that in the near future large supplies of new ty'pes
of nitrogenous and mixed manures would be ivailiSle on the En[lish
market as the produce of our own industries ; and drat these should
prove interesting to sugar-beet growers and other intensive farmers,

Sir Frrorrrcr Hrar,r said that he had had sarisfactory results with
beet grown in rors zr in. apart. He got these by usin! a 7 ft. drill
equipped with four coulters.

Pht Dat. of S;rrgfing ,for Cwt. +r. Prr .r,,t. SLgar

o 2o'3
, ,g'5
o ,9'5
2 20'o

I

3
+
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Even with rows as far apart as this he had found it very necessary

to use a light horse on the hoes as the big shire did a very great deal of
damage in kicking up the plants in the rows,

He had found that wireworm was a serious pest to the croP when
sown earlv and he had suffered considerable loeses bv birds, mostly
c.ows .nd lap*irrgs, which pulled up the young planti to gct at rhi
wireworms. He quite definitely delayed the sowings of his crop to
avoid this trouble-

In the matter of manuring he used plenty of farmyard dung, and
he had not found that it had had any such depresing effect upon the
crop as had some of the heavier artifrcial dressings mentioned in the
paPers.

Mr W. F. Grr.rs (Messrs Sutton & Sons), speaking of the pro-
duction of sugar-beet seed, said that the plant had been grown
experimenially by his firm for many ycars,

During the war, when the import ofseed became impossible, Suttons
had undertaken a home-grown supplv for the Kelham Factory. It was
poesible to produce satisfactory seed in England in four years out of
five, but unforturutely, owing to the high cost of labour here, the cost
of production was too great for it to cohpete with a foreign article of
equal, or pcrhap greatCr, germination capacity. The future of sugar-
beet seed production in England must dcpcnd simply on the cost of
production,

In the matter of width of rows and heavy seeding, and their bearing
on yield, he recalled an enormous crop of mangol& grown at I6 in.
between the rows and with 16 lb. of secd per acre. These yielded

90 tons per acrc, and the roots grew practically touching one another.
The hoeing on this crop had becn done.with Planet Junior hoes,
pushed by men and therefore without the use of horses. These hoes
should be useful to sugar-beet growers using narrow rows.

Mr J. L. Lupprrcrou said that he had grown sugar-beet for a
number of years and that now Ie was growing them on ridges with
z4 in. between the rows. He found thit he wis getting a good crop
of r z tons per acre o[washed beet and a sugar content of r6'2 per ccnt.ot r 2 tons per acre ot washed beet and a sugar content ot r

The 6nal result of this in the way of net return was
and thc savins in cott of cleanins .nil hoeins was verv ,

The 6nal result of this in the way ofnet return was satisfactory,
and the saving in cott of cleaning .nil hoeing was very considerable.
Hc believed that ridge growinq really sen'ed to reduce thc c<xt ofridge growing really reduce thc c<xt of
production per ton.

He had found in his experiencc that the factories treated the
farmers well and he believed that it would be possible to secure the
future o[ the industry as the subsidy dropped, by the production of a
larger crop at a smaller cost to tle farmer.

IrIr A. W. Lrxc said that in the large series of sugar-beet experi-
ments conducted last year from Bristol University over 6ve Western
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Counties, it had been found possible to alter the vield considerably by
cultural methods and arrangements, but not the sugar content.

For instance, beet in rows I5 in. apart yielded 22 tons P€r acre,
r8 in. apart, 20 tons P€r acre, 22 in. aEatt, 19 tons per acre, without
any significant difference in sugar percentage

This t1,pe of rcsult was common among 3oo scParate exPcrtments
under coniideration and gave point to the rccommendation that the
farmer should regard gross yicld as the point of paramount importance
in his beet crop.

An excess of nitrogen given to the crop either with the seed or as

a top dressing was cerain io lead to a large leafy growth without an

"o,ri 
alent increase in root. This leafiness was correlated with a delay

in rnaturiw which might have serious efiects on the crop. As far as he

could gather a dressing of t l cwt' per acre of sulphate of ammonia or
calciui crznamide before sowing, followed by a single top dressing of
., itrate of soda at sinqlins time. mve the best results in the West Country.

Speaking of poi".h"."nul*, he said that on most light soils the
applications"of potash to the crop seemed to be profitable, but that on

hcivv soils--on thc old red san&tone, and on the lias and other clap-
rhe olots without potash had often qiven the best results, and increascs

of potash had oficn caused a prolressive depression of crop- He
rhoueht that the sugar-beet as a plint was Particularly well cquipped
f.,r uiilizins reservcs of potath alreadv in the soil.

He heltved strongly in the necessity for singling at the earliest
porsible moment, and -was curious to know more about the infuence
of variety on sugar content'

Col. G. H. Loxc said that during the last season the W. Suffolk
Agricultural Committee had conducGd a series of exPeriments with
su;ar-be€t at some six centres in the county. Among other things they

hai tried different widths of rows ( I 8 in. ahd z4 in-), but the yields had

come out about tle same. Many farmers in the district considered

that b€et srown on ridges z4 in. fo z8 in' apart gavc as good yields as

those groiin on the fai at r8 in., while the saving in cost in growing
and clianins them was considcrablc.

He had"found that on thin-skinned land the number of fanged beet

was verv larse unless rhc suteoil was well broken at the time of first
plouehiig. "H" us.d a subsoiling tine on his ploughs over the whole
i oo"acrJwhich he intended to Put under beet this next year.

He had found that sulphate of ammonia applied before drilling
had tended to producc 

"n 
i-ptou..".tt in the plant obtained. He

sussested to Sii Frc{erick Hiam that the Suffolk horse was far better

s,riied to work between relatively narrow rows than the shire'

Mr Snonrtx (Howard & Sons) said that his 6rm was extremelv
interested in rhe derlelopment ofspecial and improved tvpes ofmachinery
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to help the growers. Recently they had turned out a new sugar-beet
lifter, some special types of ploughs, and a hoe which would deal with
four rows of beet at a time, He was sure that as imorovements in
production were oudined the implement makers wouli be doing all
in their power to further them, and to help the growers in their taik.

1\,Ir T. TnonasoN said that some uncertainty existed in the West
Midlands as to the date of sowing and its effect' upon the number of
bolters produced.. In r9z5-crops sown on r8th -April had practically
no bolters, while last year thosa sown as late as r oih May lad many.
If late sowing was insisted on as a precaution there was always'a
difrculty in getting the crop lhrough to maturity.

He was arxious to know how far the beet iuffered from exposure
on the. ridge, as there_ seemed -to be a tendency among growirs in
Shropshire to turn to ridge cultivation.

Seyeral farmers of his acquaintance who had been accustomed to
vegetable growing and who were equipped witlr Planet Junior hoes
had found benefit from the use ofthese tools in sugar-beet. He thousht
that there was a critical point of economic balandto be found betw&n
the use of horse and man labour in the working and handling of the
croP.

It appeared to him that the facts adduced concerning the influence
of daylight on sugar formation in the beet supported thi opinion that
every effort should be made to lengthen the growing seison at the
beginning.

l,Ir F. Revns said that he had grown sugar-beet last season on the
ridge and on the flat with equal distance between the rows on the farm
of the Norfolk Agriculrural Station. The yield had been practically
equal in the two cases, with a very slieht difference in sugar content
(3 per cent.) in favour of the fai woik. This differencJ was more
than counterbalanced by the economy and ease of working on the
ridge.

Many successful growers who had used the ridqe svstem in Norfolk
last vear had earthed up thc roots as a final operatiin, ind this had been
easy to do. He was convinced that in many iircumstances the srowinc
of;ugar-beet on the ridge was a sound praitical ;r;p*,i.i.n.'

Three yearu'work on the use of nitroeen with susar-beet had
brought him to much the same conclusions aithoee alreadi mentioned.
I ncreases ofyield for the 6rst dressings were soon followet bv a check.
This year he had applied the whole- of the nitrosen bv thl time of
singling and he had got response to a larger total d"ressirim than wheu
the applications-had been spread out to ilater date. He"thought that
there was a definite connexion between the use of nitrogen ind the
number of bolters in the crop.
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Sir Jonn Russrr.r., in closing the discussion, first ofall thanked the

speakers and then stresrd the wofold obiect of the Rothamsted Con-
ferences. They were intended, he said, firstly to get rhe best informa-
tion ofall kinds bearing upc,n matters ofimmidiati agricultural intererit
and to spread that information as widely as poesible. Secondly, they
were mesnt to obtain, for the Station, problems from the fiejd thit
required scientifi c investigation.

Turning to the subject ofdiscussion he said that the present position
with rigard to vield was obliously unsatisfactory. There seemed to
be three lines ofattack in the attempt to better iti

(r) Improvement of varieties to suit situations. Much had been
done already, but tlere was hope ofstill frrnher progress in this line-

_ (z) Improvement of cultivation and mcthods & spacing. In this
department there \,yas certainly room for vert' much more ixperiencc
and experiment. Preparation'of seed bed, fepth of sowing, width
of rows, ridge or flat-all were important matters requiriig exact
kaowledge and probably Iocal modificition.

- (-3) Manuring might prove to be capable of producing most
satislactory results with sugar-beet as with other things, but great
discrepaniies were bound to"occur until the foundatioru ifcultiviti""
for the crop had been established.

The matter of the time of application of nitrogen and its effect in
lucing an increase of top rather than root seemed to be bound upproducing an increase of top

of that type 9f growth which we-might require. The extra

prooucrng an lncrease or rop ratner tnan root seemeo to De oouno ul
with the question of t}e utilization of the nitrogcn by the plant. It
r*zs desira6le to appln at the right time, just that"quaniity oi nitrog.,,was oqrrraore ro aPPly, ar rne ngnt ume, Just mat quan ty ot nttrogen
which the plant could use in the production of the maximum amount
of that tlpe of growth which we might require. The extra nitrogen
taken to produce unnecessary leaves in the beet was obviously ill applied
even though it might be producing an increase in the total weight ofof
the plant.

SUMMARY OF POINTS
Bv C. HEIGHAM, M.A.
Rot la rutcd D* princ*al $ tation

Nanre ard Positiott of thc Crop

(r) The growing of sugar-beet by a farmer and the making of
sugar by a factory are to be regarded as parts ofa single process of pro-
duction. It is necessary for the continued success of either party tlrat
the two shall work together in dose accord and sympathy.

(z) Sugar-beet being a comparatively new crop to this country
there is no traditional method of growing it built up on generations of
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6eld eryerience. There is much valuable information to be obtained
from thi Continent, but this must bc tested under the local conditions
of our own beet-growing districts before it can be used here with full
advantage.

(3) -'Ihe 
crop at present enjoys a degree of State protection which

will Jicrease in iuture years. The period of suh,sidy is to be regarded
as a time of education and experiment during which commercial
machinerv mav be established 

"nd 
th. s.ot'.o iuv acc,rmulate s,rch

knowhd(e and skill as wil[ enable the*'to .o^p.t.'ru.cessfullf in the
open market.- 

(4) The yield of beets on many ofour farms is unsatisfactory, and
the average must be increased from 8! tons Per acre to at least Io or
r r t.rn. oi. 

"c." 
ifthe industrv is to maintain itselfin the future.

(5) 'Bect of high quality'can be obtained in many pars of the
countrv. and siven so€d methods of production and adequate manu-
facuriirg faciiities tE re is room for a greater development of the crop.

Fadory Requirementt

(6) In order to work to the b€st advantaqe the factory requires
, ,"bil"r supplv of bees spread over the rnanufacruring period from
Octo'ber to the'New Year. It is esential that groweri should keep

closely to the terms of their contract, as the factory organization
depends on this.'r'r) The factorv obtains the best workinq results from beets

.or,iiiiring a high fiercentage of sugar, and is ieriously hindered by
consignments which are noiproperly topped or which contain many
bolters or much rubbish in the form ofstones, weeds, etc-

(8 ) The overhcad charses of the factorv and is permanent stzfr of
.ll lirids have to be spread"over the .,um*r of woiki.,g days in the
year. The longer the period of full working the less per ion will these
tharges be. The English factories enjoy an adrantage in that they
havel working periodof roo dap as cbrirpared with 4o to 8o rlap in
some other countries.

Croutcr s' Rc quir ematt s

(g) Growers require an assured market for their Product, and the
fact ihat the price of sugar-beet is fixed in advance of the crop mav be
of great importance in ltabilizing the finances of a farm in difrcult
times.

Iro) At oresent much local inforrration is needed on such matters

"s "iriJties 
o'f b."t ,o grow, the best cultivations to use, and the most

cconomical manurins.
(r r) Short haulale and a cheap rate of transport tothe factory are

poinis Jf great imporlnce i., deciding the succesi ofa crop. Bad r'oads,
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long journeys to the station and long railq.ay tramDorr with hish
charges should be comidered in detail- before ihe contract with tfi.
factow is signed.

. (r z) An adeguate labour supply in the spring and autumn_the
crrucal scasons ol the crop-is a matter of tie firsi importance. Thc
chances of obtaining the necessary labour when he wans it should bc
explored by the grower before he-underakes production of the croo-
. . .(r 3) At th€- present time, and on the te;ns of existing .on,Iakr,
high gross yield is more important to the qrower tha, "hish sulra,
content if these two cannot be obained togetEer-

Each. r per- cent. of sugar below r 5| pir cent. is worth 1s. 5d- per
ton, wt-rle each r per cent. over that figure is paid for by the factory
at zs. 6d. per ton.

(r4) The crop employs a good deal ofcostly labour. and therefore
any labour-saving devicei which can be applild in any stage of its
tr€irtment may havea very gr€at infuence- in loweririg the" cost of
Proouctron per ton,

, Thc Requircments of tlu Crop

(r5) The yield of the crop will depend very larqelv uoon the
number of plants grown-to the fo,r.re yari and th6 acre] boniinental
experience suggests that 8 plants pir quirerard is the optimum number.
This is obtained b_y using narrow rows (li in. to r6 in.), and sinelinc
to 8 in. aparu Miny-. E-nglish crop hai,e'not rnor" thjn a *.,i f.i
square yard with a full plant

(16) Whatever width of row or singling distance is used. it is
desirable to obtain a " full plant " and to f,avias few saDs as Dcible
To obtain this with certainty a heavy seeding, is iu. ,'.'"" [I"i*J
per acre, is generally recomrirended.

. (r 7) The seed bed should be fine and moist at the top, with the
lower layers well broken to allow easy penetration of roos. 

'The 
seed

should be sown regularly and at a deptir of not more ,frrn , lr. 
-ff,"

roller is a very important implemeni before, during and immediately
after the seedins-

(r8) Singliig of t}re crop is an operation of critical imDortance.
It.hould be dgne carefully and methodically as soon as the plans have
four leaves. Each chosen individual should be left well planted at its
regular distance from is neighbours.

(t9) Hoeing by horse and hand should continue till the leaves of
the plants meet in'rhe rows. The exact number of times which the
hoes should glss through the crop must depend on the soil, t}re season
and the deanliness ofthl field. The skil ofthe grower musi be applied
in deciding this in each ca-se.

(zo) Distance between rows and the use of fat or rideed seed beds
must depend in some {egree upon the soil, the local tradiiions in rool
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Print.d in Great Britain
bI Th€ Rir€rlidc Pr€ss LilBited

Edinburgh

growing, and the grower's equipment of imPlements,.hors€s and men.

It appears that in qeneral the narrower rows Produce the best croP mtn
in yiltd ana suga; percentage, but there may be many cxcePtions to
this rule.

(z r ) The question of sub6oiling for the crop has to be considered

.,n tilin'-rkin.,"d soils. A great deal-of Corrtinental exPerience gocs to
suDDort the idea that on a'il but the deepest soils sub'soiling should be

a rortine operation in the growing ofsugar-beet. A number ofEnglish
n.o*.rr."i',], 

"*p.rience 
aie now ising suh,soiling tines on theirploughs'

" bzl ln seneral it mav be said thit problems ofcultivation require

to b'" art.nd".d to thorotighly before specific problems of manuring
come to be considered. Wiih sugar-heet in England at the present

time there is great opportunitv to increas€ the yield of the crop by an

imorovement of cultural methods.
'(za) Good cropo of sugar-beet have been grown in many districts

witli t[e manuring- co-monlv used for the mangold crop. Supr-beet
beinq a more highl*y priced crop than the mangolil may pay for a heavier
aoolication of fenilizers, but at present there is no special recommenda-

tio., which suggests that is nieds as a plant difiir widely from the
better-known root croP.

(24) There is need for properly co-ordinated exPeriments to.be
conducted throughout the beet-growing areas of tlte country to in-
vestiEate the minurial needs of' the crop under the very various
conditions of soil and climate found within our borders.

(z<) The climatic conditions of our countrv are particularly well
tuited-m th. successful production of sugar-beet'. The long periods of
davlisht favour sugar pioduction in the plant. The moderate average
,"i,#otrr" duri.ie tlie growing period encourages steady and even
qrowth in the fieli. Thi comfrritivelv long peiiod of harvest (roo
davs) brines a qreat advantage both to the farmer in his Mrvesting
ooeritions"and "to the factor| in its business of slicing and sugar ex-
traction. The absence of extremes of heat and cold makes it unlikely
in"i tn. U""s will be either severely checked in growth or badly
&maged by frost before they can be d'elivered to the factory.
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booklets in this new series will contain
papers aud discussions at the conferences

preseDt-day problems io crop productioD.

from time to time at Rothamsted OD

The
papers are written by well-known experts ald
discussed by some of the best practical farmers
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THE GRO\ryING OF LUCERNE

With conrriburiorr by Srr JOHN RUSSELL. F.RS. i
I.-G. TH-ORh'TON, B'.e.; ,{. CuNNrlrcxervr. a.s". i
J. MACKINTOSH, N.D,A.,N.D.D.i R. D. wILLIAMs;
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